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CHAPTER 1

GENERAL INTRODUCTION

The first successful relativistically covariant wave equation for a
massive particle with spin was the now famous Dirac equation (Dime (1928))

(Y^-nlMx) -0 (1.1)

describing a particle with mass m and spin J. Here *(x) 1s a four-component
field transforming according to a four-dimensional Irreducible representation
A of the Lorentz group. The 4x4 matrices yw are (up to equivalence) defined by
the algebraic relations

[/,YV]+ :* Y V + Y V - 2gMV (1.2)

(n,v € {0,1,2,3}; gMV = diag(l,-l,-l,~l). Throughout we will work with units
"h«c = i).
On account of (1.2) each of the components Ta a«l,2,3,4 or the field f satis-
fies the Klein-Gordon equation ( Klein (1926), Gordon (1926))

( i a ^ - m2)¥a(x) » 0 (1.3)

expressing the fact that the field describes particles with mass m. Furthermore,
the infinitesimal generators MMV of the representation A are given by

-41MWV = [yw,YV]. « Y V " Y V (1.4)

Since Dirac (1928) applied (1.1) successfully to the problem of the hydrogen
spectrum, numerous attempts have been made to describe particles with spin
other than J in electromagnetic fields. The theory of relativistic wave
equations for massive particles with arbitrary spin has its foundation 1n the
work of Majorana (1932), Dirac (1936), Fier2 and PauH (1939), Bhaba (1945),
Harish-Chandra (1947), Bargmann and Wigner (1948), and many others. (For a
complete summary see Corson (1953)). Among the many contributors, Petiau (1936),
Duffin (1938), and Kemmer (1939) are notable for having derived an equation for
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spin 0 and 1 of the same form as the Dirac equation (1.1)> viz.

- mi)Y(x) = 0 (1.5)
?

-.' The matrices e>v in this P.D.K.-equation (1.5) are defined by the algebraic
relations

• (JVB* + e ' e V ' eVK + eVu (1.6)

» which are more complicated than (1.2), and admit of three finite dimensional
j irreducible representations. Apart from the trivial one-dimensional

i representation (all eM zero), (1.6) has a representation by 5x5 matrices
;. describing spin 0 and a 10x10 representation describing spin 1. For both spin-
; values the Bv also satisfy a relation like (1.4), viz.

tBu B v]_ » -iMMV (1.7)

Since the discovery of the PDK-equations equivalent theories have been
formulated. In general, it has become clear that there exists no unique method
for constructing relativistically covariant equations describing particles with
a given mass and spin. E.g. free particles of spin 0 and 1 described by the

• Bargmann-Wigner equations (1948) are equivalents described by the Klein-Gordon-
j equation (1.3) and Proca (1936)-equation respectively (both of second order in
' ia ); as well as by the above mentioned first order PDK-equations (1.5).
: Although the various equations are equivalent in the free, i.e. non-interacting

case (Pursey (1965)), differences arise when interaction with an external field
is introduced. In fact, this is the main motivation for studying such equi-
valent descriptions of free particles. The point is the more important because
in many cases serious difficulties of various kinds are known to arise in case
of interaction. Actually, up to now, no free field theory for spin > 1 has been
found which remains satisfactory in an external field. We shall come back to
this point later in this chapter.

The methods of formulating free theories for higher spin (by convention

higher spin means: spin greater than one) mainly follow three distinct lines.

; a) In the first approach certain equations for fields with well-defined

!. transformation properties are shown to describe particles of given mass and
\ spin by demonstrating that the solutions of the equations correspond to the
'\ single particle states of the particles in question. Early examples of this
' kind are the Dirac higher spin equations. An essential feature, not only of
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these first order equations, but of all known wave equations (with two
: exceptions), is that the number of field components needed is greater than the

. ' minimal number required to describe spin s which is 2(2s+l) for first order
theories and (2s+l) for second order theories. The only exceptions are the
Klein-Gordon-equation (1.3) for s=0, and the Dirac-equation (1.1) for s=J.
A further characteristic of especially the higher spin Dirac equations is that
the number of equations needed exceeds the number of field components. Some of
the equations are supplementary conditions with the task to eliminate unwanted

• spins. The supplementary conditions can be interpreted as initial conditions on
| the field components and turn out to be conserved in time by the remaining

. / equations. When interaction is introduced, these systems invariably become
i self-contradictory. Fierz and Pauli (1939) have shown how to circumvent this

difficulty for s=3/2 and 2, by introducing auxiliary fields. They found
Lagrangians of first and second order respectively, which lead to field
equations containing the required equations of Dirac plus a condition that the
auxiliary fields vanish. When interaction is introduced in the Lagrangian in
such a theory, the auxiliary fields no longer remain zero, but enter the theory
in a non-trivial way.

The most simple Lagrangian for the description of massive spin 3/2 particles,
,; as derived by Fierz and Pauli, has been cast into a more convenient form by

Rarita and Schwinger (1961); all the field components in this theory, including
the auxiliary fields, are contained in a vector-spinor field vv.

The program of finding Lagrangians from which the free equations can be
derived, has been studied by Gel'fand et al. (1958), Neumark (1963), and
Ljubarski (1962). This program starts with selecting a field t obeying an
equation of the form (1.5) and transforming according to a representation of
the quantum-mechanical Lorentz group i.e. of SL(2,C), the covering group of the
proper isochronous Lorentz group L*. This representation must be chosen to be
compatible with the existence of B U which satisfy the requirement of Lorentz
covariance, notably

[eVfa]_ = Kg^V - gMV) (1.8)

Given such a representation of SL(2,C) they then determine the most general
form of the matrices Bu satisfying (1.8) and try to adjust them to the

* description of the desired mass and spin spectra, where at the same time
^ they take into account the requirements for the existence of a Lagrangian and
'•': the existence of a positive definite energy and a total charge of the right



form in the second quantized version of the theory.

Notable in this connection are the recent investigations by Cox (1971/1979)

and Frank (1973). Comparable with this approach, but starting with second

order equations, are the treatments by Fronsdal (1958) and Chang (1967), which

have been generalized to arbitrary spin by Singh and Hagen (1974).

b) The second approach initiated by Lubafiski (1942), Bhaba (1945) and Harish-

Chandra (1947) also takes as its starting point equations of the form (1.5)

but studies the algebra of the 6u-matrices obtained by generalizing the

commutation and anti-commutation relations (1.3)-(1.4) and (1.6)-(1.7) of the

D1rac YM-matrices and the PDK ey-matrices. In particular, although thare is

no compelling reason to do so, it is postulated that relations of the type

(1.4) and (1.7) generally hold for arbitrary spin. Thus, one puts

lfl',ev)_ - -iMuv (1.9)

with Mwv the generators of the still unknown SL(2,C) representation according

which the field transforms. Introducing

M»"» « -M"" :« ey , M"4 = 0 ( u = 0,1,2,3)

the equations (1.8),(1.9) and the commutators for the SL(2,C) generators Myv

can be taken together and written in the following condensed way

(a.b.C.d € {0,1,2,3,4})

[M a b,M c d]. « 1 (gadMbc + gbcMad - gacMbd - g b dM a c) (1.10)

with g00 * g** » -gkk - 1, ( k - 1,2,3 ); g a b = 0 if a j* b.

So, by postulating (1.9), the algebra of the matrices Bp and H u v closes.

Equations (1.10) are precisely the commutation relations for the generators of

the simple Lie-algebra Sp(4,R) isomorphic to S0(3,2;R), a rotation group in a

five-dimensional space. It can be shown that each irreducible inequivalent

representation of the Lie-algebra (1.10) determines an inequivalent irreducible

representation of the 8y and vice versa. The representations with lowest

dimension lead to the Oirac-algebra (1.3) for spin J and the PDK-algebra (1.6)

for spin 0 and 1. The other finite dimensional representations lead to the

so-called Bhaba-algebres-, all characterized by multi-mass and spin spectra and

an indefinite energy-density in the corresponding theory. All the associated

Bhaba-equations lead to trouble when interaction is introduced, unless, (as

has been shown by Krajcik, Nieto (1976) for minimal coupling to a constant



vector field) an indefinite metric quantization procedure is used.
A historical survey of the Bhaba-equations can be found in Krajcik and Nieto
(1977). For possibilities other than (1.9) to close the algebra of the Bu and
Muv we refer to the review by Castell (1967).
We remark that no unique mass, spin > 1 theory has ever been reported within
this approach.

c) The third approach for obtaining free theories starts from the single
particle states in Hiibert space and uses the well-known transformation
properties of these states and of the creation and anihiiation operators 1n
order to work back and find all the covariant fields and field equations which
describe these particle states. ( weinberg (1964), Pursey (1965)). Within this
approach Tung (1967) has investigated which equations describe unique mass and
spin and are homogeneous in the differential operator except for a mass term,
without introducing auxiliary fields and subsidiary conditions. He only found
equations for the lower spinvalues 0, |, 1. No such equations for spin > 1
exist.

After this brief exposition of the various approaches for obtaining
relativistically covariant free wave equations and before discussing the
difficulties that arise on introducing interaction, some remarks may be in
place about the specific form of the wave equations that one generally looks
for. In accordance with the principle of near action one generally assumes
that the equations of motion for the field associated with a particle can be
put in the form of a partial differential equation. The principle of
superposition then requires that these differential equations be linear in the
field. In general, it is necessary to use fields with more than one component.
In principle, there exists no limit on the number of components. Most
investigators restrict themselves to a finite number (for a survey on infinite
component fields see Barut (1977)).
Any system of linear partial differential equations can always be replaced by
a suitable system of linear partial differential equations of the first order
merely by defining new functions which are equal to the derivatives of the
previous ones ( courant, Hubert (1962)). So, the general form of the wave
equation can be taken to be

(3Mi3y - e)Y(x) - 0 (1.11)

Considering the interaction free case, so that no physical fields other than ¥
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enter into (1.11), it follows that the su,B must be matrices with entries that
: are given functions of xv. Mostly, it is assumed that they are constant
. matrices.
• The problem encountered in starting from a certain system of equations is to

recognize in the field the sets of independent components that describe a spin
s and to show that they satisfy the second order Klein-Gordon-equation. This is
a sufficient condition to guarantee that the relativistic energy-momentum
relation is satisfied for every particle in the theory. Superfluous components
must be shown not to correspond to particles e.g. by proving that they depend
on the independent spin components or are identically zero.

We remark that although mathematically speaking, a higher order system of
.? differential equations is equivalent to a first order system, the two systems

may be different in e.g. their covariance properties. A simple example is
furnished by the relativistic generalization of the Pauli-equations for a two-
component spinor field $. Even in the presence of the electromagnetic field its
solutions are equivalent to those of the Dirac-equation (1.2). The Pauli-
equation, however, is not separately invariant under charge conjugation and
space-reflection, whereas the Dirac-equation does have these properties.
Nevertheless, the electromagnetic effects are invariant under space-reflection
if the matrix elements are formed in a special way using a second two-component
spinor field derived from the Pauli-spinor $. ( Feynman - Geii'Hann (1958),
Brown (1958)). So, the wave equation need not necessarily possess the same
invariance properties as the physical phenomena which can be calculated from it.

Right from the beginning, theories were constructed to deal not only with
free partcles, but also with particles moving in a given classical electro-
magnetic field; such a classical field will be referred to as an external field.
Later, other couplings to external scalar-, tensor-fields were considered, too.
These external field theories have the advantage of being linear in the unknown
field, in contrast to the non-linearity of theories with all the fields
quantized. Of course, the external field theories can at most be regarded as
limiting cases of theories with coupled quantized fields.
For the second quantized Dirac spin \ field minimally counled to an external
electromagnetic field it can be shown that the anti-commutation relations are
local ( see e.g. Jauch, Rohriich (1954)). For the second quantized Rarita-
Schwinger equation for s=3/2, Johnson and Sudarshan (1961) have shown that
with minimal coupling, the anti-commutators are local, but the equal time
anti-commutation relations become non-positive above a certain strength of the
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external field. These authors argue that the same will be true for any half-odd
integer spin first order theory with s > 1 , due to the singularity of the

% matrix e° leading to a hierarchy of primary, secondary, etc., constraints. They
demonstrated the same effect for a mixed spin J and 3/2 equation derived by
Bhaba (1952) (but not of the type mentioned above under b.). For further
references on this subject we refer to Hagen (1974) and Wightman (1977). The
first also discusses the scalar field interaction.

Although the substitution of minimal coupling into the Lagrangians of
I Fierz and Pauli (1959), due to the use of the auxiliary fields, does not lead
j to direct algebraic inconsistencies, they noticed the possibility of a loss of
; constraints in certain theories. I.e. in the theory with interaction the field

possesses too many independent components compared with the free theory. This
phenomenon has indeed been found by Federbush (1961) for a first order spin 2
Lagrangian introduced by Wentzel (1949). For further details on this subject
see e.g. Reilly (1974); Kobayashi, Shamaly (1979).

All these problems of higher spin equations in an external field found
their culmination point in the discovery by Velo and Zwanziger (1969a) of
acausal propagation in the minimally coupled Rarita-Schwinger s »3/2 theory.

•• This is the phenomenon that by the external field the propagation character of
the wave equation is changed in such a way that the particle described by the
equation moves faster than light despite the Lorentz covariance of the equation.

' Since then, this phenomenon has been detected in many cases for various kinds
of couplings and even for the lower spin values 0 and 1.

It is easy to show, using theorems on partial differential operators with
constant coefficients, that all the usually considered relativistic covariant
free wave equations are hyperbolic systems. A system is called hyperbolic if
there exists a unique solution to the Cauchy-problem,depending in a continuous
way on sufficiently arbitrary Cauchy-data. The Cauchy-prcblem consists in
finding the solution to a partial differential equation when sufficient initial
data (the Cauchy-data) on some space-like hypersurface in space-time are given.
When an arbitrary external field is introduced in a free hyperbolic system one

[ obtains a system with variable coefficients. Unfortunately the theory of
i, hyperbolic systems with variable coefficients has not yet evolved into a state
\ as well developed as the corresponding theory for constant coefficients.
v For example for a system with variable coefficients the criteria for deciding
| whether the system is hyperbolic or not, are not yet completely known.



For a recent review we refer to Dieudonne (1977). Despite this lack of
knowledge we can in certain cases, independent of the question of hyperboiicity,
decide whether the solution, if it exists, will propagate faster than light or
not. It can be shown that the propagation of the solution is governed by the
part of the system containing the highest derivatives: the principal part.
With it, one can determine for each point on the initial hypersurface the
so-called propagation-cone, which is the carrier of the solution resulting
from a point disturbance introduced* at the vertex of this cone on the
initial hypersurface. If these cones are not wider than the forward light cone
then the theory is said to be causal. If for some point(s) on the initial
hypersurface the propagation-cone is wider than the light cone the theory is
said to be acausal: the influence of a point disturbance then propagates itself
faster than ihe speed of light.

Even more serious than the occurrence of acausal propagation is the
J phenomenon, likewise discovered by Velo and Zwanziger, that for sufficiently
I strong external fields the equation may lose its hyperbolic character altogether.
«' It is conjectured (wightman (1978)) that when this happens, a quantized version

of the theory admitting a particle interpretation, is not possible.

The above remarks on external fields make abundantly clear the importance
of the classical or c-number problem for the quantized external field problem.
Up to now only a very small number of cases are known showing decent propagation
character, foremost among them of course the remarkable Oirac spin \ equation.
None are known for s > 1.

After the foregoin* general introduction we will now summarize the next
chapters.

In chapter 2 we will take up the question of the relativistic covariance
conditions to be put on equations of the form (1.11) with constant matrices
6M, 3 and for fields i transforming according to a finite dimensional
representation D(A) of SL(2,C). A first clear distinction is obtained between
theories with @ singular (det&=0) or non-singular. If e is non-singular the

.. equation can be written in the form (1.5), i.e. B can be taken to be a multiple
V of the unit matrix. These are the equations that are mostly studied and for
';• which the covariance condition reads

"?:. D(A) B* D-1(A) = A"1 V; Bv (1.12)

These equations are studied in full detail in chapter 3.
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For singular B we propose a standard form for this matrix and determine the
corresponding form of the matrix T(A) occurring in the covariance condition
which now reads

T(A) = A (1.13)

T(A) may be taken to be a representation, but the most general form is

Dl(A)

0

T2(A)

T4(A)

T(A) =

with only D^A) necessarily a representation also occurring in the represen-
tation D(A) i.e.

D(A)
Dj(A)

0

0

D2(A)

If T(A) is chosen to be a representation then

D^A)

0

0

T4(A)

T(A)

with T.(A) a representation of SL(2,C), but not necessarily equivalent with
D2(A). We will return to these theories in chapter 4, where the cases T-(A)
and T.(A) = Dg" (A) are treated. Finally, we briefly discuss the possibility
of equations where the matrices su and 6 are non-square; special examples are
worked out in chapter 5.

In chapter 3 is presented a detailed analysis of the equations with 6
non-singular. The most general form of Bu satisfying (1.12) with a given
representation D(A) of SL(2,C) is determined in a way equivalent to, but not
quite the same as, the traditional treatment of Gel'fand, Minlos and Shapiro
(1958). Like these authors we introduce the notion of interlocking irreducible
representations and the corresponding irreducible fields. We determine the Bv

via the construction of all the irreducible fields that are interlocking with a
given field transforming according to the irreducible representation (SLS2)
(The details of this construction are given in appendix F). A first conclusion
is that every field satisfying a reiativistic covariant wave equation must
transform according to a representation which is a direct sum of at least two



interlocking irreducible representations. A suitable basis, the canonical base,
is introduced in which the mass and spin content of the field can be read-off
from the eigenvalues of p°. These eigenvalues are not yet fixed because B°
still contains free parameters; only its structure has become completely known
by requiring the covariance of the theory. It is shown that only real, non-zero
eigenvalues give rise to physical particles. In particular, if we want to
exclude the occurrence of tachyons we must require e° to possess real eigen-
values only. The theories under discussion appear not to contain massless
particles.

It t.urns out that we may, and in fact in most cases must, allow zero eigenvalues
of B° also. The zero eigenvalues give rise to constraints needed to eliminate
unwanted field components. It is proved that the real eigenvalues always occur
in pairs of opposite sign. The negative eigenvalues are associated with the
anti-particle of the particles associated with the corresponding positive eigen-
value. The multiplicities of these pairs determine the spins of the associated
particle- anti-particle pairs.

In section 3.2.4. we discuss and slightly generalize the Klein-Gordon-divisor.
In 3.3. we discuss and introduce invariant, non-degenerate, Hermitian sesqui-
linear forms in the fields, which in 3.4. are used to construct invariant
Lagrangian densities from which the wave equations can be derived. For the
existence of such a form it turns out to be necessary that the representation
D(A) is self-conjugate. The existence of a Lagrangian, in general, implies a
restriction on the free parameters in the theory which are present in s°, as
well as on the free parameters contained in the matrix of the Hermitian form.
In section 3.5. we discuss the second quantized version of the theories. After
the introduction of the plane-wave decomposition of the field we calculate the
energy-momentum and charge associated with the field and formulate the conditions
for a semi-positive definite energy. Part of these conditions can be formulated
with the aid of the charge-conjugation matrix C, the existence of which is
guaranteed by the existence of a Hermitian form. The matrix C is explicitly
constructed. A necessary condition for a positive definite energy (as
distinguished from the hitherto assumed semi-positive definiteness) is formulated
in terms of the minimal equation of s°. Finally, it is shown, that the theories
satisfying the various conditions for the existence of a second quantized
version and a positive definite energy operator have the property of locality;
i.e. the (anti-) commutators between the fields vanish for spacelike separated
points.
In 3,6. we construct theories which are covariant under space-reflection.
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A necessary requirement turns out to be that T transforms according to a self-
conjugate representation D of SL(2,C). This has already been proved to be
necessary also for the existence of a Lagrangian, using a Hermitian form in
the fields as well as for the existence of a charge-conjugation matrix C.
The restrictions to be put on the free coefficients in the theory, contained
in e°, in order that the wave equation will be space-reflection covariant are
discussed. The general form of the matrix S, acting on *, and representing
space-reflection is determined and standardized. W> also have to restrict the
free coefficients in the matrix A of the Hermitian form in order that the
Lagrangian is space-reflection invariant. In this same section two examples
are worked out. For the representations (1,0)9(0,1) and (|,0)e(0,l)«(l,£)•(£,1)
we will determine explicitly the matrices e°, S, A, and C compatible with the
above mentioned requirements. In the first example we are uniquely led to the
Dirac theory for s=| if we also require a positive definite energy on the
second quantized level. The second example can describe two spin J and one
spin 3/2 particle- anti-particle pairs. The restrictions to be imposed on the
free parameters in B ° , S, A, and C for all possible mass-spin spectra, from one
up to three types of particles, are determined. In principle, we can for all
possible theories decide whether a second quantized version exists with a
positive definite energy. In practice, however, only for a few of them this
can be done without cumbersome calculations due to the relatively large number
of free parameters. These cases are: i) one type of spin \ particle, which
leads back to example 1. ii) one type of spin 3/2 particle, for which we find
four theories, which are pairwise unitarily equivalent, except for an extra
phase-factor in the matrices S and C. One of these four theories is unitarily
equivalent with the unique mass and spin 3/2 Rarita-Schwinger theory for the
vector-spinor v£. The theories for the remaining mass-spin spectra in this
example will be further discussed in section 3.8. after the presentation of a
useful theorem in 3.7. This theorem circumvents the above mentioned cumbersome
calculations and states: only the Dirac equation for spin J and the Petiau-
Duffin-Kemmer equations for spin 0 and 1 possess a diagonalizable matrix B°
together with a positive definite energy on the second quantized level. We give
our proof of this old theorem and discuss the PDK-equations for spin 0 and 1.
In 3.8. is investigated which theories can be constructed along the lines
presented in chapter 3, starting with the representation (|,0)e(0,|)®(3/2,0)«
(l,J)ffi(J,l)®(0,3/2). Among the possible mass-spin spectra are those still left
for discussion in the second example of 3.6. Finally, we present a short survey
of theories discussed in the literature using a representation D containing
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multiple occurring irreducible constituents.

'.; In chapter 4 we discuss theories with square matrices Bv, 6, and with &
;;; singular but not identically zero. In the covariance condition (1.13) we take
5 for T(A) a representation of SL(Z,C), which then has to be reducible. We can

use the same technique as in the foregoing chapter to determine the most general
form of the BM. The part T.(A) in T(A) may, but need not, be taken equivalent

\ to the corresponding part D«(A) in D(A). We discuss the choices T^(A) = Dg(A)
? respectively D?~ (A), the latter baing the only representation that is related
{ to 0»(A) and at the same time in general inequivalent to it. For theories con-
I structed in this way it is shown that the occurrence of massive particle- anti-
I particle pairs can no longer be read-off from the eigenvalues of e°. Moreover,

it is proved that at least one particle with zero restmass is always present.
For both choices of T2(A) we present a collection of wave equations examplifying

the statements above.

In chapter 5 we return to wave equations with non-square matrices &u and
0, which were only briefly touched upon in chapter 2. For a field transforming
according to (l,i)®(J.l) we derive a first order system of 12 equations for the
12 components of the field which has the same structure as the Dirac equation.
The system, however, describes both spin £ and 3/2 particles. After discussing
the solvability, we impose four more covariarit differential equations for the
field which eliminate spin J. So, in all, we have 16 equations for the 12
components of a field which exclusively describes a massive spin 3/2 particle-
anti-particle pair. This system is in fact the one originally proposed by Dirac
(1936), who, however, made use of multispinors on which certain symmetry
conditions had to be imposed (Cf. appendix J, section 1). As mentioned before,
the introduction of minimal coupling into this system leads to an inconsistency
to which we return in chapter 6. This inconsistency can be avoided by enlarging
the system to a square one by introducing 4 more field components in a covariant
way. It is shown how this procedure leads to the theory discussed in 3.6.
example 2iiib. For arbitrary half-odd integer spin s > 3/2 we present analogous
non-square systems for fields transforming according to (| +$,!• -l)*(f -I,!- +i)
and describing unique mass and spin s. The connection with the corresponding
square systems is discussed. For arbitrary integer spin s > 1 we present non-
square systems for fields transforming according to (|- +i,§•-&)»(§•,§•)«(§• -£,§• +i)
and describing unique mass and spin s. The choice of these representations is
inspired by the simplest first order unique mass-spin theory for s=l; the PDK-
equation.
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In chapter 6, we concentrate on external field interactions and the
phenomenon of acausality. After an introduction we present in 6.2., in the form
of a series of theorems, the theory of systems of hyperbolic differential
equations with constant coefficients. For the proofs of the theorems we refer
to the literature, but we emphasize the structure of the theory and give several
useful examples. A most powerful theorem is theorem 1 which states that the
hyperbolicity of a system of equations is equivalent to the hyperbolicity of a
related single operator: the determinant of the system. The remaining theorems
then give necessary and sufficient conditions for the hyperbolicity of single
operators. A final theorem expresses the fundamental solution for a system in
terms of the fundamental solution for the related single operator. The notion
of (a)causality enters the discussion after the definition of the propagation
cone. In section 6.3. it is shown that the free wave equations constructed
along the lines of chapter 3 are hyperbolic and causal. If, however, constant
external fields are introduced, it is only the Dirac equation for s=$, which
remains hyperbolic and causal for all types of external fields. Apart from this
case only the PDK spin 0 theory is studied in greater detail: the situation
here is marginal, some interactions are causal, some acausal, there are even
external fields that destroy the hyperbolicity of the system.
For all spinvalues s 2 1 the calculations necessary for a general interaction
become formidable because of the rapidly growing dimension of the systems.
The minimal interaction with a constant vector field turns out to be causal in
all theories, but this corresponds to zero electromagnetic fields.
In section 6.4. we turn our attention to the theory of linear hyperbolic
differential operators with variable coefficients. Me start with single
operators in order to explain the differences with the constant coefficient
case and define some terminology. For systems we can no longer investigate
hyperbolicity by looking at the properties of the determinant of the systems
which is now, except for the highest order terms, not uniquely defined. There
is one exception, viz. the case of systems with simple characteristic roots for
which only the highest order terms are of importance. The corresponding theorem
can be used, all be it in an indirect way, in the PDK s=0 theory. In all other
theories we meet multiple characteristic roots and consequently we have to look
at the system itself. We have found in the recent mathematical literature a
result of Demay (1977) for characteristic roots with multiplicity two, that
-as far as we know- has not been used before in this field. We have success-
fully applied it to the Dirac theory for s=J
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All theorems for systems require that the matrix associated with the time
/. derivatives in the highest order part is non-singular. Apart from the Dirac

theory, none of the wave equations under study satisfy this condition because
'' of the singularity of e°. Notwithstanding this we will be able to apply the

theorems by considering related equations. We have the following results:
y,; The Dirac theory for s=£ is hyperbolic and causal for all 5 possible types of

external field couplings with arbitrary field strengths. The PDK theory for s=0
is hyperbolic and causal for 4 out of the 6 possible external field couplings.

i It is hyperbolic but acausal for sufficiently weak antisymmetric- and symmetric
tensor coupling, and non-hyperbolic for the same couplings in the strong field
case, In the PDK theory for s=l we have 15 tensor classes for the external field

•j i coupling; only a few of them are investigated. We deduce hyperbolicity and
| causality for two scalar-, and two vector couplings, and for a certain mixture
| of two anti-symmetric tensor couplings, which if taken separately are acausal.

For the unique mass and spin 3/2 equation of chapter 3, for which there exist
I no less than 31 tensor classes of external field couplings, we find that even
f the most simple couplings are either acausal (if hyperbolic) or non-hyperbolic.
« ' Hyperbolicity could not be proved because the characteristic roots have multi-

plicities four and higher and we have no theorem for this situation. It is
shown that the analysis of this theory can be performed more easily in the

:' Rarita-Schwinger spinor-tensor version than in the spinorform of chapter 3.

The Ranta-Schwinger theory and its analysis is presented in detail in appendix
J. Finally, in 6.6. we discuss the hyperbolicity and (a)causality of the non-
square systems proposed in chapter 5. For constant scalar and vector coupling we
derive causal hyperbolicity. For non-constant external fields the systems
invariably become inconsistent. The subsidiary conditions necessary to suppress
unwanted spins in the remote past will not necessarily be satisfied in the
remote future, because the evolution of the field is already completely
determined by the (square) system without subsidiary conditions. A solution of
this problem will be to complete the non-square system to a square one from
which the subsidiary conditions can be derived. The simplest extension for s=3/2
is the Rarita-Schwinger theory, which, however, is acausal or non-hynerbolic.

Most of the details needed in our calculations have been collected in a
series of appendices. The standard irreducible representations of SO(3,R) and
SU(2), the proper rotation group and its covering group, are introduced in
appendix A. In B the graphical technique for reducing sums over products of
Clebsch-Gordan coefficients (CGC's) is explained. This is a very powerful
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technique in calculations involving the generators of SU{2) (appendix C), and
SL(2,C) (appendix E) which turn out to be expressible in terms of CGC's and the
three Pauli-matrices. In appendix D we introduce the standard irreducible
representations of SL(2,C) for which the generators are calculated explicitly
in appendix E. In appendix F SL(2,C)-irreducible fields interlocking with a
given SL(2,C)-irreducible field are expressed in terms of the latter. Appendix
G contains the theory of the Jordan canonical form of a matrix and the notions
of the characteristic- and minimal polynomial of a matrix. Appendix H gives the
details of a calculation that is needed in chapter 3. Appendix J finally,
contains a review of the Rarita-Schwinger formalism for s*3/2. In the first
section its relation to the Dirac-Fierz-Pauli and Bargmann-Wigner equations
are explained and the family of Lagrangians depending on one complex parameter
from which the R-S equations can be derived and the corresponding Klein-Gordon
divisors are discussed. In a second section the equivalence of the above
Lagrangians with the class of Lagrangians of chapter 3 example 2iiib is proved
by constructing the unitary equivalence transformation which connects the two
corresponding fields. In a last section the R-S equation is considered in inter-
action with external scalar and minimally coupled vector fields. Following Velo
and Zwanziger (1969a) we extract the primary and secondary constraints from the
Euler-Lagrange equations, substitute them back and find an equation governing
the time evolution of all the field components in contrast to the original
Euler-Lagrange equations. Assuming hyperbolicity we detect acausality for weak
external fields. In the strong field case we find non-hyperbolicity.
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CHAPTER 2

RELATIVISTIC COVARIANCE CONDITIONS

We consider linear, finite dimensional, first order relativistic wave
equations

(euiau - e M x ) - o (2.1)

with 6U and e constant matrices. Although these matrices need not necessarily
be square matrices we first treat the case of square matrices. The case of K
equations for the N components of <r, for K < N as well as K > N, will be seen
to be special square systems of equations.

The field f(x) transforms according to a given finite dimensional
representation D(A) of SU2.C), the covering group of the proper isochronous
Lorentz group L* (Appendix D),

D(A)<f(x) , (x = A(A)x) (2.2)

In the course of our analysis we will find that without loss of generality D(A)
can always be taken in the form of a direct sum of irreducible representations
cf SL(2,C).
Substitution of (2) in (1) gives

(<svi3p - B)D~
1(A)v(it) * 0 (2.3)

Equation (1) is said to be relativistically covariant if v satisfies the same
equation as t i.e. with the same By and 6,

- »)*(«) = 0 (2.4)

where 5 =
So, equation (3) and (4) should be algebraically equivalent, which is the case
if and only if, for all A there exist square matrices T(A) and T'(A) which
satisfy
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^ - 0) (2.5)

- B) = (BMi3y - 0)D"
l(A) (2.6)

In (5) and (6) the derivative and non-derivative parts can be treated
seperately as they are not mixed by the action of T(A), T'(A) and D (A).
So, for all A we must have

T(A) 0 D-1(A) = 0 (2.7)

T'(A) 6 D(A) - S (2.8)

Taking (7) for the argument A"1 we get on using O'^A"1) • 0(A)

TfA"1) 3 D(A) = B

So, if T(A) exists, then also T'(A) exists; we can take T'(A) » TfA"1).
The same conclusion can be drawn from comparing the derivative parts on both
sides of (5) and (6). For all A we must have

T(A) 6" D"1(A) = A " 1 ^ ) * ; 6V (2.9)

T'(A) f$M D(A) = A ( A ) ^ Bv (2.10)

where we used ia » AjjVi3v.
If (9) is satisfied by T(A) for all A, so is (10) by taking T (A) = T(A"1).
In conclusion: the existence of a matrix T(A) for all A such that (7) and (9)
are satisfied is equivalent with the relativistic covariance of equation (1).

Putting A * AgAj in (7) and (9) and using D(A2Aj) = DfA^DfAj) we find

1 ( ^ ) 0 - T(A2)T(A1)0 (2.11)

T(A2A1}0
11 = T(A2)T(A1)0

11 (2.12)

These relations are satisfied if we take a reperesentation of SL(2,C) for T(A),
but because of the possible singularity of 6 and pv the conditions (11) and
(12) are in fact weaker. Thus,the matrices T(A) form not necessarily a represen-
tation. Note that T(A) must form a representation as soon as one of the five
matrices 6, ey is non-singular.

Let us be given a covariant theory (1) specified by the N-square matrices
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Bu,p , T(A) and D(A). With two non-singular matrices V and W of dimension N we
can, introducing

V T(A) V"1 (2.13a)

(2.13b)

(2.13c)

(2.13d)

(2.13e)

(2.14)

This equation is also covariant, for the new quantities T' '(A), D* ^(A), 6* \

0(1)(A) * U 0(A) W'1

Bn(l) . v 0M H-l

transform (1) into the equation

satisfy (7) and (9). Equation (14) will be called equivalent with (1).
We see that D(A) and T(A) can be transformed independently. Before transforming
0(A) to standard form we use the following lemma in order to bring p to a
standard form which we denote with 6s.

Lemma; If e is a constant matrix — not necessarily square — there exist non-
singular matrices P and Q such that

0 x p e
5 p

with

K
0

0

0
(2.15)

and r * ranks * ranke .(e.g.: Periis (1952))

So, using (13) with V - P and W = Q equation (1) becomes equivalent with

(2.16)

Substituting (15) into (7) we derive that the new D(A) and T(A) have the
following blockstructure
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J

Dn(A)

D21(A)

0

D22(A)

(2.17)

N-r

N-r

Dn(A)

0

T12(A)

T22(A)

(2.18)

N-r

We now distinguish two situations a) 6 is non-singular
b) 6 is singular.

a) If the matrix B in (1) is non-singular, or equivalently r « rankB = N, the
matrix @s in the equivalent system (16) is the N-dimensional unit matrix and
comparing (17) and (18) we conclude T(*)(A) = D^'fA). As all finite dimensional
representations of SL(2,C) are completely reducible into a direct sum of
irreducible ones (v,a. waerden (1932)) we can by another transformation (13),
with V = W, transform D O ) ( A ) to a direct sum of irreducible representations,
and leave BS invariant. Consequently any system (1) with non-singular matrix
6 is equivalent with

y(x) * 0 (2.19)

where f transforms according to a direct sum D(A) of irreducible represen-
tations. (The new ev and <F are again called BV and <t). For relativistic
covariance s'Vist satisfy (9) with T(A) = D(A). Theories of the type (19) will
be discussed in chapter 3.

b) If the matrix B in (1) is singular, or equivalently if r < N, we conclude
from (17) that the representation D(A) must be reducible. Comparing (17) and
(18) we see that in the equivalent system (16), T U ) ( A ) contains an
r-dimensional representation DJJ(A) which is also part of D(1)(A).

The non-singular matrices W and V with the property of leaving invariant
the standard form of B S i.e.

BS = V eS W"1 . (2.20)

can still be used to transform D(A) respectively T(A). The most general W and
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and V satisfying (20) are

u
W3

0

W4

N-r

u
0

V2

V 4 ,

r

N-r

r

N-r

(2.21)

(2.22)

with U, V^ and W4 arbitrary but non-singular ; V2 and W3 arbitrary.

The finite dimensional representations of SL(2,C) are fully reducible. The

similarity transformation matrix which decomposes (17) into

Ol<:;(A)
Dj(A)

0

0

D2(A)
(2.23)

with D.(A) and D,(A) direct sums of irreducible representations is precisely

of the form (21) with U respectively W^ the similarity transformation matrices

bringing D^fA) to the form D^(A) respectively D22(A) to the form D2(A) and w^

properly chosen. So, there exists a similarity transformation matrix W which

transforms D(A) to a direct sum of irreducible representations.

By a transformation (13) with this W and the associated V, with \L and

V^, however, still arbitrary (cf. (21),(22)) the system (16) can be transformed

to one in which es still has the same form but v transforms according to a

direct sum of irreducible representations (23). Note that the representation

D11(A) in T* '(A) in (18) is brought to the form D^A) at the same time. So,

J(A) =
Dj(A)

0

T2(A)

T4(A)
(2.24)

The remaining equivalence transformations (13) which do not disturb the ob-

tained standard forms of Bs and D(A) are given by

W - l l , V = (2.25)
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with Vp and V. arbitrary but V- non-singular.

We may now, given a certain D(A), distinguish three possibilities:

1) T(A) is a representation equivalent with D(A)
2) T(A) is a representation inequivaient with D(A)
3) T{A) is not a representation

1) In this situation T» '(A) can be transformed to the same direct sum as D(A)
by a transformation (13) with a pair W and V of the form (25). The conditions
(9) for covariance now read

D(A) Sw D"!(A) * A ' ^ A ) ^ B V

The relation (7) being automatically satisfied. Theories of this type will be
discussed in chapter 4.1.

2) Also in this situation T* '(A) can be transformed to a direct sum D(A) of
irreducible representations. The conditions (9) for covariance now read

D'(A) eu D"!(A) = A - 1 ( A ) ^ Bv

The relation (7) being again automatically satisfied. These theories are
inequivaient with those of 1) for there is no V transforming D(A) into D'(A).
Theories of this type will be discussed in chapter 4.2.

3) In this situation T»(A) or T^(A) in (24) or both are not a representation.
A transformation (13a) with the most general V of (25) carried out on (24)
gives

r(3)(A)

T2(A) + V2T4(A) - D1(A)V2
,,-1

V4T4(A) V"
1

(2.26)

In general it will now not be possible to transform T to biockdiagonal form
for all A 6 SL(2,C). If T- forms a representation it can be transformed to a
direct sum of irreducible representations.
These theories are inequivaient to those in situation 1) and 2).
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Non-square systems of equations.

Suppose we have a system (1) that by an equivalence transformation (13)
can be brought to the form

s-(x) = 0 (2.27)

i.e. t bottom rows of 3U are identically zero (1 < t < N). If es is singular
then N-r .bottom rows of 6s are identically zero (1 < N-r < N). So, then (27)
is in fact a system of K equations for the N components of v with K < N. The
wave equation (27) is an underdetermined system, hence the solutions remain
expressed in terms of more than one undetermined components of ¥(x). Although
the system certainly always has solutions we nevertheless consider them as
inadmissable for the description of a particle.
Suppose on the other hand we have a system (1) that by an equivalence trans-
formation (13) can be brought to the form

- e=
,(x)

(2.28)

I.e. t columns at the right-hand side of By are identically zero (1 < t < N).
If 6s is singular then N-r columns at the right-hand side of Bs are identically
zero (1 < N-r < N). So, then (28) is in fact a system of N equations for K com-
ponents of v with K < N, there being no equations for the last N-K components
of Y, which then can as well be omitted. Our wave equation is then a system
with k equations for n unknowns, with k > n, which as we shall see in chapter
5 may have solutions describing particles.
For covariance there must exist matrices T(A) for all A, satisfying

T(A) (kxk) B(kxn) D(A) .-lv.
(kxn)

where D(A)(nXnj is a direct sum of irreducible representations

D(A)
Dj(A)

0

0

D2(A)

r

n-r



with D.(A) of total dimension r = rank Bs. In general T(A) has the form

T(A) =
D^A)

0

T2(A)

T4(A) . k-r

k-x

The above two situations of non-square systems are rather trivial, because all
the matrices in the theories (27) and (28), i.e. s as well as the Bw, were
singular. In chapter 5 we will see that the singularity of only B° may be
sufficient to produce effectively a non-square system. This will happen as
soon as the singularity of e° causes some field components to be identically
zero.

In summary, we have found that any covariant square system of equations (1) is
equivalent to a system in which

i) B has the standard form

with r = rank e0|0

ii) * transforms according to a direct sum of irreducible representations.

If 8 is non-singular the covariance condition is (9) with T{A) = D{A).
If B is singular we may take T(A) = D(A), but this is no longer necessary. If
T(A) forms a representation we can without loss of generality take a direct
sum of irreducible representations.

In chapter 3 we will give a complete review of the theories with 6 square
and non-singular. In chapter 4 we will discuss theories with B singular, and
in chapter 5 we present examples of non-square theories.

j }
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CHAPTER 3

EQUATIONS WITH B NON-SINGULAR

3.1. Equations of the form (Buia - mUjvfx) = 0 covariant under L*.

j In this chapter we summarize the theory of linear, finite dimensional

relativistic wave equations

(6yi3 - e) v(x) = 0 (3.1)

{. '"' with By and B constant square matrices where B is taken to be non-singular.

(Gel'fand et al.(1958), Ljubarski(1962), Neumark(1963)). As was seen in Chapter

2 the necessary and sufficient covariance conditions on the matrices are

I D(A) Bp D'^A) = A"1 v'p e
p (3.2)

i and 8 can be taken the unit matrix; without loss of generality we shall take

i1 B = mil, m > 0. We will now determine the structure of the Bu in the equation

(Bui3u - mil) *(x) - 0 (3.3)

For infinitesimal Lorentz-transformations we may write

A * = 5 + u * (34)

where 6V is the Kronecker symbol anU the infinitesimal parameters satisfy

i_' (D v = -*>v . The metric tensor g
pw in Minkowski space is defined by

Summation over equal Greek indices from 0 to 3 and over equal Latin indices

from 1 to 3 is always assumed. For a representation of SL(2,C), the covering

group of the proper isochronous Lorentzgroup L^, we have corresponding with

(4)
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. I D(A) = - 1 M0Oa,po (3.5)

J^ (see appendix D: Mij = e
ijk zk, Moj = K^; u,ij = e

i j ka k, u,oj = b j ) .
.̂ Substitution of (4) and (5) into (2) leads to

•^ C Bv , MPOJ_ = i ( g > V - g u V ) (3.6)

. When we choose u = p = 0 and o = k, k=l,2,3, this becomes

j 0k = -i [6° , M O k ] _ (3.7)

~jl and we see that the 6 are known as soon as we have fixed 8°.
• Choosing in (6) u = 0, o = i, o = j (i,j = 1,2,3) we get

[6° , M 1 J ] _ = 0 (3.8)

Another special case of (6) is

[S3 , M 0 3 ] . = 16° (3.9)

This combined with k = 3 in (7) gives

f.
\- [MO3,[HO3,0°]J_ = -S° (3.10)

'•• Given the generators Mpa the equations (8) and (10) determine to a certain
? extent the structure of 6°, the 8k then follow from (7). Now (7),(8) and (9)

are not all equations contained in (6) and one may wonder whether the re-
maining relations in (6) give no further restriction on B°. It turns out that
they do not: the remaining relations in (6) actually follow from (7),(8) and
(9) if we use the commutation relations of the Mp0

[MK* , M" v]_ = 1 {qKV^v + gXuM<v - g K V v - gAvMK)J) (3.11)

and the Jacobi identity.
; The determination of s° from (8) and (10) is straightforward given the ex-
; plicit expressions of the generators. An equivalent but more rapid way of

obtaining e° will now be given.

;. Let f(x) have the transformation law v(x) = D(A(A)) Y(X) with

D(A(A)) = I • o ' W
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i.e. a direct sum of irreducible representations of SL(2,C). For the latter we
shall use the notation (Sj.Sg). For relativistic covariance of (3) the part
Buia Hf(x) has to transform in the same way as m*(x). Suppose v(x) contains an
irreducible component transforming according to a representation labeled with
(s,,Sp)> then the object 3 ¥(x) transforms according to the direct product
( J . i M S p S j ) . If *(x) does not possess at least one component transforming
with a representation equivalent with (sj.si) contained in the Clebsch-Gordan
series of (J»J)«(Si,s2), then there is no linear combination 8

uia ? of a T
which transforms in the same way as f.

The representation (sJ.Sg) is said to interlock with (Sj.Sg) when (sj.Sj,)
is containd in ( i ^ M S j . S g ) . This relation is symmetric but not reflexive or
transitive and will be denoted by

h

To a given irreducible representation (Sj.s,,) correspond in general at most
four interlocking representations shown in the diagram below.

Concerning equation (3) we conclude

that y(x) has to transform according

to a direct sum of at least two inter-

locking irreducible representations

(or equivalent to this). Given an irre-

ducible component v ! sr s2'Cx) trans-

forming according to ( s ^ ^ ) we can

construct an interlocking object

2 v ' ^ ' ^ c x ) . The construction is given
in appendix F, and the explicit
formula reads

•r*

V? <«> (3.12)

where b is an arbitrary complex factor.
The matrix in (12) containing b, the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients < • > (see
appendix B) and the Pauli matrices a1 supplemented with the 2-dimensional
unit matrix o° ( ay=(o°,o); av={a°,-a) see appendix A,D) is a part of the s".
It is the part connecting the two interlockinrj components in t.
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We illustrate our general results in two examples. In the following sections of
this chapter, in which we discuss further conditions to be put on the Bp, we
shall return to these same examples to show the successive corresponding
restrictions on the still arbitrary constants in the &H. In the course of this
process example 1 will develop into the Dirac theory for spin J particles.
Example 2 will turn out to lead to several theories of which finally only one
will meet all the criteria which we shall discuss in the following paragraphs.
The remaining theory is equivalent to the Rar'ita-Schwinger equation for s=3/2.

CJ,O) (O,h)
Example 1. We consider v * Yj • V 2 » transforming according to the direct
sum of the two representations indicated in the jj-J2-diagram below. Equation
(12) leads to the two relations

A •» o \ /o ±H\
\T X o/ °\K \o K a/

CJ,O)

id V (x)
V a o

I j 5

-•ib1

where ou:= (o°, o), ? : - {a°,-o).
The matrices Bu in the equation (3) are therefore

0

0
(3.13)

and contain two arbitrary complex constants.

(»j,O) (O,"j) (l,"j) (>j,l)

Example 2. We consider f = Vj e f2 e V3 cr,, transforming with
the direct sum of the four representations indicated in the jj-jp-diagram
below. The matrices ev contain 8 arbitrary constants (two for each interlock)
and have the following structure.
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0

nn
0

0

0

§§

w,
0

0

n

0

0

Cl.O)

(I,1!)

(3.14)

In .each shaded block we have matrices determined by equation (12).

The canonical base

In order to investigate the mass and spin content of the relativistic wave

equations, which will be discussed later on, it appears to be useful to make a

change of base in the vectorspace of t(x). We take for this that unitary

similarity transformation which, when applied to D(R) (with R a rotation)

transforms it to the diagonal blockform

(s)
D(R) - I e a. D(R) (3.15)

where O(s)(R) is an irreducible representation of SU(2) (appendix A) and ag is

the multiplicity of D ( s l(R). This new base is called the canonical base

(Gei'fand(l958)). Where necessary we shall specify the ordering of the blocks

in (15). (s s }

For the component * * 2(x) of f(x), irreducible under L*, this change of base

implies the transformation
s -s,

('

Mi1

Sl+S2

s, s

. S\

a 0 /

Sl S1

»(s, ,s.)

\ ,Ulr-2>

#«2» (X)

The various non-zero blocks in Bv determined by (12) obtain the form
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<k S3 si\ / sit h s£\ /ss H s \ / s ] S2 IV

ma T / \ T A S / ° A < \ a K a / \ a B n / ]
> (3.16)

k e {|s3-si)|,|s3-sl4|+l,...s3+si(} J
1 e {is1-s2|,|sl-s2|+l,...si+sz}

When we take u = 0 in these expressions and use the techniques explained in
appendix B this can be simplified to

si+s2+k rk si S2i

b (-1) 6, . 6 {, \ (3.17)
l,k m,n l>i si, s3j

 v

from which we conclude that the non-zero blocks of 8° have a very simple
structure in the canonical base. The blocks split in block-form, the new blocks
being zero or multiples of identity matrices.

Now (Sj.s,) and (s,,s«) have to be interlocking and the only occurring 6-j-
symbols in (17) are of the type

s2 -I k+s1+s2 [(k+s2-Si)(k+S]-S;>+l)
! H ) [(2s1+l)(2s1+2)2s2(2s2+l)

S! s2 1 k+s,+s2 f(k+Si+s2+l)(si+S;,-k)] *
S2-J Sl-J/

 = { - 1 ) [2s1(2s1+l)2s2{2s2+l)j (3-19)

or related to these two by simple symmetry relations. The analytic expressions
are obtained from Edmonds (1957), 6.3.3 and 6.3.4). Using (18) and (19) in (17)
we obtain for the various possible interlocks the following constant?
appearing in the sub-blocks

b

b skl 5mn-y(k+Si-s2)(k+s2-s1+l)
. (3.20)
)(slfs2) •<-* (Si-i,s2-J) b 6kl sm

(si,s2) *-> (sx+J,s2+i) b akl 5nn Y(k+s1+s2+2)(si+s2+l-k)

f
£ We note that we have absorbed the denominators of the 6-j-symbols - being k-in-
| dependent - in the undetermined factors b. The matrix 8° in (14) of example 2
£•; obtains, using all this, the form
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Ci.o)

(!.«») 3

k-3/2

k-3/2

. . . (3.21)

Rearranging the order of the base-vectors in such a way that contributions of
equal spin appear together in a big so-called spin-block we, in general, will
obtain the form

(s) (s)
6° - I e B° with 6° - 6° « 11 and H :-H

S S 5 (2s+l)x(2s+l)'

The 6° will be called reduced spin-block matrices. The direct sum ]>• B° will
be denoted by s°. The matrix e° of (21) then becomes s

-—— s-1! •• •<•— s-3/2 -»

0 b 1 2 b 1 3
b21 ° °
b31 ° °
0 b42b43

b24
b34

CD
O 2b34

2 b 43

S'h

(3.22)

s-3/2

I
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The transition from (21) to (22) corresponds in (15) with a reordering of the
D(s)(R) in the direct sum. The D(s)(R) with equal s are grouped together. Note
that by (17) 6° can always be made block-diagonal in this way.

Summarizing this paragraph, a field H'(x) satisfying the relativistic wave
equation (3) has to transform according to a representation D of LJ contain-
ing at least one pair of interlocking irreducible representations.
A representation (SpSg) interlocks with the representations (Sj+J.Sg+i) and
no others. The non-zero blocks of the p" connect irreducible components of r
which transform with interlocking representations. The structure of an inter-
locking block of the 6y is determined by (12) and each block contains an
arbitrary multiplicative complex constant, independent of y.
In the canonical base - in which the generators of rotations are block-
diagonal - the matrix $° has a very simple structure. The blocks partition in
sub-blocks of which only the square ones can be unequal zero. The non-zero
sub-blocks connect equal s-values of interlocking representations with each
other, and are multiples of identity matrices. The multiples being determined
by the type of interlock (20). Particularly simple is the spin-block form of
6°, which has a block-diagonal form.

3.2. The mass and spin content of a field satisfying the equation
(S^ia^ - mfl)y(x) = 0.

In this paragraph we will consider the mass and spin of a particle des-
cribed by a relativistic wave equation of the type (3). In general (3) will
possess a mass and spin spectrum.
In the first section we will look for solutions of the form v(x)z exp(-ipx),
that is eigenfunctions of the operator ia . In particular, we are interested
in the eigenvalue of -apa which gives the mass-squared of the particle.
In the second section we will discuss the spin. The two properties mass and
spin will turn out to be reflected in the eigenvalue spectrum of B°.
In the third section we present the plane wave decomposition of the field.
In section four finally, we introduce the generalized Klein-Gordon divisor.
The results of this paragraph can be taken over immediately when turning to
the second quantized version of the theory (3.5.2).
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3.2.1. The mass.

Consider the plane wave

•(P U;Y) exp(-ipMxu) (3.23)

The components of the four vector p , the eigenvalues of the operator ia , will
be assumed to be real. The wave function *(pM;y) will depend on pM and some
other quantum numbers which are denoted by y. The supposed covariance of y(x)
will lead to a certain transformation law for *(P' J;Y)> which will be discussed
in the third section of this paragraph. The p are restricted by the requirement
that (23) must satisfy (3), which leads to

( t \ - m l ) «(pv;Y) = 0 (3.24)

This equation has a non-zero solution only for p satisfying

P(p) :» det (evpv - m l ) = 0 (3.25)

P(p) is a polynomial in the components p . The supposed covariance of the wave
equation, i.e. the property (2), implies P(p) = P(Ap). So, P(p) must be an
invariant polynomial in p . The only invariants under L+ are p2 and sign p°;
but sign p° is not a polynomial in p , so P(p) must be a polynomial in
p2 = p2 _ jJ2t ThUS P(p) = P(p2) and we have, when OJ (i=l,...,k) are the roots
of the polynomial in p2,

P(P) • P(P2) - c(p2- ai)(p
2- «2) . . . (p

2- ak) = 0 (3.26)

From this factorization we see that (25) vanishes only if p satisfies

p 2 = pf - f = ^ (3.27)

where o. is one of the roots of P.

Now the components p are supposed to be real, thus at least one of the
roots &. must necessarily be real for the existence of a solution (23).
The four-vector p belongs to one of the following L*-invariant classes:

a) timelike p2 > o
b) space!ike p2 < 0
c) lightlike p2 = 0 ; pv f 0
d) null pu » 0.
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We will successively discuss these cases and find the relation with the eigen-

values of B°.

a) When p is timelike there exists a Lorentz transformation A to a frame

where p = Ap = (po,$) > (5o#>» the rest frame. As a consequence of the

covariance, (25) can be written

P(p) = det (e°P0 - m l ) = 0 (3.28)

If ui (i=lf2,..,N) are the eigenvalues of the N-square matrix e°, then

-m) are the eigenvalues of (B°Po - mil). Thus (28) can be written

P(p)
N
n - m) = 0

If pj with i=l,...,L s N are the eigenvalues of s° unequal to zero we have

P(p) = c' n (P0 - S ) = 0 (3.29)
1=1 Ml

We conclude: if we want a plane wave solution with timelike p then at least

one of the eigenvalues of 6° should be unequal zero and real. If Mi is real,

the corresponding value of the restmass is

p"o = (3.30)

By comparing (29) with (26) we see that with any eigenvalue u-j there always

is an eigenvalue -y-,-. So along with a particle with positive mass m/uj there

always occurs a particle with negative mass -m/u-j. In the second quantized

version of the theory the particles with negative mass will be interpreted as

anti-particles (see section 3.5.2). So, real non-zero eigenvalues y, of B°

correspond to timelike solutions pp of (25) for which p2 = (m/p-)

b) When p is spacelike there exists a real Lorentz transformation which

transforms p, to the form (0,^,0,0), pt €R/{0}. To show the relation

with the eigenvalues of e° we transform this four-vector via another now

complex Lorentz transformation

A =

0 i 0 0

-i 0 0 0

0 0 1 0

0 0 0 1
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into (ipi, o) , p0
 now being purely imaginary. So, purely imaginary eigenvalues

of (5° correspond to space!ike solutions of (25). As in case a) they also occur
in pairs with opposite si in. Particles associated with spacelike p are called
tachyons.

c) Lightlike p can, by a Lorentz transformation, be transformed arbitrarily
close to the vector p" * 0. Because (25) is invariant under such a trans-
formation it is clear that it can not be satisfied by a lightlike pv, in fact
solutions of this type occur if and only if the matrix 6 in (1) is singular
(Cf. chapter 4).

d) When pM* 0 equation (25) is not satisfied.

In what follows we will be interested only in theories describing
particles with real mass, so we require (24) to possess only solutions for pu

real and timelike. Then by the foregoing discussion, it would appear that we
must require e° to possess real, non-zero eigenvalues only.

However.it will turn out that we may, and in fact sometimes must, allow zero
eigenvalues also, whenever there occur zero eigenvalues, 6° is singular, which
implies that for certain linear combinations of the field components the wave
equation (3) does not supply us with dynamical equations (no time evolution).
Instead, we get constraints on the field components. Now, in any theory of the
kind here considered, describing only one type of particle - except the Dirac
theory for spin | —, such constraints are needed to eliminate unwanted field
components. So the zero eigenvalues of B° do not correspond to particle
solutions, but to constraints on particle solutions, which in fact we shall
need.

From now on we shall force e° to have only real eigenvalues. We have
learned that a real eigenvalue u unequal to zero corresponds with a timelike
four-vector p and is associated with a particle with restmass m/u. Along with
a particle with restmass m/u there always occurs a particle with restmass -m/y.
In the next section we will see that each eigenvalue unequal zero of B° has a
certain degeneracy which is associated with the spin of the particle belonging
to that eigenvalue.
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3.2.2. The spin.

In order to discuss the spin we consider the wave equation in the rest-

frames of its solutions and elaborate on the rotation invariance.

Every real eigenvalue unequal zero y-j of e° is associated with the restframe

equation

(U°Po - mlL)*(po.o;yi;Y) = 0 (3.31)

where Po = m/y^. This eigenvalue equation is invariant under rotations because

B° commutes with the rotation generators i (Cf.(3.8)). Me now consider (31) in

the spinblock basis introduced in 3.1. It is that basis in the vector space of

• in which the generators of rotations of the representation D(A) possess the

diagonal blockform and in which the irreducible SU(2) generators ? ( s ) with the

same value of s are grouped together; i.e.

where the as's are the multiplicities with which the ?
< s ) occur.

As a consequence of (8) the matrix S° has in this basis the block diagonal

structure

B° = I • 6° (3.33)
s

Hence we may consider the eigenvalue equation (31) for each s-block separately

B <Ho;u ,S,Y) " v $(o;u »s»v) I3.o4)
s i i i

2 2 2
where we have dropped the superfluous label p0, (p0 = m /yi ) and separated

s from Y. We note that occasionally a certain eigenvalue u^ can occur

simultaneously in different s-blocks.

In the spinblock basis the spinblocks s° have again a block-structure; as seen

in 3.1. each non-zero block in an s-block is a multiple of i l s > : =^2s+lV2s+l}

So

8° - B° e i (3.35)

where the reduced spinblock matrix B° is an asxas-matrix. From (35).we conclude

that the eigenvalues of 6° have a degeneracy of 2s+l, and that 8° can have at
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most a distinct eigenvalues v.. Of course by appropriately choosing the free
parameters in e°, some may coincide, or may be made zero.

Introducing the factorization

v(o;p fSfY) = 4>(o;p, ,s,k) 8 fvY' (3.36)
1 i

with $ an a.-dimensional and f(Y) a (2s+l)-dimensional column vector, and
substituting this with (35) in (34) we arrive at the reduced eigenvalue equation

where the label k = 1,2,.., indicates the possible occurrence of different
independent eigenfunctions $ with the same eigenvalue ui. The function f(y) is
still arbitrary and this (2s+l)-dimensional vector can be used to distinguish
between the (2s+l) degenerate eigenstates belonging to y.,s,k. We observe that
an s-block is characterized by an eigenvalue s(s+l) of z2. Because of (32)
we may choose for f(y) the (2s+l) independent simultaneous eigenvectors 5s'
of the commuting operators ( ? ( s ) ) 2 and (^'3 with eigenvalues s(s+l)
respectively x € {s,s-l,..,-s}.
Within an s-block we then have

( i a i ( a ® z 3) *(o;u1,Y=s,k,x) =

(s)

= x *(o;u.,s,k,x) (3.38)

and

( l a xa e (S
(s>)2) *(J;1ii,s,k,X) = s(s+l) *fS;ui,s,k,>) (3.39)

s s
By this construction the states *(o;i)..,sfk,A) are linearly independent eigen-
vectors of the mutually commuting matrices e°, z2 and i3.
These states are interpreted as the states of a particle with restmass m/p.,
spin s and component \ of the spin along the x3-axis in some reference frame.

Applying a rotation R to these states we have

^(o-.^.s.k.A) — 5 — • I D(R)nm4m(o;u.,s,k,X) (3.39a)
m

If we choose e^'x » 6aA we have
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r(s) s,A s,X' r(s)

Using (39b) on the right-hand side of (39a) we get

(s)
I D(R) n m *m(o;y.s,k,X) = lf ̂ ( o ^ . s .k,* 1) D(R)X.X (3.39c)

a relation we will need in section 3.2.3 and 3.5.3.

As noticed before: in general with a given value of JI. , there may corres-
pond several values of the spin s, and a given value s may occur several times.
In the following we will combine the labels s and k into s. ; s indicating the
spinvalue and k running through 1,2,3,... for every value of s occurring with
u-. For a given pair (p.,sk) the label A runs through iS|c,s((-l,...,-S|(}.
Henceforth the linearly independent states of the particles in their restframe
are denoted by * ( O ; U ^ . S K , A ) .

In section 3.1 we have learned that along with the eigenvalue v- always
occurs the eigenvalue -\i.. In this section we discussed the spinstructure
associated with a certain non-zero eigenvalue p.; it is characterized by a set
{sfc}. It can be shown that both, u.. and -p.., have the sar>.e spinstructure;
equivalent to this statement is the statement that in every B* the eigenvalues
unequal to zero occur in pairs of opposite sign. The proof can be given with
the aid of the graphical interpretation of the determinant of a matrix (Harary

11959); Cox (1974)).

In a given representation D for which we always take a direct sum of
irreducible representations (j-.»jo) we nave contributions to spinblocks with
integer spin s from components with j,+J2

 = integer. Representations with
j.+j2 = half-odd integer contribute to half-odd integer spinblocks. Now an
arbitrary component (jj.j-) interlocks only with (j,,j«) = (jj±|,J2±i)' So, a
component containing integer spins only interlocks with representations con-
taining also integer spins. Also half-odd integer spin components can only
interlock with components of the same type. These facts have as a consequence
that the theories which we are considering are always fully reducible into
theories describing only integer spins and those describing half-odd integer
spins, there being absolutely no coupling in the 8U between components of a
different type.

We now summarize and fix some notations. As discussed in the first section
of this paragraph we allowed only solutions
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I •(Py;Y) e"
i p x (3.40)

of the wave equation for p^ > 0. As a consequence, all eigenvalues of B° must

be real. From covariance it followed that all eigenvalues of 6° come in pairs

of opposite sign and with the same multiplicity. In this section we showed that

this is a property of each spinblock e° separately. Thus the spinstructure

associated with the eigenvalue u. and characterized by the set {sk} is the same

as that of -p.. Let us write u (n*l,2,3,...) for the distinct positive eigen-

values of e°. then t ]i (n*l,2,...) is the set of all distinct non-zero eigen-

values. Later we shall also write ur (r = ±1, ±2,...) for this same set of

eigenvalues, where we define u = -ur.

; Let us also introduce the notation

and
wp,n

r = sign r " ^ p 2 + ( m / ^ ) 2 (3.42)

uThen, with the eigenvalue u of S° correspond the momentum eigenvalues p

lying on the upper hyperboloid

pO = U?>n (3.43)

and with the eigenvalue -p of B° correspond the eigenvalues pv lying on the

lower hyperboloid

p° = -o.->n (3.44)

For each pair p , r = ± n, we have the restframe equations

(B\tr - m l ) •(o;r,sk,A) = 0 (3.45)

with for r the same set of labels {s^} as for -r.

Introducing the notation

*+(o;n,sk,x) = *(o;r,sw,x) if r > 0
\ + (3.46)

•_(o;n,sk,X) = *(o;r,sk,x) if r < 0

we can write for (45)

( ± 0 O ^ n - m l ) »±(o;n,sk,x) = 0 (3.47)
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•+(o;n,...) and *.(o;n,...) will be called solutions of positive and negative
energy in the restframe respectively. For every pair (n,S|<) we have obtained a
set of 2(2sk+l) linear independent solutions corresponding with a pair of
particles with mass ± m/pn and spin s in their restframe.
In the next section we will introduce the solutions out of the restframe i.e.
for pu somewhere on the hyperboloids (43) and (44) and discuss the expansion
(40) in detail.

3.2.3 Plane wave decomposition

We define the positive and negative energy solutions in an arbitrary frame

by

•±(?;n,sk.A) := D(L(±p)) *±(o;n,Sk,A) (3.48)

where the boost L(p) transforms (<u+ _,o) into (u+ _,p) and L(-p) transforms
_̂  _j, o«n p»n

(-wo,n'o) int0 ^ , n ' p ) '
Using (48) and (2) in (47) we derive that the solutions *±(p,n,sk,A) satisfy

( *6°u>^ - I-p - m l ) *.(p;n,sk,x) = 0 (3.49)

These same equations are obtained by substituting the plane waves

*(x) = M P;n.sk,x) exp {-i(±(o* x° - p-x)} (3.50)

into (3).

The transformation character under arbitrary Lorentz transformations A of the
states defined in (48) is derived by the introduction of the Wigner-rotations

R* = L'^ A p ) A L(±p) (3.51)

and the use of the transformation rule (39c) for the restframe solution under
rotations. Indeed

D(A) »±(p;n,sk,A)
 <48*51)

= D(L(±Ap>) D(Rj) »±(o;n,sk,x)
(s) (48)

= D(L(±Ap))«.(o;n,sk,x') D (R*).,. =J

(s)
*±(Ap;n.sk,A') D (R ^ ) x , x (3.52)
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We are now able to discuss the expansion of the field in terms of the plane
waves (50). Because of the presence of the Wigner-rotation matrices in (52) we
cannot take a simple superposition of the plane waves (50); we have to
introduce coefficients in front of them. These coefficients will then have a
certain transformation character under Lorentz transformations. We write

*(x) s I | dn(p,n) | a+(p;n,sk,A)*+(p;n,sk,A) e'^p.n*
0 " p'x) +

n,sk,A

+ a_(p;n,sk,A) »_(p;n,sk,A) e
 p» n J

(3.53)
where we introduced the Lorentz-invariant volume element

dy(p,n) = d 3 p / 2 n 3 2 u ) . (3-54)

U D n being defined in (41).

I Without loss of generality, we may change in (53) p into -p in the terms with
* *_. We obtain

f f "ipnxu
v(x) = I J du(p,n) I a+(p;n,sk,A)*+(p-,n,sk,A) e +

n,sk,A

+ a_(-p;n,sk,A) «_(-p;n,sk,A) e " u j (3.55)

with p" = (u-* _,p). The advantage in doing so is that * (±p;...) have then p,n t
same transformation law under Lorentz transformations (cf. (52)):

D(A) 4>±(±p;n,sk,x) = *±{±Ap;n,sk,A
1) D (R*)X>A (3.56)

Using (56) and the transformation law for y(x) we arrive at the following
transformation rule for a+(±p;...)

A 's) +

a4(±p;n,sk,A) 5 *• D U . ( R * ) a.(tp;n,sk,x') (3.57)

., In the second quantized version of the theory (if it exists) the functions
j-; *+(P»<--) and *_(-p,...) and the accompanying coefficients a_f"o) will become !
;" associated with particles respectively anti-particles, one particle-anti- :
" particle pair occurring for each pair (n,s.). Me have seen that the presence of •
•' such pairs is merely a consequence of the covariance of the theory, i.e. the ?
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requirement that f(x) transforms according to a representation which contains

at least two interlocking representations. This can be understood in the

following way: B° determines the situation in the restframe, so it has to do

with the spin. The spins enter the theory in pairs by an interlock. It is the

paired coefficients in the spinblocks 8<j which give rise to the eigenvalues

±u of 9°.

E.g. the representation (J,O)©(1,J) contains a pair of spins s«£ and 6°

contains a corresponding pair of eigenvalues ±u.

(l.i)

'l

B° -

(i .o)

0

0

s-i

b12 2*2

0

0

s=3/2

0

0

0

(i.O)

S=J

(Li)
S=3/2

I®
s

with 6? =
o b

21

and 6 » / 2 = (0).

The eigenvalues of 6? are u =±

occur with a multiplicity of (2-J + 1) = 2.

are for
- 0;

(s)

Notice that the occurrence of pairs of particles-anti-particles has nothing to

do with the occurrence of pairs of conjugate representations in D(A).

3.2.4. The generalized Klein-Gordon divisor.

From the way we constructed the solution (55) it will be clear that the

field satisfies, apart from the wave equation (3), the multi-mass Klein-Gordon

equation

[ n { a - mj ) ] 1 T(X) = 0
n=l

(3.58)

2 2
where mjj are the different squared masses (m/u ) , n=l,2,...,l, in the theory
and a 2 i3pi3,,.

•:t.
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In the literature it is sometimes asked under which conditions a general
solution of (3) will satisfy the generalized Klein-Gordon equation (58). (
visconti (1969), umezawa (1956)). They question as to whether the relativistic
wave equation (3) can be reduced to (58) by a finite number of differentiations
and algebraic operations, i.e. whether there exists a square matrix operator
d(i3 ) of the same dimension as the &v and of finite order in i3 , with the
property

1 ,
d(ia }(suia - m l ) * r, ( o - n g (3.59)

The operator d(i3 ) is called the Klein-Gordon divisor. The requirement of the
possibility of the above reduction is sometimes called the reduction postulate.
As motivation for demanding the existence of d is mentioned the guarantee that
then the energy-momentum relation Pn

uPn =mn is satisfied for every particle in
the theory where the correspondence between the energy-momentum vector and the
differential operator i3 is taken into account.

AE already mentioned above, we have no need for such a requirement.
Moreover, the existence of d is a sufficient condition but not a necessary one.
For if e.g. «p(x) satisfies the equation (o - m ) v(x) = 0 with k € N, and
supposing, as is customary that y(x) can be expanded in plane waves, the

? ? kequation can only be satisfied if (p - m ) = 0, which, however, implies
? 2p - m = 0. However, because the Klein-Gordon divisor is a useful tool in

dealing with wave equations of the type (3), we will now discuss it in detail.

The answer to the question the reduction postulate poses is a special case

contained in a theorem which we now state.

Theorem : In a theory described by the relativistic wave equation (3) with a
mass spectrum m^ (n=l,2,...,l) and in which e° satisfies the minimal equation*)

?

n=l

where q 2 0 and q j 1
i) there only exists generalized Klein-Gordon divisors D(i3 ) i.e.

*) The minimal equation of a matrix A is the polynomial equation in A

of lowest degree and leading coefficient 1 satisfied by A. .'See also

appendix G.)
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operators of finite order in ia , satisfying

D(i3 ) (Byi3u - m i ) = n (o-m2) Qn (3.61)
" " n=l

if Qn 2 qn (n»l,2 1) ;

ii) the generalized Klein-Gordon divisor of lowest degree in ia is the one
for which Q * q (n*l,2,..,1).

The Klein-Gordon divisor d(ia ) of the reduction postulate is obtained if we
put Q » 1 for all n, and, as a consequence of the theorem, we then must have
q = 1 for all n; i.e. the eigenvalues unequal zero occur only once in the
minimal equation.

Before we prove the theorem we show that D(1a ) commutes with the operator
in the wave equation. By taking the determinant on both sides of (61) - after
the substitution iiv •*• e^, with £y an arbitrary four-vector - we see that D(e )
cannot exist when det(BuU - ml)= 0. This, however, can never happen in the
theories which we are considering: from (26) and the fact that we only allow
real eigenvalues of B° follows by a continuity argument

r ] fm2 l2sk+1 2 sk+ 1 l H'l I
d e t ^ i a - m l ) - n n g - J k (D - mn)

 k m n sk
V n=1 Sk "

2(2sk+l)

(3.62)

where N is the dimension of Bp. So, the determinant det(ByU - m l ) does not
vanish identically. Multiplying both sides of (61) from the left with D-l(ia )
and from the right with D(ia ) we conclude that

D(i3 ) (BMi3 - m l ) = (6yia - m l ) D(i3 ) (3.63)

Proof of theorem:

In the left-hand side of (61) we substitute

D(i3 ) • An + A. + ... + An + ... (3.64)

with A» a constant NxN matrix and AM = o
Wl>l2**#Ml»i3 ia ...ia for n z 1 and

0 M l -" yn constant NxN matrices.
The right-hand side of (61) is rewritten:

n (a - M2) (3.65)
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1
where L = Z Q and M, = M, = ... = Mn = m,

n=l n ' Z Ql X

M — — M — m

1 L c

" L - Q ^ I = ... = ML = m,.

In (65) we can use the following identity which is valid for any two commuting
operators A and B :

n ( A + c B ) = t a , . An B L" n (3.66)
n=l n n=0 L n

with c numerical constants, not necessarily all different, and

aL Ac"; >L-' •h X v • •« • ̂  A & •
aL_3 = aL l - — ; . . . etc.

j<k<m cjcktm

We take A = a, B = - 1 and c = M . Now equating terms with the same number of
operators i3 in both sides of (61) we arrive at the following system of
equations

-m AQ = (-1)L a L l

L-i
-ra A2i +A2 i -1 sJUv = (-1) aL. i ° (1 = 1.2.3 L)

•lift. +\.*3Vi*. ~ ° (k>2L j

The solution of this system is

-l)1 a L l

A2k+1 = m"1 A2k



L+l k

;'. 2k
 m2k+l j=0 L"j u (3.67)

vjf k=l,2,3,...,L

. .:: A 2 L + m = A2L (0Mi3 ) m m=l,2,3,... (3.68)

If we take (67) with k=L we can use (66) with the identification

: A * -m2 o , B = (evi3 ) 2 and obtain

or in terms of m^ (n=l,2,...,l) and after some rearranging

! J, -
••„,.)» - (i-)2 „ )«„ (3.70)

2L+l n=1

m

'•' We remark that also the terms of lower order A2L-1'"" A3 can be factonzed as

> in (69) but they will not contain in the monomials the coefficients cn=Mn
z.

The terms of higher order contain (70) and one or more factors eviD (see (68)).
Using the minimal equation of e° we will now show that the series (64) for

'.j D(i3 ) terminates under the conditions stated in the theorem.
. '; We observe that the characteristic equation of e° reads

(s°)r ^ ( e°2 - (SL)2)Pn = o (3.71)

with r some positive integer or zero and the rn positive integers. We remark
that each eigenvalue t m/mn occurs with a certain multiplicity due to the
associated spin value(s). These multiplicities are counted for in the exponents
r in the characteristic equation. The minimal equation of B° contains the
irreducible factors in (71) at least once, so it must be of the form

1

' (@°)q n ( e°2 - (S-) Jq" = 0 (3.72)
n=l n

with 0 s q < r and 1 < qn 5 r .

Multiplying (72) with (i3 0)
q + 2 1 and u s i n9 tne covariance property (2) of the Bu
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we arrive at

Comparing this with the terms fylm ™ D ^ V g^ven by ^ 8 ) and (7°) we

conclude that

A2L+ra " ° iff m * 1 and Qn * qn

The order of D(i8") is then 2L+q-l, which for given q and q reaches a minimum
for Q n » qn (L » zj«i Q n ) , as is stated in the theorem under ii). •

Restricting ourselves to theories with only one restmass value, which we
take to be m, so that the only eigenvalues unequal to zero of 8° are +1, we
derive from (73) the covariant generalization of the minimal equation (72) of
e°, the so called Harish-Chandra-reiation (1947)

( e V - g V K ) = 0 (3.74)

in which the summation is over all permutations P of the indices.
For later reference, we give the Klein-Gordon divisor d(i3 ) corresponding with
(74)

q-i 1

d(i3p) * m + 0 ^ + J o ^ T ((Bpi3M)2 - o](slIi3>j)
r (3.75)

Umezawa and Visconti (1956) claimed that (74) is satisfied for a minimum value
of q, q* 2s -1, where s is the maximum spin appearing in the representation
D of SL(2,C) according which v transforms. Glass (1971a) has shown that this
need not be true: q may be larger than 2s -1.
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3.3. Invariant, non-degenerate, sesquilinear forms.

In this paragraph we introduce sesquilinear forms defined on the N-
dimensional linear vector space X over C of the N-component fields 4>(x).
A mapping X x x -> I by (*,$) -»• (i|)|<)>) is a sesqui linear form if for all <|>,4>,
x € X and o,6 € C

(+l«* + Sx) * «(•!+) + B(*|x) (3.76)

(<Hx) • (xl*)* (3.77)

where * denotes complex conjugation. By (76) the sesquilinear form is linear
in the second argument. Because of the Hermiticity property (77) it is anti-
linear in the first argument, i.e.

The form is non-degenerate if

(x|t) - 0 for all x •» • • 0 (3.78)

If x and i|« transform according to D(A) the form is called invariant with
respect to D(A) if

(D(A)x|D(A)t) - (x|*) (3.79)

The sesquilinear form will be used in the next paragraph for the construction
of invariant Lagrangian functions from which the relativistic wave equations
(3) can be derived. For the latter purpose, it is sufficient to look at local
forms, i.e. at forms which have as arguments of the two fields the same space-
time point x. These arguments will be suppressed in the following.
The invariance of the sesquilinear form is required to obtain an invariant
Lagrangian. The non-degeneracy is sufficient in order to be able to apply the
variational principle in deriving the wave equation. The Hermiticity finally
is required in order to make the action real.

A sesquilinear form in x and y can always be written

(x|t) = x+ A t = I x* A i k *k (3.80)
i ,k

where the A i k are complex coefficients of the matrix A and t means complex
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conjugation and transposition. The above conditions (77)-(80) are equivalent
to the following conditions on the matrix A.

Invariance: D + A D = A (3.81)
or in terms of generators

[? . A] = 0 (3.82a)

t* , A ] + - 0 (3.82b)

-1
Non-degenerate: A l exists or det A t 0 (3.83)

Hermitian: A = Af (3.84)

j \ In particular,in the canonical base (80) reads

III:
(3.85)

where the label t refers to some irreducible representation (SpS 2) in D, and
s and a are the spin and spin direction quantum number labels respectively.
Relation (84) becomes

?
1 . T'T *

A . " ., . = (A ) ' J (3.86)
s»ff>s »o s «o «s,a'

In appendix H we investigate for which representations of L* we can find
matrices Z satisfying

[I , ZJ. « 0 , [t , Z ] + = 0 , detZ f 0 (Hl.2,3)

and determine the most general form of Z. All we have to do now in order to
find A, is to impose on the results of appendix H the extra requirement (86).
The results of appendix H stated in terms of A are:

The representations of L* allowing the existence of a matrix A satisfying
(82a,b) and (83) are of the self-conjugate types

i) (s.s)

ii) (slts2) ©(Sg.Sj) if Sj f s2.

or direct sums of these.

Me distinguish the following situations :
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a) D contains only one representation of the type i). Although this situation
nevsr will occur - as we need at least two interlocking representations in D -
we nevertheless consider this case. It will be used in c).
In the canonical base A has the form

The coefficients a • satisfy

V = (-1)S s' * 1.2 2s

(3.87)

(3.88)

with ao an arbitrary complex constant unequal to zero.

b) D contains only one representation of the type ii). In the canonical base
A has the form

(

I
s=|s

o
2 (s)

a s 1

rs
2l

{

s +s
1

S 2' S l '

z

- I

0

(s)
( S 1 '

( S 2 '

S 2 }

(3.89)

The coefficients as and as, satisfy

S • <-

S = |S,-S2I . - . .|Si+S2!

and the same for a' . They are expressed in terms of a

(3.90)

. .and aj i which

are still arbitrary complex constants but unequal zero.

c) In the case that the representation D is a direct sum of representations of
the type i) and/or ii) and supposing that each self-conjugated representation
occurs just once, there is within the canonical base an ordering of the irre-
ducible representations of D, so that A is a direct sum of matrices of the
type (87) and (89).

There remains the discussion of the situations in which one or more represen-
tations of the type i) or ii) occur more than once in D.
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d) Suppose D contains k times the irreducible representation (s,s). We label
them TI,t2,...,T^. Then in the canonical base, with these representations
grouped together, A possesses on the diagonal the following block

(3.91)

in which each ATiTJ is of the form (87). There are no other blocks in the
same block-row and block-column of A. The matrix (91) contains k2 complex
constants aJiTJ which have to satisfy the condition

det

in order to satisfy (83), but are else arbitrary.

e) Suppose D contains k times the representation (s,,s2) with s^s, and
labels TI,T 2 >...»T|(, then for the existence of A we must also have k times the
representation (s2,Sj) in D. We label them ^k+i»-••»

T2k* In the canon*ca1 b a s e»
with these representations grouped together, A possesses on the diagonal the
block

AVi

A 2 k

O
•

1
a • * • »

A
T k + l T k

A*2k*k

AT»
•
•

ATk

Tk+1

Tk+1

» • • •

, • • •

o

, ATiT2k

, A V 2 k

(3.92)

and no other blocks in the same block-row and block-column of A. All the A
in (92) have the structure of the non-zero blocks in (89). The matrix (92)

TiTJ
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* 3

:*•••:

contains 2k2 complex constants a. *• 3 • on which rest the only condition that
the matrix obtained by replacing each block A T i Ti in (92) by aiTiTj i is non-

IS1~S2I

singular.
We have given the structure the matrix A has as a consequence of the

requirements (81), (82), (83). We shall now impose the requirement of
Hermiticity (84) and successively discuss the cases a) through e).
a) The only free constant a0 in this case must be real.

b) Here we get a , ; ^ , - a , ^

c) as in a) and b) above for the corresponding blocks in the direct sum.

d) In this situation (91) must be Hermitian or

1 i i * k , a0
TiTl € R and a0

TiTJ = [a0
TJTi]* for i*j.

But (91), now being Hermitian, it can be brought to a much simpler form.
By a non-singular basis transformation acting on the subspace

.
Tif and

leaving invariant the generators J and K, (91) can be reduced to the block

diagonal form

I® ATiTi

T.T. (s1)
where each block A "• "• = ± I 9 a0 1

s'-o

and ao is an arbitrary real constant unequal zero. The number of + signs is
a free parameter.

e) In this situation (92) must be Hermitian, or

2k

Also in this case A can be brought to a certain simpler form, by applying
a basis transformation which leaves invariant 1 and it.

We now give the general form of the matrix A for the two examples treated
in 3.1.

l

Example 1: D = (i.O)e(O.J)
1 2

with a 1 0.

2

A =

0

a !1

a 1

0

1

(3.93)
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Example 2; D = (M)®(O,£)®(1,£)«(£,1)
1 2 3

0

a/t

ai 1

0

{ J

s
(

o
az 1

0
CD
*<3/2)

-az $.

a2 i

0
o

(3/2)
-a2 i

O

(3.94)

with au* 0, a2^ 0.
Switching to the spin-block basis and suppressing the spin direction quantum
number labels we obtain the spin blocks (cf. (21),(22))

0

ai

ai
*

0

O
0

a2

O

a2

0
J

s-3/2

0

*
-a2

-a2

0

(3.95)
(3.96)

Summarizing the paragraph: we have found that for the existence of an invariant
non-degenerate sesquilinear form in the vector space of the field *, the latter
has to transform according to a representation which is a direct sum of self-
conjugate representations. These are of the type

i) (s,s) and ii) (Sj.SgMsg.Sj) for s ^ s2<

Furthermore, we determined the explicit form of the associated non-singular
Hernvitian matrix A in the canonical base. The essentials of the calculations
are contained in appendix H.
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3.4. Equations of the form (p^j a -mjp^x) = 0 which can be derived
from an invariant Lagrangian.

Wave equations which are derivable from a Lagrangian function possess the
advantageous property that as a consequence of invariances of the Lagrangian
density there exist associated conserved quantities. We will need the charge-
current vector and the energy-momentum tensor associated with gauge invariance
and translation invariance respectively. Moreover, in some well-known cases the
existence of a Lagrangian allows for a simple and successful introduction of
interactions with other fields without immediate inconsistencies.

If there exists an invariant, non-degenerate, sesquilinear form (*i1*2) =

*i+ A y2 in the vector space of f then we can construct an invariant Lagrangian.
As a consequence of the results in 3.3. the field t has then to transform
according to a selfconjugate representation of L*.
The Lagrangian-density can be taken to be

L = Re(Yix)|sui3 v w ) - m(y(x) |v(x))

The Euler-Lagrange equations for y are

The Hermiticity of A gives

|Aswia v + i6u+Ai3 y - mAy = 0

A being non-singular implies

|( eu + A " V + A )i3 v - my = 0

Hence, when given a Hermitian and non-singular A, we arrive from the Lagrangian
(97) at the wave equation (3) if and only if

-, A " V * A = Bu (3.98)

s In fact, it is necessary and sufficient that we have

[- 60+A = AB° (3.99)

] I for then automatically (98) is satisfied for u * 1.2,3, which can be proved by
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using (7),(82b) and the anti-hermiticity of t. Equation (99) implies certain
restrictions on the as yet undetermined coefficients in 3°. As both A and 3°
have the same diagonal spin-block structure, equation (99) must be satisfied
for the spin-blocks separately. For all values of s which occur in the theory,
we must have

(e°T'T)* A*'T" - A " ' 3 2 T T " (3.100)
S 5 5 5

(summation over T', no summation over s).

We substitute 3° T T' * b " ' I and A " ' = a " ' 1 and introduce the
following notation:

if T » (Sj.Sg) then t* € {(Sj+J.Sgtl)} (3.101a)

i.e. T and T are interlocking;

if T = (slts2) then T* = (Sg.Sj) (3.101b)

i.e. T and T" are conjugated.
(Note that T ', i.e. the representation conjugated to a representation inter-
locking with T, is in general not the same as T* , i.e. a representation inter-
locking with the conjugated to T ) .

Equation (100) becomes

(3.102)

•.

with in the left-hand side summation over T* and in the right-hand side over T*.
In the theories with no repeated irreducible representations in D both sides of
(102) contain only one term and we obtain the following relation

which can always be satisfied. Also in theories with one or more irreducible
representations repeated we can derive similar relations.

The charge and energy density

The invariance of the Lagrangian density (97) under the gauge transformation
T(x) •* Y'fx) * exp(ia)Y(x), with a a real number, leads to the conserved
charge-current density
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ju(x) = / A B N (3.104)

v'U(x) = °
In particular, it follows from the conservation law that

30 / *
f B°V d3x * 0 (3.105)

corresponding to the statement that the total charge

Q * / /AB 0* d x (3.106)

-\ is conserved.

The invariance of the Lagrangian density (97) under translations
+ t(x+a) leads to the conserved canonical energy-momentum tensor

T = i(*+AB iSJ/ - (i3 V +)AB V) (3.107)

with

3VT = 0uv

This tensor can be made symmetrical (Beiinfante (1939)). In both cases the
•v same energy-momentum tensor is obtained, namely

'j: Py * / T p 0 d3x = / ?+AB°i3yi' d3x (3.108)

; This form is obtained by partial integration, dropping the surface terms for
v = 1,2,3 and using (105) for u = 0. In particular, it follows from the con-
servation law 3 Tuv= 0 that

3o p O x 3o / (i'+AB0i3oi') d3x = 0 (3.109)

corresponding to the statement that the total energy is conserved.

Adding the four divergence J3 (v A B P Y ) to the Lagrangian density (97)
gives the more simple density

L = t ABwi3 if - nrr Av (3.110)

|, This density leads to the same wave equation (3), charge-current density and
I energy-momentum density. From now on, we will always use the form (110) for the
)• free Lagrangian density.
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3.5. The second quantized version.

In the first section of this paragraph, we return to the plane wave
decomposition of the field <f discussed in 3.2. With the aid of the Hermitian
matrix A of the invariant form introduced in 3.3. we derive some useful
orthogonality properties for the positive and negative energy solutions
*{p;r»skx) and introduce a normalization. In the second section, we go over to
the second quantized version of the theory and compute the charge and energy-
momentum associated with the field and derive conditions on the free parameters
in the theory in order to obtain a semi-positive definite energy. In the
third section, we introduce the charge conjugation operator with th*» aid of
which in the fourth section a condition for a semi-positive energy density is
formulated. In section five, a necessary condition is derived for the energy
operator to be positive definite in contrast to the semi-positive definitiness
obtained *a far. In the sixth and last section finally, we discuss the
locality of the fields satisfying the conditions for the existence of a second
quantized version of the theory with a positive definite energy density.

3.5.1. Plane wave decomposition.

In 3.2.2. we introduced the positive and negative energy solutions in the
restframe *(o;r,sk,x) , r =±1,±2 ±1, as the set of linearly independent

simultaneous eigenvectors of B0,?2 and £3. From the eigenvalue equations, the
reality of all the eigenvalues and the properties (99) and (82a) we derive

*f(o>\sk,,A') A *(oV,sk,x) = C(o;r,sk,A)V
( 3. m )

with the c's real numbers because of .he Hermiticity of A. Inserting (81) in
(111) and using (39c) end the unitarity cf Dls)(R) we derive

(s) j + (s)
D x" (R) c(o;r,sk,x)«K(c, D<lA,(R) = c(o;r,sk,x)6.i, (3.112)

(s)

The irreducibility of D (R) and the lemma of Schur then imply that the numbers
[. c are independent of x. Inserting in (111) A = D+(L<sgnr p> )AD(L (sgnr pj) and
I using the definitions (48) for the basis-solutions in an arbitrary frame we
1 derive

* (pV'.sA,,*1) A *(p;r,s. ,x) = c(o;r,sj 6 , s , s... (3.113)
" •* Is i i ii 15i A K
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We conclude that the numbers c are independent of p.
Me now introduce a normalization by taking

c(r,sk) = — e(r,sk) with (r,s.) e { 1,-1,0 } (3.114)

dependent on whether the norm is positive, negative or zero. In a theory with
a given mass and spin structure the values of the e(r,sk) depend on the still
arbitrary parameters in the matrices A and B°. Indicating the normalized
solutions with * we thus have

= £ e+(n,sk) V n a$. 6
tlf) K K n A

•If-P'.n'.s^.x'JA *_(-p;n,sk,x) = ̂
 e-(n«sk) 5n'n 6s',s V x

Mn k< k

and „ .
*_ A *+ = 0 , *+ A *_ = 0 (3.117)

with e+(n,sk) = e(r,sk) if r > 0 and e_(n,sk) = e(r,sk) if r < 0.

In terms of the normalized *+ the expansion (55) of the field becomes

{ dp(p.n) | a(p;n,sk,x)*+(p;n,sk,x) e
 n v +

n,sk,X
(s) , +ip"x -,

+ b*(p;n,sk,x>_(-p;n,sk,x)(ljt e
 n v } (3.118)
ts)-l * -*where in the terms with $_ we introduced new coefficients I ,b (p;n,sk,x),

which will simplify the physical interpretation when we go over to the second
quantized version of the theory. (The non-singular matrices I ( s ) are defined
in appendix A). In the following we will meet expressions of the form
*f(p;r' ,sk', ,\) As

0 »(p';r.sk,x), which we will now evaluate.
From (49) and the relation between A and BV (98) follow for each value of p the
orthogonality relations

^(pV'.s^.x') AB° 4(p;r,sk,x) = 0 if r'/r (3.119)

For r'= r > 0 we successively derive

- .• - + < 4 8 )

*+(p;n,sk',,A') As
0 *+(p;n,sk,x) =

= ^ ( o ^ . s ^ . x 1 ) DT(L(p)) AB° D(L(p)) *+(o;n,sk,x) =
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*+(o;n,sk,x) =

or* «. . . ^ (115)
— u *.(o;n,S|', ,x') A *.(o;n,s.,x)

Combining this result with (119) we obtain

^(pjn'.s/, ,x') A30 «+(p;n,sk,x) = 2u+ e+(n,sk) & , 6gl &x>x (3.120)

In an analogous way we derive

From (119) follows immediately

*l A6° *_ = *f_ AB° *+ = 0 (3.122)

In the next section, we shall discuss the conditions to be put on the e+(n,sk)
in order that the theory has a physically acceptable second quantized version.

3.5.2 Energy-momentum and charge

In order to discuss the physical interpretation of the energy-momentum
and charge of a relativiitic field theory it is necessary to go over to the
second quantized version of the theory. This is accomplished in the usual way
by letting the coefficients a and b in the expansion (118) represent operators
a and b in a Hilbert space satisfying the (anti-) commutation rules

[•(fcn..k.A) , aV';n',sk\A')]? =

[b(fcn.sk.x) , b
+{?; n',sk\x')]_ =

and all other (anti-) commutators zero. We take the commutators in case of
integer spin fields and the anti-commutators in case of half-odd integer spin
fields. In doing so, we are in accordance with the spin-statistics theorem,
valid for arbitrary spin, but only proved for fields transforming according
irreducible self-conjugate representations.(streater, wightman (1964),
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Bogoiiubov (1959)). So we extend this theorem as, in general, we are dealing
with reducible representations. However, in section 6 of this paragraph we
find this to be consistent with the desired locality of the fields.
For further details of the formalism of second quantization we refer to the
literature, specifically the fact that the operators a, b, (t'f^T1 a+(...,A'),
and C ^ T b (....X1) all transform in the same way under Lorentz trans-
formations; cf. (57) and (118).

The expressions for the total charge and energy-momentum operators are
obtained by substituting the expansion (118) in the expressions (106) and (108)
and rewriting the operators in normal order. Using the orthogonality relations
(120-122) we arrive at

Q = I J <MP,n) j e+(n,sk) n+(p;n,sk,x) +
n»Sj,,A

? e_(n,sk) n_(p;n,sk,A) J (3.124)

?v = I f dp(p,n) p£ U+(n,sk) n+(p;n,sk,x) +
n»sk,x

t e.(n,sk) n-(p;n,sk,x) j (3.125)

with pj! = (u-f _,p) , pj- = mj; and where we have introduced the number operators
n p f n n n

n+ = a
+a and n_ = b+b. In (124) and (125) we have to read the upper sign in

front of e_ in case the theory describes bosons, the lower sign in case the
theory describes fermions. The expression for the total energy P° will be semi-
positive definite if we have in the case of bosons:

e+("»sk) = e.(n,sk) = +1 or 0 (3.126)

for all (n,sk), and in the case of fermions:

M n » s k * = "e-(n»sk) = +1 or ° (3.127)

for all (n,sk).
If in a given theory we can satisfy (126) and (127) by suitably fixing the free
parameters in A and B ° , the total charge (124) has automatically the required
form:

Q = I fdu(p.n) e.(n,st) fn (p;n,s. ,x) - n.(p;n,s. ,x) 1 (3.128)
n,sk,x

J + K L + K K jn,Sk,x
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3.5.3. Charge conjugation

In 3.3. we concluded that fields v for which we can introduce an invariant
non-degenerate Hermitian form have to transform according to a self-conjugate
representation 0. Such a representation is equivalent to the complex conjugate
representation D* (Cf. appendix (D25)). Consequently, whenever A exists, our
fields (118) transform equivalently with

T*(X) - I [ du(p.n) [ a+fon.s^JO ^(p;n,sk,x)
n»sk»x

**(-p;nsA) ̂ }T e n ub(p;n,sk,x') **(-p;n,sk.A) ̂ } T e n u ] (3.129)

(i.e. some linear combination of the components of i (x) will transform as f(x).
Thus, there exists a matrix C such that the Vield

-cc(x) = C'1 ?*(x) (3.130)

transforms according to D. We will see that C exists such that

• v
du(p,n) f b(p;n,sfc,x) i+(p;n.sk,x) e

 n

n,sk,A

n M

(s)
a^^n^.x 1) *.(-p;n,sk,x) Q, e n v j (3.131)

Formally, (131) is obtained from (118) by interchanging a and b, or by inter-
changing particles and anti-particles. vc(x) will be called the charge
conjugate field of i^x). This sams operation carried out on the expression
(124) for the total charge gives

Qc = -Q (3.132)

hence the name: charge conjugation. The matrix C will be called the charge
conjugation matrix. For the energy the operation of charge conjugation gives

P°c = P° (3.133)

Substituting (129) and (131) in (130) we find that C has to satisfy

- •*• 1 "* < s ) l

* +(p;n,s k,x) = C *_(-p;n,sk,x') (t A,A (3.134)
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•_(-p;n.sk,»') C"J.X = C
- 1 *+(p;n,sk,x) (3.135)

for all p, n, s^. In the following we will determine the general form of C

implied by these relations.

For consistency of the equations (134) and (135) we must have

C* = C"1 (3.136)

which is derived by eliminating »_ or 4+ from the two relations. The property

(136) guarantees that

= f(x) (3.137)

The functions *+(p) satisfy

(B°<^n + H - m31) *+(p;n,sk,X) = 0 (3.138)

and *_(-?) satisfies

(-e°<u*>n + S-P - ml) *.(-p;n,sk,X) = 0 (3.139)

(compare (49)). Substituting (134) in (138), multiplying on the right-hand

side by C(s'* and comparing the result with the complex conjugate equation

(139) multiplied or. the left by C , shows that we must have

Bv* = -C 6U C"1 (3.140)

This same relation is obtained by eliminating *_(-p) from (138) and (139) with

(135). Note that if (140) is satisfied, Yc(x) satisfies the wave equation (3).

From (134) and (135) we find by applying (48) that we must have

D*(L<p)) = C D(L(p)) C"1 (3.141)

Carrying out a rotation in the restframe, i.e. substituting (39c) in (134) or

(135) with p=o and using the other relation with p=o together with (A20) leads

to « .1
D*(R) = C D(R) C 1 (3.142)

The relations (141) and (142) show that charge conjugation and Lorentz trans-

formation commute. In terms of generators they read (i=l,2,3)

Ei* = -C ri C'1 (3.143)
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K1* = -C K* C'1 (3.144)

If (143) is satisfied it is sufficient to require from (144) only the equation
with i=3. The other two relations are then automatically satisfied, which is
proved by using the commutation relations (D15b) and (143). If (144) is
satisfied, it is sufficient to require from (140) only the equation with u=0.
The other three relations are then automatically satisfied, which is proved on
using (7) and (144).

So, up to now we have found that the charge conjugation matrix has to
satisfy

f = -C t C"1 (3.145a)

K3* = -C K 3 ^ 1 (3.145b)

C* = C"1 (3.145c)

3°* = -C 6° C"1 (3.145d)

In the remaining part of this section we will determine the representations for
which there exists a matrix C satisfying (145), and its general form in the
canonical base. In a given theory relation (145d) will possibly restrict the
free parameters in 8° and C.

In the canonical base C has the blocks Cr , and (145a) reads (compare
appendix H, formulae (H5) and (H6)).

'?; c»: . -c- T.
(no summation over T,T',S and s 1).
In appendix A we introduced matrices I which satisfy

(si, (s).(s)
l = - C l Z <t (A19)

Substitution in (146) gives

(s) (s) , (s) ,-, Is)
?T ( C C;;.) - (It C«.) ?T. (3.147)

With the lemma of Schur we obtain the solution

c;;: - C;T. « M.
 (f 0.148)
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in which the c*T, are arbitrary constants. Substituting this result in (145b)
we obtain

*,.«.. e is') e (s) ..,
. K3 c^T, C + e;t. C K|« - 0 (3.149)

(no summations).
In appendix E we calculate the non-zero blocks of K3. Using these expressions
and property (C15) of the matrices t(s) introduced in appendix C, along with

i the fact that L3 is real, we obtain the following system of equations for the
| coefficients cs ,

' A,- • : • • • : « ! , • ••

where the as and Bs have the same meaning as in the identical system (H10.il,12)
of appendix H for the coefficients z' ,. In appendix H we solved this system. .
The results for C are:

In the canonical base, the blocks C , can only be unequal zero in the
case that T is conjugate to T', thus in the two cases

i) t - T' - (s.s)

ii) T = (Sj.Sg) and T 1 = (Sg.Sj) s ^ s2.

In both circumstances, the non-zero C , possess the diagonal blockform (148).
The non-zero blocks Css, being multiples of the standard matrices (t(s), the
multiples cs , satisfying:

cs , = -cs"l ; cs~l = -cs~? ; . . . . In each non-zero block C i we

thus still have one complex constant, for which we take c*™*n

The only remaining restrictions on these constants in C still being (145c),
part of which is the existence of C" , the remainder being some kind of reality
condition. Via the property C ( s )*C ( s ) = (-l)2sH(s>, we get restrictions on the

CTT'n *

We remark that the structure of C is the same as that of the matrix Z of
appendix H and the matrix A introduced in 3.3. The difference being that the
unity matrices H ( s ) in Z and A have been replaced by the matrices C ( s ).
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We give two examples:

Example 1: The most general non-singular matrix C for the representation
D - (i,0)»(0,J) is:

1 2 1

0

C 2 1 C

2

c12t

0

1

0,

Requiring C* » C gives the restriction c,2«c2, * -1, so that

, c12 t 0 (3.1M)

C still contains one arbitrary complex constant.

Example 2; The most general non-singular matrix C for the representation
0 = (i,O)«(O,i)«(l,J)«(J,l)

1 2 3 >t

1 2

0

c2 1 C

(•J)

e 1 2 C

0

Pi
O

C43 *

(3/2)

• C 4 3 t t

J
C 3 4 ^

(3/2)

o
c 1 2 * 0, c21 * 0, c 3 4 ^ 0, c43 f 0.

Requiring C*« C" gives the restrictions: c 1 2 c21
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Switching to the spin-block basis we obtain f inal ly

o c1 2 c

o
O

0 c 3 4 8

th)

z-L. o

(3.151)

's-3/2

0

(3/2)

(3/2)

(3.152)

c12 ^ 0, c34 ̂  0.

C contains still two arbitrary constants.

C34
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3.5.4. The condition for a semi-positive definite energy-density

;t In section 3.5.2. we have seen that if - by suitably fixing the free
['•• parameters of A and &°- it is possible to obtain

e+(n.sk) = 1 or 0 (3.153a)

and
e+(n,sk) = ± e_(n,sk) (3.153b)

for all n,sk, (with the plus sign for bosons, and the minus sign for fermions)
then the energy is semi-positive definite, and the total charge has the re-

* quired form (128). In section 3.5.3. we have introduced the charge conjugation
matrix C, which, as we have seen, exists whenever we have a theory for which

t there is an invariant Hermitian form, characterized by the Hermitian matrix A.
In this section we shall formulate a condition on C and A which guarantees
(153a). From (115) we have

! 2

I • ^ *+(P;n,sk,x') A *+(p;n,sk,A) = e+(n,sk) syx (3.154)

In the left-hand side we substitute relation (134), and we take the complex
conjugate, remembering that e and thus the right-hand side, are real. We get

^ ( C"1 **(-p;n,sk,x") kl*.)
J A* ( C'1* • (-D;n.sk,x") I"i, ) =

2 m - K A A T- \ A.

= e+(n,sk) 6 ^ (3.155)

Using the Hermiticity of A, the property C* = C" and the reality of <t(s) weobtain
.2Mn ls)-l T f -+ - r -1 T T 1 - 1 ( s h

^ <IAtr { *!(-P;n,sk,x") [C A C] •_<-p;n.sk.x-) } «xi.x =
(3.156)

We use (A17), and multiply both sides of (156) with l'55'"1 from the left and
with tt from the right; we obtain

[ ] •_(-p;n,sk,») } = ?t(n.sk) A.., (3.157)

If we now have
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C"1 AT C = ± A (3.158)

with the plus sign for bosons, and the minus sign for fermions then the left-
hand side of (157) becomes, using (116), equal to ±e_(n,sk)6x,x, or (157)
becomes identical with (153b). All matrices occurring in (158) have a block-
diagonal structure in the spin-block basis. So, for each s-value separately we
must have

Aj C S = (-l)
2s Cj As (3.159)

If in a given theory, we can satisfy (153a) by choosing the free parameters in
6° and A, and if we can satisfy (158) by fixing the still free parameters in A
and C then there exists a second quantized version of the theory with a semi-
positive definite energy and a total charge of the right form (128).

3.5.5. A necessary condition for a positive definite energy.

For a positive definite energy (in contrast to a semi-positive definite)
we have to require that none of the particle-anti-particle pairs give a zero
contribution to the energy-density i.e. e+(n,sk) ^ 0 for all n,sfe. We now show
that whenever a non-zero real eigenvalue of B° occurs more than once in the
minimal equation of 8° the associated positive and negative energy solutions
have norm zero; i.e. the corresponding e+ = 0. We use the same arguments as
Speer (1969). For a different approach see Udgaonkar (1952).
Suppose that the real non-zero eigenvalue p > 0 occurs in the minimal equation
with a multiplicity qn > 1. From the theory of the Jordan cenonical form
(appendix G) we know that there exists at least one eigenvector * (o;n,sk,x)
which is accompanied with at least q-1 generalized eigenvectors which we
denote by vm, m=l,2,...,qn-l and which satisfy

6° *i = vn Vi + »+ (3.160)

TI n
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Multiplying (160) on the left by * ] A we obtain

Using in the left-hand side the Hermiticity of AB° and A, as well as the
reality of u t we see that the left-hand side cancels the first term on the
right-hand side. We conclude that there exists an eigenvector with norm zero,
or e (n.SiJ • 0. Because the norm is Lorentz invariant we have that also for
states obtained from the restframe solutions 4+(o;n,S|<,x) by a Lorentz trans-
formation, the norm is equal to zero.
If v > 0 occurs q times in the minimal equation the same is true for -u , and
by the same arguments e_(n,s^) = 0. So, if we want to have a positive definite
energy we certainly have to require a minimal equation for e° of the form

(e°)q n { e°2 - wj ) = o O.iei)
n=l

with ±nn , (n=l,2,...,l) the distinct real eigenvalues of 6°.
We remark that if (161) is satisfied we still have to verify whether all
M n » s k ) can be made unequal to zero by choosing the free parameters in e° and
A. What we are certain about is that if (161) is not satisfied, the latter
situation can never be obtained. We remark that (161) is equivalent to saying
that B° is not allowed to have generalized eigenvectors with eigenvalues
unequal to zero. This in contrast to the eigenvalues zero, for if q > 1, then
there occur generalized eigenvectors with eigenvalue zero. In 3.7. we will see
that this situation must occur for theories with a positive definite energy and
s > 3/2.

Some authors (Cotlescu (1976),- mar, Dozzio (1975)), in spite of the necessary
condition proved in this section, consider equations containing in the minimal
equation of B° multiple irreducible factors for non-zero eigenvalues. (Cf.

Cox (1977a)).

3.5.6. Locality

One of the axioms of relativistic quantum field theory states that any two
observables whose testfunctions have space-like supports relative to each other,
must commute (Einstein causality, locality). This condition is generalized as a
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postulate for the - in general - non-observable fields in the following way

[ *n(x).*m(y) ] ± • 0 for (x-y)2 < 0 (3.162)

[ ^ ( x M ^ y ) ] + = 0 for (x-y)2 < 0 (3.163)

where the commutator is used for boson fields and the anti-commutator in case
of fermion fields. For a mathematical more precise treatment see Streater and
Wightman (1964). Using the expansion (118) of the fields and the commutation
relations (123) we see that [i'(x),4'(y)]± is identically zero, so (162) is
satisfied.
We now show that (163) is satisfied as soon as the conditions for a positive
energy-density on the second quantized level are fulfilled. Instead of (163)
we verify the equivalent statement

[ ?„(*/.?m(y) 1+ = 0 for (x-y)2 < 0 (3.164)

where we defined

?(y) = *fy) A (3.165)

with the aid of the non-singular matrix A of the Hermitian form which we

suppose to exist.
Using the expressions (118) of the fields and the commutation relations (123)
we find

-iPn(x-y)
I op\p,n; I D+vp;n; e +

n J L

+ +i'Pn(x-y) -i
+ B_(-p;n) e n j (3.166)

where we introduced

B+(+P;n) = I i±(±p;n,sk,A) t
f(±p;n,sk,A) A (3.167)

Using the definitions (48) of the positive and negative energy solutions we
find -1 - ">

B+(+p;n) - D(L(p)) B+(o;n) D '(Up)) (3.168)

£• With the orthogonality relations (115-117) we see that B+(o;n) annihilates all
| negative energy solutions in the restframe, and all the positive energy
i solutions in the restframe, except *.(o;n,s,,,A) which are reproduced with a V;
f factor (2m/p )e+(n,sj. It also annihilates all eigenvectors of B° with eigen- j:
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value zero as these are orthogonal to *.(o;n,s.,x). An analogous statement
holds for B_(o;n). So, the B (o;n) are in essence projectors on the states

hwith restframe energies +«*._•

If i) e+(n,sk) * 1 for all n,sk

" ) e.(n,sk) * (-l)
2se+(n,sk) for all n,sk

iii) the minimal equation of e° is (161)

as required for a theory with a second quantized version and a positive definite
energy operator, then the "projection" properties of B+(o;n) are realized by
the following expressions

B+(5;n) -. | (t)* Lf )
q [ M i l ^ ] 1 ! ! L 4 (3.169)

un I V < 2 > j=l * 2

obtained by omitting the factor (-s° + un) in the minimal equation, and
introducing a suitable numerical factor. Inserting (169) in (168) and using the
covariance property (2) of the Bp we obtain

m?

where |Jn= B
u(Pn) and P^ = <"„•

From (170) we see

B+(p;n) = (-l)2s B.(-p;n) (3.171)

Substitution of (170) in (166) gives, on using (171),

I *(x).?(y) ] ± = I B+(iau
x;n) J dy(p,n)[e"

iPn X * ±(-l) 2 s
 e

+ i Pn ( X" y j.

With the usual connection between spin and statistics (Cf. 3.5.2.) we obtain

[ »(x).?(y) J+ = I B+(i3
 x;n) I4n(x-y) (3.172)

n
where
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An(x) - -i j dp(p.n) [ e n - e n JAn(x) - -i j dp(p.n) [ e n - e n J (3.173)

is the Lorentz invariant Pauli-Jordan commutator function, which has the
property

An(x) * 0 for x2< 0.

So, the (anti-) commutators (172) and equivalently (163) are zero for space-
like separated points.

In summary we have:

For a field t transforming according to a self-conjugate representation of
SL(2,C) there exists a charge conjugation matrix C. For a given self-conjugate
representation D we determined the form of C which in addition must satisfy
the requirement

B°* = -C B° C

For a positive definite energy operator we must have for all n, sfe

i) e+(n,sk) = 1

" ) e+(n,sk) = (-D2SE.(n,sk).

i) can not be satisfied if the minimal equation of 8° contains an eigenvalue
unequal to zero more than once.

ii) is satisfied whenever we have

AJCS - (-D2SCJAS

for all spinblocks.

Theories with property i) and ii) satisfy the locality condition.
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3.6. Equations of the form (guia - m l ^ x ) = 0 covariant under L?

In this paragraph we construct theories that are covariant under space-
reflection. The general considerations of this and the preceding paragraphs
will be applied to the two examples given in 3.1.

Let f be a field transforming according to a representation of Lt the
isochronous Loraitz group, characterized by the generators z, K for
respectively rotations and pure Lorentz transformations, and S representing
space-reflection. These matrices have to satisfy

t?,S]_ = 0 (3.174)

[K,SJ+ = 0 (3.175)

in addition to (11), and furthermore

t (3.176)= <

r where ie = 1 for representations of l and K which are single valued, i.e. direct
sums of representations (s, ,s?) with Is^s-I = integer, but K = ±1 for
representations of E and K which are double valued, i.e. direct sums of
representations (Sj.Sg) with Isj-Sgl = half-odd integer. (See appendix A and D).
In both cases (176) implies

det S f 0 (3.177)

A representation of L+implies a representation of L*. AS shown in 3.1. we can
construct equations (;. .e. the $v) covariant under this last representation.
Covariance of the theory under space-reflection requires the 8P to satisfy

S Sc S"1 = 8° (3.178)

S B3 S"1 = -Sj j=l,2.3. (3.179)

It is sufficient to require (178) because (179) follows from (178),(175) and (7)

Me first study the realization of (174-176); i.e. we look for the irre-
f ducible representations of l\ Next we investigate the conseqences of (178)
I' for e° determined in 3.1. In appendix D are qiven all irreducible representations
| of L+. In appendix H we investigate for which representations of L | we can find
f matrices Z satisfying
I
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]_ = 0 , [K,Z]+ = 0 , det Z (H 1,2,3)

and determine the most general form of Z. Ail we have to do now is to
substitute in the results of app. H the matrix S for Z - as (174,175,177) are
identical with (H 1,2,3) - and to impose the extra requirement (176).
The results of appendix H stated in terms of S, as far as they are important to
us here, are:
The representations of L allowing the existence of a matrix S satisfying
(174,175,177) are of the types

1) (s.s)
ii) (s1,s2)e(s2,s1) if Sj t s2

or direct sums of these. Hence the irreducible representations of L are of the
type i) or ii).
In case i) S has in the canonical base the form

s'=2s (s1)
S = I ® X tI

s'=O
S •(2s+l)x(2s+l)

The coefficients A , satisfy (Ao still arbitrary, unequal zero)

s1
(s1 = 1,2,...,2s)

(3.180)

(3.181)

We now fix Ao with the aid of (176), in which we have to choose K = 1 , because
the representations (s,s) are single valued. Substitution of (180) and (181)
in (176) leads to the two possibilities Ao= ±1. So,

2sI
s'=O

s. (s«) 2s (s-)
(-1) H Or S = I 9 (-1)S H

s'=0
(3.182)

They lead to two inequivalent representations of L .

In case ii) S has in the canonical base the form

S =
s +«

'z '
s=U

o
>2

ffl A '
(s)

I

S l + S 2

o
(s)n (Sl,S2)

(3.183)

The above S is given in the basis in which E has the form
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o
o

si+s2 <•>
I e t

s-|s1-s2|

(3.184a)

(3.184b)

sz

and the conjugate pair of representations is situated as in the j j - ^ - diagram
above. (184 a,b) define unambiguously the positions of A and A' in (183).
The coefficients A and A^ satisfy

A * (-l)s-lsi-s2l xA

s =
k-s2|
sx+s2

(3.185)

and the same for A'. They are expressed in terms of At , =: A
S lsl"s2l

x|s -s I *: x'min' which are stl11 arbitrary but unequal to zero.
Substitution of (183) and (185) in (176) gives the restrictions

and

if |= integer

if half-odd integer •-*&)

A . A'min min

min min

(3.186)

The parameter x m i n for instance can still be chosen freely. In order to obtain
some standard form for S, we look at those base transformations, which leave
invariant the generators t and K of l/ So, we look for non-singular matrices
B with _ +

tB,E]_ = [B,K]_ = 0

The solution of these equations is B = bT s , s , s , with bT arbitrary
TT SS 00 J

but unequal zero; T,T' € { ( S 1 , S 2 > . ( S 2 I S 1 ) } label the irreducible L*
representations contained in L+.
Calculating % = BSB'1 we see that the two parameters A • and A1 become

min min
(1= (si,s 2), 2= ( ) )

min

min

min

X

min

min
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'min a n d X'min r e m a i nWe see that the restrictions (186) on the product of ̂
invariant independent of the values of bl By making a suitable choice of
and b 2 we can always arrive at x* = 1; this value will be taken in the

inin
standard form of S. So we change (186) into

if

if

|srs2|

IS1-S2I

= integer

= half-odd integer

X .
min

min

= X

=±X

min

1 _

min

1

1
(3.187)

The standard form of S in case ii) in the canonical base defined by (184) and
memorized in the little diagram below is now

O
Si+S2

s=|si-s2j=

= smin

(s)

in E

Sl£S2 e_e
19 (-1) min

s=|si-s2|«

= smin

O

(s)

JL

1 2

with ie= +1 in the case s m i n = integer and K = ±1 in the case s m i n = half-odd
integer. In the latter case we arrive at two inequivalent representations of L*

The results can be summarized in the following way. The matrix S connects
equal s-values in conjugate representations ( S j ^ ) . In the spin-block basis we
denote the only blocks which are non-zero by Ss . with T' as defined in (101b).

TT
In case i) in which T = t* we have found (cf,(182))

S % T . = n (-1)

with s = 0,1,..., 252=
In case ii) in which T

(3.189)

T' we have found (cf.(188))

min

T.T

for s . = half-odd integer
(3.190)

•* u K = 1 for s
'min

integer

with s
min

and S= S1+S2.

The two cases can be combined in the expression
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SS
T.T » n (-l)S"S m i n I '

with for T 4 T* and
±1 if s . = half-odd integer

. = integer

±1 if T = T*

f ±l *

C ±1 IT T = T
'{ 1 if T J« I'

(3.191)

We now have found the explicit forms for the space-reflection matrices S for
the irreducible representations of L+. For reducible representations we shall
take - as we also do for I* - direct sums of irreducible representations.
In the latter case we shall, however, allow a relative phase of -1 between
the irreducible representations of S.In a representation of L* with n L -irred.
components this introduces n-1 possibilities to choose a relative phase *1.
See example 2 below, where n = 2.

We now turn to the requirements (178) and (179) to be imposed on the Bp

as determined in 3.1. in order to obtain covariance of the theory under L+.
As remarked it suffices to investigate (178) or the consequences for B°. The
matrix e° connects equal s-values in interlocking representations ( S j ^ )
In the spin-block basis the only blocks which can be chosen unequal zero are

with T* as defined in (101a). Substitution of 0° and S in (178) gives

TT'
bs .s cs (3.192)

In this relation we can substitute (191) if x and t* are given. If e.g.
t* = T*. (192) reduces to b^.T = ieb^T. with the meaning of ie as in (191).

Other general rules can be derived, but in most of the applications the
relations (192) can be derived more rapidly by direct substitution of the
spin blocks of B° and the adopted standard forms for the spin blocks of S in
explicit form in (178) and carrying out the matrix multiplications.
We shall show this procedure for the two examples treated in 3.1.

Example 1;

and 6°

This example is characterized by the jj-jg-diagram

0

Wi
as follows from (13).

h
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The standard representation forS is here

0 i
(h)

KU 0
(« • ±1) (3.193)

the spin being half-odd integer (cf.(191)). Substituting in (178) we find
,. so that

0 b
(»c - ±1) (3.194)

Kb 0

where we have suppressed the spin direction quantum numbers and b is still
arbitrary.

Example 2: This example is characterized by the

h 1

The most general 8° has been given
in (22).
The standard form of S is

1 2

« Cs)O JL
(h) _

0

3 •»

o

O

O 1 <3/2)
-K2B 1

O ' (3/2,
-B i

o
with «! « ±1, K 2 = ±1 as follows from (191). B = ±1 is the relative phase
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If

between the standard forms of S for the pairs 1-2 and 3-4. Passing to the spin-
block form and suppressing the spin direction quantum number labels we obtain

0

-K2B

-B

0

1 2

0 1

Kl 0

o

3 <f

o
0 B

K2B 0

(3.195)

Substitution in (178) leads to the following restrictions

s«3/2 b 4 3 » tc2b34

s»l/2 b 2 1 » Kib12 ;

b31 3 Bb42 '

If we choose *i t K2 this implies b ^ = b 2 4 = b 3 1 = b 4 2 = 0 and (22)
becomes

i 2 3 •» 3 >> .

(3.196)

This 3° does not couple between
(J,O)«(J,O) and (l,i)»(J,l). The
same is true for the Sk (k=l,2,3)
which can be seen by substituting
the explicit form of the boost
generators K for this theory in (7).
(The expressions for K are given at
the end of appendix E).
So, choosing <j t K2 makes the B

w

fully reducible. The theory decomposes into two independent theories: the
theory of example 1 and a theory for the pair (l,J)e(J,l).

If we choose *i • <2 * K * ±1,

1 2

o
o

3 t

o
0 b,3

O

3 » .

o
o

0 2 b43

2b,3 0

we obtain Kb

b12 b13

12
U31
0 Bb

0 Bb
13

0 Kb,

31 b43

CD
0
0 2

2b43

(3.197)
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L -invariant Hermitian form

In 3.3 we discussed non-degenerate, sesquilinear forms, invariant under

L* and characterized by the Hermitian matrix A. For invariance of this form

under space reflection we have to require

S + A S » A

In the first section of the paragraph we adopted real standard forms for S, so,

the above formula is equivalent with

S T A S - A

Substitution of the standard forms of S and A gives

a) for representations of the type (s,s): the free parameters in the

associated matrices S and A are not further restricted.

b) for representations of the type (s1,s2)«(s2,s1) with Sjj^:

(3.198)

TT1

min min

where K • 1 is the free parameter in S (Cf.(191)).

Using the Hermiticity of A we conclude

aTT"Smln

-a

a^ T € t
min

T'T €i*

if K « 1

if K - 1
(3.199)

min min

In the remainder of this paragraph we will apply (199) to our examples 1 and 2.

At the same time we investigate for these examples the restrictions imposed by

the requirement (99) for the existence of a Lagrangian density (110), the mass

and spin spectra and the conditions which have to be satisfied for the

existence of a second quantized version of the theory with a positive definite

energy.

Example 1; For the representation D - (i,0)«(0,J) we find with (193),(194),

(93) and (199) the two theories

with b e C/{0>;
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without loss of generality we may take a = ±1. The requirement (99) restricts
B° to

0 ib
ii) ?°

-ib 0 with b € R/{0}.

Calculating the eigenvalues u of "B° we find in both theories » = ±b; I.e. real
and unequal zero. Their multiplicity in TJ° is 2, So, both theories are capable
of describing massive spin J particles. Without loss of generality we can
choose the free parameter b in e° equal to i, so that in the relativistic wave
equation (3) the parameter m represents the rest-mass of the particles.

We now discuss the second quantized versions.

I) "B0 » [J Q| has eigenfunctions •+=+„] » P e <I/tO}. We only have one pair

of quantities e (n,s.J; we find e± = +a|p|
2/m. They will meet the condition

e+ * -e_ » 1, (as required for half-odd integer spin fields) if a is chosen to
be +1. This theory is now completely characterized by the Lagrangian density L
in (110), ¥(x) transforming according to a representation of L+ generated by

-it/* ° 1 , f

The matrices in L are

0
A

1 0

0
M
1L

1
.6

0 o

-J 0

This theory is precisely the Dirac theory for particles with restmass m and
spin I, with the so-called spinor representation for the yv = $"i in which
Y 5 : * -i3<»3i62B3 » diagonal(l,1,-1,-1).

Requiring (145d) for the most general charge conjugation matrix C, given in
(150), leads to

C « c
0 C

C 0
. Id - 1

which satisfies (159) as was to be expected from the above required behaviour
of G ±.



— ) The second possibility with e°
0 i

1 0
has eigenfunctions

p € <C/{0}. We find e+ » ±a|p|
2/m. They will meet t!ie condition e+ = -e_ = 1 if

a is chosen to be +1. This theory is completely characterized by the Lagrangian
L in (110) with

0 it
(h)

-i H 0

0
(•a)
-1 0

The generators £ and K are as in i) but

S =
0 1

-H 0

The charge conjugation matrix C turns out to be of the same form as in i).

Denoting the matrices in the second theory with a ~ and introducing the
unitary matrix F = diag (l,l,-i,-i) we have

F 6V F * T 1

[F,?]_ = [F,K]_ = 0

F S F'1 = iS

F C F"1 = 1C

F A F'1 = A

(3.200a)

(3.200b)

(3.200c)

(3.200d)

(3.200e)

From (200a,b) we conclude that the two wave equations - when considered as
equations covariant under L* - are unitarily equivalent. From (200c) follows
that - when considered as equations covariant under L* - they differ in the
transformation of the field under space reflection by an extra phase factor i.
This, tracing back, being caused by the allowance of S2 = -1 besides S2 = 1.
The charge conjugation matrices are in essence equivalent, for in (200d) the
factor i can be absorbed in the still free phase factor in C.
Under a basis transformation 7 = F * the matrix A of the Hermitian form becomes
A = F A F , which is the same as (200e) because of the unitarity of F.
We conclude that the Lagrangian densities are unitarily equivalent.

In the study of this example we have found that use of the representation
(i,0)a(0,i) for the field leads uniquely to the Dirac theory for s * J. This
theory allows for two inequivaient space reflection operators.
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Example 2: For the representation D = (i,O)«(Q,$)«(l,£)«($,1) we find using
(199) in (95),(96) the following two possibilities for A:

If K • 1

"!' o
O

0 a2

a2 0

v, •s»V2

0 -a2

-a2 0
(3.201)

with ai,a2 € t/{0}.

If K « -1 1 o
0 ia2

-ia2 0 ,

0 -ia2

ia2 0
(3.202)

with ai,a2 e R/{0}.

In this same spin-block basis S has the spinblocks

0 1

K 0

o
o
0 B

KB 0

; s.
0 -B

-KB 0
(3.203)

with K,B = +1.

The requirement (99) restricts the L+-covariant "e° of (197) to:

if K * 1

0 a PBY* 0

0 b
•SO

o 0 0 PY*

Y 0 O b / 2

0 BY b/2 0

e°
b 0

(3.204)

a2
with a,e € K ;Y C tt/{0}; B = ±1 and p := — £ H/{0}. (We do not allow Y to be

zero, since the theory is completely reducible in that case; cf. the remark

after (196).
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if < = -1

0

-ia

Y

0

ia

0

0

BY

PBY* 0

0 PY*

0 -ib/2

ib/2 0

1 B8-3/2

0

ib

- ib

0
(3.205)

with and p as in (204).

In both theories *6° , has four eigenvalues, which, as we have learned in
section 3.2.2, occur in pairs ±uj. " e ^ . has two eigenvalues ±b. So, these
theories are capable of describing at most two (possibly different) spin J
particle-anti-particle pairs and one pair with spin 3/2. We now discuss the
various possible mass- and spin-spectra.

i) We will first show that it is not possible to describe exclusively one
type of spin £ particles without returning to example 1. In order to

eliminate s*3/2 we must make the eigenvalues of ££,3, equal to zero: i.e. b*0.
The characteristic polynomial of ?£ M ) J then becomes (tc*±l)

- 2pB|Y|
2) (3.206)

Requiring only one pair of eigenvalues unequal to zero we are forced to choose
Y • 0. But then there is no longer any coupling between (i,0)*(0,$) and
(l,j)«(i,l) and the theory reduces to that of example 1.

U ) Still choosing b * 0, so that no s • 3/2 particle occurs, we can try to
allow eigenvalue equation (206) to have two pairs of non-zero real eigen-

values , or u2 > 0. We have from (206)

(3.207)
2 + 2PB|Y|

2 ±Y« 2(« 2 + 4 K P B | Y |
2 ) ]

Requiring y2 > 0 turns out to be equivalent with the two conditions

a2 + 4PB|Y| ZK 2 0

ica2 + 2PB|Y| 2 > 0

If K * -1 these two conditions are incompatible, so this theory cannot describe
two spin J particles.
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If K » +1 the above two conditions are equivalent with

a 2 + 4pB|v|2 2 0 if PB < 0

or
a2 + 2 PB|Y|

Z > 0 if pB > 0

For both signs of pB the theory with < = 1 then describes two spin \ particles
with in general unequal masses, unless

o 2 + 4PB|Y| 2 - 0 if PB < 0.

The squares of the restmasses are mz/v2. In order to investigate whether a
physically acceptable second quantized version exists for the theory with
if * 1, we first restrict the most general form of C given in (151-152) by the
requirement (145d) using (204). This leads to

CJ)
0 C

(•a)
-I 0

O
O
o -pit

Ci)

pt 0

=3/ = c
0 pt

-pt 0
(3.208)

with |c|*l and p = ±1, and no further restrictions on 'g0.

As discussed in 3.5.4. and 3.5.5. we now have to verify whether

1.) AT C = -C T A

e+(n,sk) = 1 for all n,sk

the minimal equation of B° has no repeated factors
(6°2 - vb with un t 0.

2.)

3.)

It can easily be verified that 1.) is satisfied. The verification of 2.) and
3.) is rather cumbersome because of the complicated form of the eigenvalues and
the relatively great number of free parameters. This problem can be circumvented
by use of the theorem discussed in the next paragraph 3.7. We will return to the
theory under discussion in 3.8., and show that it cannot be second quantized
without introducing an indefinite energy or a semi-positive definite energy.

We will now try to fix the parameters such that a s = 3/2 particle is
contained in the theory. Without loss of generality we can choose in (204) and
(205) b > 0, divide equation (3) by b, and call m/b again m.
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The matrix ?°,3# then has two eigenvalues ±1 with each a multiplicity of 4 in
Bs-3/2* T'ie c n a r a c t e r'' s ti c equation of "8° , reads

U* + u2( -J - 2Bp|Yi
2 - a2) + [P|Y| 2 - — ) 2 = 0 (3.209)

Necessary and sufficient that (209) only has real eigenvalues are the conditions

P » a2 + 2BP|Y| 2 + k * 0

and
Q » ( P|Y|2 _ <_2L )2 a 0 } (3.210)

as well as
P2 * 4Q

If in these relations the equality signs hold, all eigenvalues of "6°^ are zero.

iii) So, theories for a massive particle with spin 3/2 are obtained when we
realize the equality signs in (210), which implies Bp < 0 and O*2KP|Y| 2.

We distinguish

iiia) K = 1 , B = + 1 , P < 0 ; leading to

0 -J pY* 0

-| 0 0 PY*

Y 0 0 i

0 Y i 0

0 1

1 0
; P|Y|2 = -J.

jmb) ie = l,B = - l , p > 0 ; leading to

0 J -PY* 0

1 0 0 PY*

Y 0 0 i

0 -Y i 0

*-»/,- P I Y I 2 = J. (3.211)

iiic) ,B = +1, P < 0, giving

0 i/2 PY* 0 "I

-i/2

Y

0

0

0

Y

0 pY*

0 -f/2

i/2 0

~0
> BS-3/ 2=

0

i

- i

0
P I Y I 2 • - » .
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iiid) K • -1, B = -1, p > 0, giving

0 -i/2 -PY* 0

+i/2 0 0 PY*

Y 0 0 -i/2

0 -Y i/2 0 ,

0 -i

1 0
; P|Y|2= J.

In these theories we have only one pair of quantities e±. Calculation shows
that they can satisfy e+ » -e_ * 1 if the constant ̂  in A is chosen to be
respectively +1, -1, -1, +1 in the above theories iii a-d). So, for each of
them there exists a second quantized version with a positive definite energy
operator.

In all four theories we find the characteristic equation of e° to be

e°8 (e°2 - (3.212)

For the minimal equation of K° . and ̂ 3 . we find respectively IP2 = 0 and
(S°2 - 1) = 0, so that the minimal equation of B° reads

6o
2 ( Bo

z _ %) = o (3.213)

Theories a} and b) appear to be unitarily equivalent with each other
except for an extra phase factor in the matrices S and C (Cf. example 1). The
same holds for theories c) and d). In appendix J we show that theory iiib)
(with aj » -1) is unitarily equivalent with the theory for the Rarita-Schwinger
vector-spinor i£ describing one massive spin 3/2 particle- anti-particle pair.

iv) We can also force the characteristic equation (209) of "B0 , to have one
S—T

pair of eigenvalues zero, the other pair unequal to zero and real. One
should take

2KP|Y| and (K,B = ±1)

The characteristic equation of e° then simplifies to

and we have for the restmasses in the theory

m
n)s*3/2 - <" ; mSsJ • —
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The characteristic equation of B ^ reads ?°2CBo2-(J+KBa)2) * 0.
An easy calculation shows that Is0 , has two independent (normal) eigenvectors
with eigenvalue zero, so the minimal equation of K ^ can only read
30(202 . (j+(CBa)

2) = 0. The minimal equation of ef.3/2 reads (B°2-'&) = 0.
For the minimal equation of 6° we then find

3° ( B°2 - ( i + KBO )2) ( 6°2 - 1 ) = 0

from which we conclude that 6° is diagonalizable. The two masses are equal
when we take a • J or -3/2, (dependent of the value of K B ) , and in that case
6° satisfies the minimal equation

B° ( B°2 - 1 ) - 0

from which we also conclude that B° is diagonalizable. This property of 6° for
all the allowed values of the parameters will be used in 3.8. to show that this
theory iv) cannot be second quantized without introducing an indefinite energy
operator.

v_) As the last possibility we have a mass spectrum with two s=| particles
and one s=3/2 particle. This occurs if we choose in (209)

2Bp|Y|
2 + a2 + J > 0 and p|Y|

2 t JK«.

We mention the following special situations

va) The two s=£ particles have equal masses but unequal to m s = 3. = m.

vb) All masses are equal,

vc) The matrices ew satisfy [B0t6:']_ a M°i (Bhaba (1945))

In 3.8. we will show that all the theories contained in v) cannot be second
quantized without introducing an indefinite energy, or a semi-positive
definite energy.
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3.7. Theories with a positive definite energy operator and
a diagonalizabie matrix B°.

In this paragraph we prove the theorem that in theories with a
diagonalizable matrix e°. only the Dirac equation for spin £ and the Petiau-
Duffin-Kemmer(PDK)-equation for spin 0 and 1 possesses a positive definite
energy on the second quantized level. (Gel'fand, Minlos, Shapiro (1958), wild
(1947)). The Dirac equation has been presented in 3.6. example 1. The PDK-
equations will be given in examples 3 and 4 in this paragraph.
The above-mentioned theorem has as a consequence that for other theories with
a positive definite energy, especially for s*3/2, we have to look for non-
diagonalizable 8°. In 3.5.5. we showed that the non-diagonalizability must have
its origin in the eigenvalues zero; the real eigenvalues unequal to zero are
not allowed to possess generalized eigenvectors.

In 3.5.2. and 3.5.5. we have shown that for a positive definite energy
we must require

e+(n,sk) = +e_(n,sk) = 1 (3.214)

for all n,sk, with the upper sign for half-odd integer spinfields and the lower
sign for integer spinfields. Using (115) and (116) with p = o we find (214) to
be equivalent with

*^(o;n,sk,x)A*+(o;n,sk,A) = + ^(o;n,sk,A)A«.{o;n,sk,x) = Q (3.215)
un

for all n,sk,A. From (?!5) follows in case of half-odd integer spin for all
eigenvectors *(r,sk,A) of B° with eigenvalue u ^ 0

r,sk,A) > 0 (3.216)

For integer spinfields we have

*f(r,sk,A) A *(r,sk,X) > 0 (3 217)

or equivalently

*+(r,sk,A)B°
fABo*(r,sk,X) > 0 (3.218) :

for all *(r,sk,A).
If e° is diagonalizable all the independent eigenfunctions of B°, included those !
with eigenvalue zero, form a basis for the N-dimensional vector-space B° acts on.
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So, for diagonalizable e° we have that (214) via (216) respectively (218)

implies that for an arbitrary vector »

for half-odd integer spin *+ Ae°# » 0 (3.219)

and for integer spin »+e0+AB°4 a 0 (3.220)

The semi-definiteness being caused by the possible presence of eigenvectors

with eigenvalue zero in the expansion of *, which are annihilated by s° in the

left-hand sides of (219) and (220).

We conclude that if we cannot satisfy (219) or (220) we cannot have (214).

We now remark that the left-hand sides of (219) and (220) are Hermitian forms,

because of the Hermiticity of A and (99). For a Hermitian form with matrix

H * H+ and matrix-elements h., we have

I h.. x?x. ; 0 » hi. > 0 and h^h.j _> hfj (3.221)
• iJ

Half-odd integer spinfields.

In the spin-block basis (219) reads

I y*T
x tJ

Tl b ^ " yj" > 0 (3.222)

S,X

with yl the components of •; t labels the irreducible representations (ji.jo);
S|A X C|

for each T the label s runs trough jj+j2i Ji
+J2~^* ••• •l^'i'^l' | r° r each s the

label \ runs trough s,s-l -s.
The matrices A and 6° only connect equal s and x in the various T.
The coefficients a!T in A are only unequal zero if T and T 1 are conjugate.

T'T" n

The b in e° are only unequal zero if T' and T" are interlocking.

The requirement that (222) contains terms |y£ |2 with non-negative coefficients

a " bl T (cf.(221)) then implies that T = T" or equivaiently the representation

D according which the field transforms should contain at least one irreducible

representation ^(jpjg) with Jg=Ji*i and i t s conjugate. The representations

satisfying this condition are on the ladder in the j^-jp-diagram below.

•% j / / We have found that in a theory for half-

)% \ / A / odd integer spin the conjugate

representations on at least one of the

rungs of this ladder must occur in D.

For all representations except the two,
89
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lying lowest on the ladder, which only contain spin \, we have in (222)

the terms

occurring with alternating signs because a = 3 S-2
(Cf.

(88),(90)), whereas b* T and b ^ etc., have the same sign (cf.(20)). So, the

only representations that are needed and do not give an indefinite contribution

to the Hermitian form are (J.O)»(O,J) corresponding with the Dirac equation

for s=J.

Integer spin fields.

In the spin-block basis (220) reads

(3.223)

S,X

Requiring that (223) contains terms with the factors |y* I2 with non-neqative
r i 1 i ii it •> j A

coefficients b* T*ag T b* T implies T=T" ! or equivaiently the representation

D contains at least one irreducible representation T=(J 1,J 2) with

jg = ji i (1 or 0), with the understanding that t=(j,j) should be accompanied

by (J+i.J+1) or [j-h,j-l); and T=(j,j+1) with its conjugate (j+l,j) and (j,j).

The representations satisfying this are indicated in the j, -jp-diagram below.

Choosinq in D a pair of represen-

tations on the line Ji=J2 (except

the lowest lying pair) will qive

' for both representations in the

wir alternating contributions to

(223):
s
max 7 • 7 i i

because a.

R X 0

'Hi

= -a for all s.
Choosinq in D a trinle of represen-
tations on a line s 2 ? will

max

also qive alternating contributions

to the various sninhlocks.
The trinle on the line s,. only



contributes to to the s=l block and as shown in example 4, below, leads to a
positive definite energy. The lowest lying pair on the line j^jg leads, as
shown in example 3 below, to a theory for spin 0 with a positive definite
energy. The four lowest lying representations cannot be used all at the same
time for then we have in (223) amonqst others the two terms

and

which have different signs, because aJ2T2 - -a51T1.

Example 3: The PDK-theory for s = 0.

For the representation TO«TI=(O,O)»(J,J) we have in the spin-block basis

TO

Oj

a1

s-0

a
0

0

n
s-l

O
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0

s=O

s-l

; S =

1 0
0 K o

,1 3x3

; A =

a! 0
0 a?o

"4,3

a,a' € t; K= ±1, a!,a2 e Ht/{0>.

These being the most general forms. We now successively impose the conditions:

1) Space-reflection covariance of (3) <* [B°.S]_= 0 ~ < = 1.

2) Space-reflection invariance of the Lagrangian density •• S AS = A *

no restrictions.

3) The existence of a Lagrangian density •• 60+A = AB° * a' =pa* with
p = ax/a2 e R/{0}.

Thus,

0 a

pa* 0

0
CD
O

; s =

l o
o l CD

-i3x3

and A unchanged.
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The eigenvalues v of 6° follow from the characteristic equation
u3(ii2-o|a|2)=0, so that besides the eigenvalues u=0 we only obtain a pair of
opposite real eigenvalues (as required for spin zero) if p>£. The mass of the
particle with s=0 described by equation (3) is then m/^T|o|.
The eigenfunctions of B° with eigenvalues ±So\<x\ appear to be *+(o) = column
(p,q,0,0,0) with p € £/{0} and qa ±p/oa*/\nt\. For a second quantized version
we should have that e| :=*+(o)A*+(o) can both be normalized to 2m/u2 (cf.(214)
and (215)). We find ej = 2aj|p|2 , so that we have to choose aj to be oositive.
Without loss of generality we choose aj=l. We note that without loss of
generality we can further put /o\a\ = 1; the advantaqe beinq that the Darameter
m then equals the mass of the described narticle with spin zero. The matrix B°
then satisfies the minimal equation B°(B°Z- fl)=0, (which implies 8° is
diagonalizable). One usually takes p = 1 and o = 1.
The Harish-Chandra relation (74) becomes

I BK( BV - |T ) = 0
P

The relation which defines the algebra of the 3W, however, is a more restricting
one and is (1.6).
Summarizing: A field satisfying (3) and transforming accordinq to (0,0)®O,|)
that can be derived from a Laqrangian density (110) and possesses a positive
definite energy leads uniquely to the description of a massive spin zero
particle- anti-Darticle pair.

If the wave equation is required to be soace-reflection covariant we obtain

B°

0 a

pa* 0

o ; s

• 1

0

(

1

"1
r
v

- l i 3"3

; A =

a e IE, ai>0 , p>0.
If we nut / P V ! = 1 then the mass equals m and ?::(?,0'-'%.)=1 is the minimal
equation of B°.
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Example 4: The PDK-theory for s = 1.

For the representation T1eT2»x3 = (l,0)«(i,£)e(0,l) we have in the spin-
block basis:

Tl T2 *3

T2

• ±1.

^ A
s-1

' ŝ-1 =

[1) ^

0

a1

0

0

0

1

0

0

at

a
0

e-
0

K

0

0

a2

0

0

B
0

1

0

0

ai'
0

0
;a 2e

These being the most general forms. We succesively impose the conditions:
(cf. example 3)

1)

2)

3)

tB°,S]

S T A S

B°+A «

Thus

- * °
- A *

A B ° -

s

a*»

a' -

-1 -

a l e

pica*

0

pKa*

0 *

m/{o>

with )

a 0
0 pa*

•a 0 ,

thus

AgMl

» = a j / a 2

s«l

x

0

a1

0

m

0

0

a l

a

0

ica

0

a2

0

6 «/{0}.

0

0

a l

0

%
0

0

ua*

0

• l '
0

0 ,

0

0 ,

and S ml unchanged.

The eigenvalues u of e° m l follow from the characteristic equation
u3(p2 - 2pK|a|2)3*0, so that besides the eigenvalues y*0 we obtain real eigen-
values unequal to 2ero, with a multiplicity of 3, as required for spin 1, if
we take sign p «ic. The eigenvalues are then y = +|a|^£|p7. The mass of the
particle with spin 1 described by equation (3) is thus m / 1 a I ^ J T
The eigenfunctions of ?° appear to be
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*Jo) = column { p. ±lgi'*2lplpt up ) with p e C/{0}.

For a second quantized version we should have that e) = *+(o)A»+(o) can both
be normalized to 2m/p2. We find e.'+ = 4a,<|p|

2, so that we have to choose a,
with the same sign as K or p, and without loss of generality we may take a,=K.
If we want the parameter m to be the mass of the described particle we ~"~~~"
should take |ct|Vz|p| • 1. The matrix »° then satisfies the minimal equation
B°(e°Z-!)»O (which Implies that 8° is diagonalizable). The Harish-Chandra-
relation and the relation defining the algebra of the ew » are the same as for
the PDK s>0 theory in example 3.

Summing up we have found two theories

1) aj * K • sign p * +1 •• p > 0 ; 1//2.

-1/p

0
CZD
0 0 1

0 1/p 0

1 0 0 .

; s *
- i

0
c _J
0 0 1

0 1 0

1 0 0

O

0
0 a 0

po* 0 po*

0 a 0

where we suppressed the spin direction quantum number labels in the s=l block.

2)

A

A =>

sign p = -1 •» p < 0 ; |a|/|p| = 1//2.

; s 0 o I

0 - 1 0

1 0 0

f O

0
C i

0 a 0

|p|a* 0 -|p|o*

0 -a 0

Looking for a possible equivalence between the two theories we find that

the matrices F * diag (x,x,x,-x), (x* ±1) have the properties

F go p"1 « go

F-I+ A F

FSF"1. 4

a

So, the difference between the two theories being an extra phase factor in the

transformation of the field under space-reflection.
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The discussed PDK-theories for spin 0 and 1 possess a diagonalizable
matrix 8°. We may now wonder whether we can construct with the representation
(0,0)e(l,0)e(£,$)e(0,l) a second quantizable theory with non-diagonalizable B°.
Actual calculations show that when we want to describe only one value of the
mass squared with these four representations, we are forced to one or the other
PDK-equations for spin 0 respectively 1, with as a consequence diagonalizable
6°. Allowing for the simultaneous description of two particles of spin 0
respectively 1, we have to make the two masses equal for otherwise all eigen-
values of 3° are different and e° will certainly be diagonalizable. But even
upon equating the two masses, 6° remains equivalent to a diagonal matrix,
because the minimal equation of B° appears to be 9°(B° - M)(8° + v) * 0, from
which can be concluded directly that all the Jordan blocks of the Jordan
canonical form of $° are diagonal. So, this theory then has an indefinite
energy as a consequence of the theorem proved in this section.
Thus, the answer is negative. With the above four representations ( j ^ ^ ) .
characterized by jj+j2 = integer < 1, we can only construct the two PDK-theories
for spin 0 respectively 1 of examples 3 and 4, if we insist on the existence
of a second quantized version with a positive definite energy, and if we use
the irreducible representations occurring in D only once.

The analogous question, which theories can be constructed only using,
with a multiplicity one, irreducible representations (jj.jg) with jj+j2 =
integer = 0 is useless. There is only one such representation viz. (0,0), and
we need at least two interlocking representations, (cf. 3.1).

The question, which theories can be constructed only using, with a
multiplicity one, irreducible representations (jj,j2) with J^+jg = half-odd
integer < J, i.e.: (J,0)®{0,l), has lead us to the Direc theory for s = \
(3.6,: example 1).

The question, which theories can be constructed only using, with a
multiplicity one, irreducible representations (jpjg) with jj+jg s half-odd
integer < 3/2 will be analysed in the next paragraph.
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3.8. Theories for s s 3/2 using the representation

• J

I

In this paragraph we take for D the direct sum of all irreducible
representations (JltJ2) with jj+j2 * half-odd integer <

 3/2. For this D we will
investigate which theories can be constructed along the lines presented in this
chapter. Ne assume that each (jj,J2) occurs only once in D, thus D - (J,0)«
(0.i)«(a/2,0)«(l,i)«(},l)«(0,3/2). We number them in this order, as also shown
in the diagram below. In 3.6., example 2, we discussed the possible theories
for D containing 1, 2, 4, and 5, It are precisely these representations that

give a contribution to the s»J spin-
blocks of the theory under investigation
here. So the s=J blocks of S, A, and 0°
coincide with those of example 2.
Writing down the most general forms of
S, A, and 6° and requiring the relations

tB°,S]. « 0,

*'

3/2

3/2

J2

t 2

0 1

K 0

O

«t 5

0
0 B

KB 0

S1 A S - A,

8 0 + A * A e°

to hold, we obtain

3 it S 6

O
0 -KB

KC 0

0 C

8 0

O

3

It

5

6

•C.B.C e {i,-i}.
Taking K » +1

0 a.

o
o

0 a2

a2 0

o
0 "a2

a3 0

-a2 0

o
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±1, a2,a3 € */{0}.

Pi BY*

0 PjY*

Y

0

0

BY

b45

45

«3/2

b34 °

P2BCb*4 0

o 2b

2b45 o

o -p45

0 -BCb34

(3.224)

e R/{0}.with a,b45 e R, Y e C/{0); b 3 4 € C, PI:= a

(We restrict our attention to the theories with K » 1. The theories with K * -1

appear to be unitarily equivalent with the corresponding theories for which

K = +1, with the exception of an extra phase factor for space-reflections.

An analogous situation has been met in examples 1,2, and 3).

Calculating the characteristic polynomial of ^°,3/2 we obtain

u* + y2(-2P2BC|b34|
2 - 4b|5) + p2|b34|

lt = 0 (3.225)

We succesively discuss theories with A) no, B) one, C) two s=3/2 particle-

anti-particle pairs.

A) If we do not want particles with s=3/2 in the theory we have to make all

eigenvalues of (225) equal to zero. This forces us to choose b,. = b.,. = 0,

which inrolies that<B°_3,2 becomes identically zero and consequently is diagonal.

The theory reduces to that of the diagram

i.e. to that ~J 3.6., examole 2 case i) or ii). 2

In case i) we describe one spin \ Dair and the theory reduces to the Dirac

theory of examnle 1 (see the discussion in example 2 under i)).

In case ii) we have two snin 1 pairs and consequently no eigenvalues zero in

•g0 So, s° can never be made non-diagonal in the Jordan-block with eigen-

values zero ( remember ^ ° _ 3 , sO). As a consequence of the theorem in the

preceding parairanh this theory cannot have a positive definite energy operator.

So, the only theory that meets all our criteria and describes spin £ is the

Dirac theory.
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B) Theories with one s=3/2 particle-anti-particle pair can be obtained in
two different ways. Firstly, we can choose in (225) b^= 0, so that ^°=3/2

has one pair of eigenvalues zero. Secondly,we can require (225) to be of the
form (u2 - \2)2* 0 (A € I). In doing so.it turns out, however, that the minimal
polynomial of £g,3/2

 0 D t a"i n s the same form. Thus, in this second possibility,
we can never obtain a theory with a positive definite energy, because of the
double non-zero roots in the minimal polynomial.(cf. 3.5.5.) {If we should not
have required a space-reflection covariant theory, this second possibility
would have led us to the equation of Fisk and Tait (1973), using only the
representations 3»4e5«6, which,however,also suffers from an indefinite energy.
See also Khali 1 and Seetharaman (1978) who have shown that the Fisk-Tait-
equation is equivalent to the s=3/2 theory of Hurley (1978).)

Returning to the first possibility, we observe that with the choice b^= 0
the representations 3 and 6 are not coupled to any other representation, so
they may be omnitted. If in (224) we take, without loss of generality, b^-- \
then wr. return to example 2 cases iii), iv), or v), with respectively none,
one, o. two spin J particle-anti-particle pairs (all with K = 1).

case iii): In 3.6., example 2 we showed that there are two theories which
possess a second quantized version with a positive definite energy operator.
Theory iiib) is equivalent with the Rarita-Schwinger-equation for the vector-
spinor *" if we choose aj= -1. (cf. appendix J).

case iv); In 3.6., example 2 we showed that for all values of the parameters
6° can not be made non-iiagonalizable. Using the theorem in the preceding
paragraph we conclude that this theory has an indefinite energy.

case v); The mass-spectrum contains two s=| particle pairs and one s=3/2
particle pair and there are no eigenvalues zero. So, the required
non-diagonalizability as a consequence of eigenvalues zero cannot occur.
Stated in another way: we have either an indefinite energy (if 6° is
diagonalizable) or either a semi-positive definite energy (if B° is non-
diagonal izable but has a repeated factor in the minimal polynomial).

So, thus far, the only theories that meet all our criteria and describe spin
3/2 are iiib) and iiid).

£) Theories with two s=3/2 pairs can be obtained in two different ways:
we can take b45= 0 or b ^ 0.
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C1J If we take b^5= 0 we conclude from (225) that the characteristic
equation of ^ = 3 / 2 becomes

( ? 8 / 2 -p 2BC|b 3 4|
2 ) 2 = 0 .

Calculating f£ 0,3 / 2)
2 from (224) we see that the minimal equation reads

B°,3/2 - P2BC|b34|
2l= 0

so that £°,3/2 can be diagonalized.

The matrix E0_i/2 becomes, on choosing b.g* 0, identical to that of 3.6.
example 2 case i) or 1j_) with one respectively two spin J pairs. A new
possibility is: no spin \ narticles, but this forces K° . = 0 and consequently
"6° is diagonalizable.

ad case i). The theory decomposes into two theories. The Dirac theory for s=£
and a theory with a diagonalizable B°_3/ which, as shown in 3.7., cannot
have a positive definite energy operator.
ad case ii). There are no eigenvalues zero in the theory and hence e<> cannot be
made non-diagonalizable as a consequence of their presence.

£2) (b.5/ 0) Without loss of generality we may take b^= |. Calling b_. = b,
the characteristic equation (225) of "Bs_3/2 becomes

u" + p2(-2D2BC|b|
2 -1) + P 2

2|b|" = 0

The eigenvalues are 6u± with 6 = ±1 and

(3.226)

u2 = i + p2BC|b|
2 ± y J + P2BC|b|

2 (3.227)

Requiring all eigenvalues to be real, distinct and unequal to zero implies

b ̂  0 if P2BC > 0

-J < o2BC|b|
2 < 0 if p2BC < 0

The eigenfunctions • »(»!<.) with eigenvalues 5ji+ then become (q arbitrary)

*(6U±) = q
1

(j ±VJ + o2BC|b|2)/«u±

\ ±"Vi + P2BC!bl 2)}/«|
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Calculating e5(y+) * *l(v+) A 4>6(u±) we obtain

4p2BC|b|2

(3.228)

As we are dealing with half-odd integer spinfields we must have that for e.g.
J » + l both expressions (with upper respectively lower signs) have the same
sign, which then can be made positive by appropriately choosing the parameter
&2» This .however, cannot be realized because the expressions between [ ] in
(228) have opposite signs. Irrespective the value of p2BC|b|

2.
We conclude that there does not exist a second quantized version with a
positive definite energy operator.

In the theories with p2BC < 0 we can obtain two equal pairs of eigen-
values by making 4p2BC|b|

2 - -1, but then the eigenfunctions have norm zero,
as can be seen from (228), and consequently do not contribute to the charge-
and energy-density. We have rejected these theories.

So, in summary, allowing two pairs with s-3/2 does not lead to
acceptable theories.

In all our attempts to construct second quantizable theories with a
positive definite energy, we did net exclude theories with more than one mass
value. We, however, did not succeed in finding a good theory with a multi-mass
spectrum and maximim spin 3/2. Due to the rapidly increasing number of free
parameters and the degree of the various characteristic polynomials the
analogous investigations for s * 2 cannot be carried trough in the same
systematic way and as general as we did for s = 3/2. Only part of the analogous
analysis for s * 2 has been done by Cox (1972,1974).

We formulated general conditions on the free parameters occurring in 6°,
A, and the charge conjugation matrix C, in order that the theory describes
massive particles with a certain spin. We did not exclude situations with a
multi-mass and spin spectrum. In our explicit examples we only used fields
transforming according to a representation D in which each irreducible
constituent (jpjo) occurs only once. In particular, in this paragraph, we have
found that under this condition we cannot have a theory with both s = 3/2 and
$ > i present, if we only use representations with maximal spin 3/2; a situation
analogous to the well-known case of maximal spin 1 discussed in examples 3 and
4 of paragraph 3.7. For integer spin, Cox (1974) has shown that quite general
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mass-sain spectra can be obtained for maximum spin 2, without introducing
repeated representations and with positive definite energy. He conjectures that
this will not be true any more for integer spin greater than eight i.e. we then
have to use repeated irreducible representations. For half-odd integer spin,
Cox (1978) has only considered unique mass and unique spin theories. He finds
that for s*5/2 no such theory exists unless repeated irreducible representations
are introduced. He expects this to be true for any half-odd integer spin theory
with s>3/2. We will return to this point in chapter 5.
For both, integer and half-odd integer spin. Singh and Hagen (1974) have
explicitly constructed examples for unique mass and arbitrary unique spin. For
any integer spin > 1 and half-odd integer spin > 3/2 they indeed use represen-
tations with repeated irreducible constituents, in accordance with both con-
jectures of Cox.

If we allow for multiple (jpjg). a multitude of new possibilities arises. Some
authors have carried out investigations on the representations (ni.ns € ||)

with the aim to describe spin £. Capri (1977) studied the cases (ni*2,nj*l)
and (n,=l,n3=2). He found in each case a theory with two free parameters. For
certain choices of these parameters the theories are equivalent to the Dirac
theory for s=J. Khalil (1977) presented another example with (n,=2,ng=l) for
which we easily proved the existence of a positive definite energy. This 20-
component theory, with minimal equation @g(Bg -fl)=0, is equivalent with the
Dirac theory in the free field case. (With a minimally coupled external vector
field it is equivalent with the Dirac equation with the interaction B(x)=eA (x)+
iaa vF

u v(x), and therefore causal (Cf. chapter 6).)

i
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3.9. Concluding remarks

It may be asked whether or not the requirements put forward in this
chapter are too strong. For example the requirement of the existence of a
non-singular Hermitian matrix A (customarily called: hermitizing-matrix because
of its property A ^ e ^ B o . cf.(3.99)) for the construction of a Lagrangian is
not strictly necessary. It certainly facilitates this construction and as we
have found guarantees the existence of a simple charge-conjugation matrix C.
However, we have also found that the occurrence of particle- anti-particle
pairs is already a consequence of Lorentz covariance alone (Cf. 3.2.3.)
Hurley (1971,1974) has proposed arbitrary spin theories without a hermitizing-
matrix and with causal propagation for minimal coupling but Wightman (1976) has
shown that they have no consistent particle interpretation.
Another important consequence of the existence of a hermitizing matrix is the
existence of the space-reflection matrix S. In our explicit examples we required
space-reflection invariance of the Lagrangian and snace-reflection covariance of
the wave equation. The latter requirement has as an advantage that it
considerably restricts the number of free parameters in the theory. But again
it is not necessary.

Recently, Biritz (1979) has proposed theories of the type (3) of which he aoes
not require the existence of a hermitizing matrix nor snace-reflection covariance.
By exclusively considering diagonalizable B° and introducing a suitable non-
standard adjoint field and inner oroduct he obtains a positive definite enerqy
within a positive definite second quantization procedure and claims to avoid
acausal propagation with minimal couplinq for quite general multi-mass and spin
spectra.

In fact, the search for higher spin equations cannot pronerly be discussed
without taking ints^consideration at the same time the problem of avoidinq the
Dhenomenon of acausality when external fields are introduced. This phenomenon
will be the topic of chapter 6.
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CHAPTER 4

THEORIES WITH Bv, 6 SQUARE MATRICES AND 0 SINGULAR

4.0. Introduction

In this chapter, we discuss theories with square matrices By, B and with 6
singular but not identically zero. In chapter 2, we proved that for relativistic
covariance there must exist matrices T(A) such that for all AeSL(2,C)

T(A) B D ^

T(A)BlJ D-

(4.1)

(4.2)

In theories with nonsingular B the matrix T(A) is equivalent with D(A); they
have been dealt with in chapter 3.
For B singular we may take T(A) equivalent with D(A), but now other possibili-
ties become also available. In chapter 2, we also proved that any covariant
relativistic wave equation can be transformed to the standard form

=0

with
- l r

0

0

0

(4.3)

(4.4)

and i r the unit matrix with dimension rsrank 3 and f(x) transforming with a
direct sum of irreducible representations 0(A). If we partition T(A) and D(A) in
the same blocks as in (4), we find, using (1), that the diagonal blocks in T(A)
and D(A) corresponding with m l r in B

s have to be identical. If T(A) as a whole
forms a representation of SL(2,C) it can without loss of generality be taken a
direct sum of irreducible representations:

D(A) =
DX(A) 0

D2(A)
T(A) -

D2(A)

0

0

T2(A)
(4.5)

with Di(A), D2(A), T2(A) direct sums of irreducible representations with total
dimensions of respectively r, N-r, N-r.
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Partitioning the By in the same blocks as in (4) and (5) with the notation

'" ; By = H 12 (4-6)

>•' |i U

f$: and substituting (6) and (5) into (2), we obtain (j=l,2)

D ^ A J p ^ D ^ A ) = A"ly; Bjj (4.7a)
'* ftv
v 62j

= A"1?; 6^ (4.7b)

I For given Dj(A) and T2(A) we can solve (7) for the B ^ along the lines of chapter
;„ 3 section 1. The Bij are only unequal zero in subblocks connecting interlocking
i representations.
: In the following, we will discuss theories in which T2(A) is related with D2(A).

Given D2(A) we can form from it the representations D*(A), D2 (A) and D2-1(A).
The first two are equivalent with each other but in general inequivalent with
D2(A), the last one is equivalent with D2(A). So it suffices to discuss the
choices D2(A) and D | - 1 ( A ) for T(A).

4.1. The choice T2(A) = D2(A)

The determination of Bu from (7) for given D(A) proceeds in the same way
as in theories with B nonsingular (cf. 3.1). In particular D must contain at
least two interlocking irreducible representations.

The mass spectrum
Expanding f(x) in terms of plane wave solutions *(p) exp ipyxy with p

y real, and
substitution in the wave equation leads to the requirement

( t \ - BS)$(P) = 0 (4.8)

This equation has only non-trivial solutions if

P(p) = det(BMPu - B
s) = 0 (4.9)

As in chapter 3, section 2, we find from covariance

I
P(AP) = P(P) = P(p2) = c n (p2-Oi) (4.10)

i=l
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The roots ai of the polynomial in p
z depend on the parameters in B W and Bs. We

suppose that at least one of the a± is real and we distinguish

i. solutions with p 2 > 0 . Transforming to the restframe with fjy = (P°,5), equa-
tions (9) and (10) lead to the requirement

I
det(B°p0 - B

s) = c n (p2 - O i) = 0
i=l

So, for every root a ^ O , we have a pair of solutions with p 2 > 0 and energies in
the restframe p0 = ±A±. These solutions lead to particle-antiparticle pairs in
the corresponding second quantized version of the theory. Because of the singu-
larity of Bs the occurrence of solutions with p 2 > 0 is not related to the pre-
sence of real eigenvalues of 6° unequal to zero, as was the situation in theo-
ries with nonsingular 6 (cf. 3.2.1).

ii. solutions with p 2 < 0 . By a, now complex, Lorentz-transformation we may

transform pu to f}u = (ipo»^) Wltn Po rss.]. We obtain the requirement

l

det(B°ip0 - 6
s) = c TT (-p2 - o±) = 0

i=2

So, for every root a.^0 we have a pair of solutions with p 2 < 0 , which corre-
spond with tachyons.

iii. solutions with p2 = 0,py i 0.

We prove the following:

Theorem: In theories in which det(ByplJ- B) is a polynomial in p
2, the following

two statements are equivalent

i. the matrix B is singular
ii. the theory possesses a non-trivial solution with lightlike py and thus

describes at least one particle with zero rest mass.

Proof: Given d e t ( B % - 3) = c n (p2 -aL) we have

det(BpPy-6)

= det(-B).

So det(Bupu - B)

p2=0 = cn(p
2-a±) p2=Q = cn(P

2-ai) =Q = det(B
vpy-B)

det(-B). (4.11)
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and both expressions are zero at the same times from which the assertions i and

ii follow."

iv. solutions with P U H 0 . These correspond to constant *(p) satisfying Bs* = 0.
Because of the singularity of gs we always have one or more of such solutions
present. These solutions carry no energy and momentum, hence they can be ignored.

Our main conclusion is: In a theory with T2(A) = D2(A) and 6 singular there is
always at least one solution with p2 = 0, corresponding with a massless particle.
It is not possible to construct a theory with exclusively massive particles.

The theorem on which this conclusion is based holds for all theories for
which det(6upu-B) is a polynomial in p

2. Using (1) and (2) we have in general

P(p) = det(3upu-B) = det(T(A)(e
H
tAP)lJ-B)D-

1(A)).

Whenever T(A) is a representation of SL(2,C) we have det T(A) = 1, and conse-
quently P(p) = P(Ap) = P(p2). So, also in theories with the choice T2(A) =
D2 (A), there is always at least one massless particle present. Before dis-
cussing this choice we first present some simple examples with T2(A) = D2(A).

Example 6a. Suppose * transforms with D= (|,0) © (0,|). Take Di(A) =TX(A) = (|,0),
consequently D2(A) =T2(A) = (0,J).

( mfl-2x2 0 -II.
0 0 >

The most general solution of (7) reads

0 a a u •

ia 0

with a,b arbitrary.

We obtain det(Bup,j- Bs) = ab p2. So, this theory is not capable of describing
massive particles.
Writing * = ipe>x the system becomes

acrpi3ux = mij)

bTMs t|i = 0

If a=0 then 41=0 and x is undetermined. If b=0 the system becomes underdetermined.
If both a and b are non-zero we can conclude D1J, = DX = 0, y = ̂ cpi3Mx. The theory
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1

is not space-reflection covariant and describes one particle-antiparticle pair
with spin \ and zero rest mass. This theory is to be contrasted with the two
component neutrino theory obtained by putting m=0 in the Dirac theory (Weyl
equations) which describes two particle-antiparticle pairs with spin \ and zero
rest mass.

Example 7a. Suppose v transforms with D = |(J,0) e (O,J)j ® (J,0). Take D! = Ta =
(|,0) © (0,1), consequently D2 = T2 = (1,0). "Substituting this in (7) we find as
the most general wave equation

~ Bs)f(x)

0

0

0

daM

0

0

m 2 .
0

0

0
Cs)

m 1 .
0

0

0

0

i

j
*
X

e

= 0

with four arbitrary constants a,b,c,d.

We obtain det(8upu- B
s) = m2c2d2p1). So, this theory is not capable of describing

massive particles.
If we put a or b both equal to zero the theory gives *=0 and x and 8 satisfy an
equation as in example 6 with the difference that (1,0) is interchanged with
(0,|). If we put d=0 the system becomes underdetermined. If we put c=0 then e
is completely undetermined and *=x=0. Putting c=d=0 gives the Dirac equation for
i|< and x; 8 being completely undetermined.

Example 8a. Suppose * transforms according to

D • [(1,0) © (0,1) ] © [(1,0) • (0 .1 ) ] .

Take D i=T i = D2 = T2 = (1,0) © (0,1) . Substituting th is is (7) we f ind

(Bp i3u - Bs) f(x) =

Cs)
m JL

0

0

0

0

m I

0

0

0

0

0

0

(4.12)

= 0

with 8 arbitrary constants a,b,c,d,e,f,gih.
Calculating the determinant of the system we obtain

det(Bppy - B
s) = p't(p2(acfh + bdeg-bceh-adfg) - hfm2):
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i

So this theory is in principle capable of describing massive particles.

The theory becomes more manageable if we impose space-reflection symmetry. The

most general matrix S is

0 1

K 0

o
o

0 p

KP 0

K,P = ±1

The matrix B° now becomes, on imposing [3°»S]_ = 0,

0 a 0 b

= e° © t ; 6° =
<a 0 icpb 0

0 e, 0 f

icpe 0 <f 0

(4.14)

Relation (13) simplifies to

det(eup -e s ) = p4(p2(af-eb)2 - kf2m2)2 (4.15)

So, for the occurrence of massive particle solutions, we must require af t eb

and

A2 : = Kf2

(af-eb)2

which implies f j£ 0.

Solving the rest frame equation (e°p0 - Bs)$ (m)(5) = 0 with p2 = A2m2 and

with f. (0) two component vectors, we obtain the two solutions (p0 = ±Am):

(4.16)

The solutions corresponding with the zero-restmass particle(s) are

obtained by solving

(B°p0 + e3p3 - B
s)0 ( 0 ) = 0 (4.17)

with p2 - p| = 0 andp - p|

We find for
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i

, • Po = p3 $ ( 0 ) = col(0,0,0,0,*3i»0,0,K2)

•; Po = -Pa *(0) = col(0,0,0,0,0,i(;32,Ki»0)

:• with the elements not identically zero arbitrary.
The solutions (18) have as a basis 4 independent solutions, two for each sign of
Po, indicating that the theory describes four particles with rest mass zero and
spin I. In a second quantized version of the theory they will be interpreted as

r two particle-antiparticle pairs.

j:

4.2. The choice T2(A) = D2
-1(A)

The irreducible representation D + - 1 ( A ) w. ,h s u * s 2 is inequivalent

with D ( s l ' S 2 ' ( A ) , b u t equivalent with D ( S 2 ' S l ) ( A ) . In f a c t , from (D24) follows

(S! ,s2 ) . . (si ,O). , (0,s2 ) . . (O,Si) (s2,0)
D a , o , ( A ) = D , (A) D t - 1 ( A ) = D , ( A ) D Q 0 1 ( A ) =af$;ct 0 act' ' aa' ' 00'v '

( (O,si) (s2 ,0)\
D 0 D J(A) (4.19)

f.

\'- The last expression differs from
t

r(s2,0) (0,si)v (s2,0) (O,si)

only in the ordering of the two matrices within the Kronecker-product. When in
both (19) and (20) we conventionally take the dictionary order of the index
pairs of the rows and the columns then the similarity transformation matrix
between (19) and (20) is the following permutation matrix

5 This matrix rearranges the dictionary order of the labels in (20) to the dic-
tionary order of the labels in (19). So, we have

'; S 1 D S 2 "^(A) = S 2P S 1 S Z D S 1 (A) S 2P S 1 -1 (4.21)

;. We conclude that D2(A) and D1~ 1(A) are equivalent iff D2(A) is a direct sum of
i representations of the form D ( s i / S 2 ) © D ( S 2 ' S l ) and/or D ( s' s ).
\ Thus in order to avoid the equivalence of T2(A) and D2(A) (in which case the
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j theory is equivalent to one with T2(A) = D2(A) and we are back in the situation
''•')'' of 4.1.) the representation D2(A) must at least contain one non-self-conjugate
,*!;. representation.

-"••'•. The field transforms with D=Di © D2, Di being connected with the non-
-..>' singular part of 8s. We conclude that D must contain at least two irreducible

representations, which as we will show, may but need not be interlocking. This
is to be contrasted with the situation in 4.1.

(•

! For given D l sD 2 the relations (7a) are solved as in chapter 3 section 1.
s For (7b) we may write, using the generalization of (13)

I D2(A)(p-
1e^j)DT

1(A) " A - ^ p - y . ) (j-l.2) (4.22)

where D2(A) is obtained by interchanging in all the irreducible components the
labels Si and s2. Equation (22) is solved for P~

1B2j as in chapter 3 section 1.
In particular P - 18 2 2 is unequal to zero in subblocks connecting an irreducible
representation in D2 with an interlocking one in D2. If now, D2 contains the
component (s,s±|), D2 contains (s+£,s). These representations interlock,
showing that eu contains at least one subblock which can be chosen to be non-
trivial.

We now present some examples.

Example 9. Suppose v transforms with D = (J,0) 9 (J,0), i.e. with two non-
interlocking representations. We take D1 = T1 = (J,O), consequently T2 = (J,O)

+~1

= (0,J), (P= ( i ) . Solving (7a) and (22) we find as the most general wave
equation

- [ (4.23)

with det(eupu-B
s) = b2p2m2, and which is equivalent with ih = 0, baui3yi//2 = 0,

i.e. only half of the usual neutrino equation obtained by putting m=0 in the
Dirac equation.

In the following examples we use the same representation D as in examples
6a, 7a respectively 8a.

Example 6b. Suppose f transforms with (J,0) e (0,J). Take Di=T! = (.|,O) and
D 2 = (O,J). T2 = D|"

1 = (i,0). We find the theory
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boyiaux = 0

or 0 = 0 (for a=0 as well as a/0) and x satisfying the two component neutrino

equation.

Example 7b. Suppose f transforms with D = [(J,0) © (0,|)] © (J,0). Take Di=Ti =
(J,0) © (0,|), consequently D2 = (J,O) and T2 = D2"

1 = (0,J). Substituting this in
(7a) and (22) we find as the most general wave equation

0 a 0

!av 0 c ^

0 e ^da"

i a u -

mH.

0

0

0

mil

0

0

0

0

= 0 (4.24)

with five arbitrary constants a,b,c,d,e.
We obtain detf^p,, - ps) = e2p2(ab p 2-m 2) 2. So this theory is capable of
describing massive particles, whereas the corresponding theory of example 7a
with T2 = D2 is not. We have to choose ab>0.
If we choose d=c=0 the theory decomposes into the Dirac theory for *i and f2

and a neutrino equation for ¥3. Looking for rest frame solutions with p
2 = m2/ab

for the general equation, we find that we have to choose c=0 in order to obtain
non-trivial solutions. They are

* $ ) = column^ (5) (1, m/apo, -d/e)

with po =
Independent of the value of c, we always find two independent solutions for a
massless particle upon solving (e°Po+ 83P3 - Ss)* = 0. So, provided we choose c=0
in (24), the theory describes a massive particle with spin \ and i ts anti-
particle and a massless spin \ particle-antiparticle pair.

Example 8b. Suppose * transforms with D=Di © D2, Di = D2 = T! = (J,0) © (0,J) and
consequently T2 = D 2

- 1 = (0,J) © (J,0). Thus T2 is equivalent with D2 and this
theory is therefore equivalent with the one in example 8a.
We may however choose for T2 a "mixture of situation a and b" by taking e.g.
T 2«(l,0)e (1,0)
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<*»

0

0

aa"

0

be"

0

fa

haV

"
i 3 u •

' m U

0

0

0

0.

mil

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

= 0

We obtain det(e)Jpvl- &
3) = mzd2(eh-gf)p6, so this theory does not describe

massive particles. An analogous result is obtained for T2 = (0,J) ffi (0,J).

We have shown in this chapter that whenever T(A) is a representation of
SL{2,C) and 3 is singular we have particles with m=0 in the theory. We do not
further investigate these theories along the lines of chapter 3, because we are
interested in theories which describe massive particle- anti-particle pairs.
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CHAPTER 5

-SQUARE SYSTEMS OF COVARIANT RELATIVISTIC WAVE EQUATIONS
FOR ARBITRARY SPIN S > 1

5.1. Half-odd-integer spin

The most simple first order theory for massive particles with spin £, is
the square system in which * transforms with the interlocking pair (|,0)e(0,J)
and e is nonsingular (cf. 3.6, example 1). It is not possible to take, in ana-
logy with this, for spin 3/2 a t transforming with (3/2,0) e (0,3/2), because
this pair is not interlocking and consequently there is no relativistically
covariant first order system of equations. An interlocking pair containing spin
3/2 is (1,|) e (J,l), but a field transforming with this representation is
capable of describing, apart from spin 3/2, also spin £. In the following, we
will show how we can eliminate spin | without introducing more components in
the field (as was the case in example 2 treated in 3.6) but by introducing some
more covariant equations for the same number of field components.

Let there be given a field ¥(x) = *(x) © x(x) transforming with (1,J) ©
(|,1). From appendix F we know how to form from ij/(x) a field x(x) transforming
with (J,l) by applying a covariant transformation linear in i3u to t|i(x). In the
same way we can form from x(x) an object $(x) transforming with (1,|). Identi-
fying x(x) with x(x) and $(x) with iji(x) we obtain a covariant condition, linear

in i3u, on the field v(x). Explicitly (m>0)

(l.'s)

m xp x

(«s,I)
mxXp(x)

= bi '

= b 2 (

(\

/ ic
J
a

1

a

J \
0 /

1 \

. )

\ p

/ I

( .

i
(5.1)

(5.2)

with bi and b2 arbitrary.
(In the following we will frequently use the abbreviated'notation
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for relations as (1) and (2) between interlocking fields.)

Note that the system (1),(2) of coupled equations has the same structure

as the Dirac equation. Our first question will be, whether this system has any

solutions. Substituting (2) in (1) we obtain the following condition on *

(5.3)

Likewise, substituting (1) in (2) we get

("5,1)
-bib2 ( (5.4)

a X'

\ 1

3 P

From any * satisfying (3) we obtain a complete solution of (1),(2) by con-

structing the corresponding x using (2). Analogously, from any x satisfying (4)

we obtain a complete solution using (1) to construct the corresponding <|/. So,

(3) and (4) are necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of solu-

tions of (1),(2).

Now, in the right-hand side of (3) we recognize a factor

* ° ( x ) : = C l
n J (5.5)

which is just the (|,0) field that can be constructed out of i|. '™ (see Appen-

dix F). Putting this to zero means, as we shall show later, eliminating the

spin \ part from this field.

Likewise, putting the factor

0
" " (5.6)

CO,i

V := c2

appearing in (4) equal to zero means eliminating the spin \ part from

So, let us add to (1),(2) the conditions

* ( 3" O )(x)=0

• ( 0' w(x) = 0
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We then obtain the following non-square system

0

b2B2
1i

C1BS1

0

bjBfc

0

0

' m l 0
0 m l

o ]
f ( 1

*

. x

(x)

(x) .
= 0 (5.9a)

Bi2» B!>i, B^i, Btf2 being shorthand for the matrices in (1), (2), (5) respective-

ly (6); the representations in the theory being numbered as in the diagram below

Ji

Taking finally

bib2 = -3/2 (5.9b)

we have as a necessary condition for the existence of solutions of (9)

(a-m2)^(1'^}(x) = 0; (o- n^Jx^'^tx) = 0 (5.10)

(cf. (3),(4)).

In (9) we see a covariant system of 16 equations for the 12 components of

the field t = yn'h) © x^' 1'. transforming with D(A) = (1,|) © (J,l). By con-

struction, the matrix T(A) introduced in chapter 2 is T(A) = D e (J,0) © (0,J).

The Klein-Gordon divisor (from the left) is non-square and reads

ml b,B¥2iaB

mH 0

0

with

/mW
= \ A K a / \
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/uoWi
\ \ K 0/ \p & a

(h)

It has the property

We now prove that the system only describes particles with spin 3/2. To

this end, we transform (9) to the canonical spin-block basis introduced in

chapter 3.1. We define

11
(x)

ri

<*>
(x)

J

a 3;

(X)

V2 (X) =

a 3

(h

(5.11)

* = columnMx),i'2(x),S'3(x),Mx))

and obtain the following explicit forms for the matrices B.B°»B3 (j=l,2,3)

0 0

0 0

B = m 1 0

o JL 0
(4)

0 3L

B° = B£ e B§

(5.12)

(5.13)

("5)

H >
o
0 V (5.14)
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2 5

<*>
so =

2b,
(5.15)

"3T? °

O

0

0

o

O

0

. £^2 Ltj

<o
o

0

CD

- Sijp&i

- |bi (L )+ j

o

(5.16)

ih. (4).
(The matrices L J and JJ are defined in appendix C.)

We substitute in the system the plane wave solution v(x) = *(p) exp (-ipuxu),

using the notation (in connection with (14) and (15))

and 1=1.2

1-1.2

(5.17)

with f± and gĵ  arbitrary non-zero vectors with two respectively four components

and the *.[s) single functions of p.

Assuming p2=m2 we may transform to the rest frame and have to solve (we take

fl=f2. 9l=92)

-m

3
-m

= 0 (5.18)
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-m -5V-
3 ' ' ' ' = 0 (5.19)
-m

with p° = +m.
The solutions are

= *r'(0) = 0 (5.20)

and $2 (8) = 7K~ sgn(p°)$i (5) (5.21)

From (20) we conclude that there are no spin \ particles in the theory.

Taking for gL in (17) simulteneous independent eigenvectors of s
(3/'2)3 and

', we have for each sign of p°, four independent solutions $.+ (5) as
required for s = 3/2. We observe that the conditions (7) and (8), giving a unique
mass, guarantee at the same time a unique spin. The solutions *(p) in arbitrary

i frames are defined as in 3.2.3 by applying special Lorentz transformations
! D(L(p)). In an arbitrary frame the ^ ^ ( p ) are no longer zero. The system (9)
' contains three independent complex parameters Ci,c2,b1 with the restriction

that they must be unequal to zero.

The system (9) with bi =3/2 and Cj=-c2 = V 2 P Y * with P|Y| 2 = £ is intimately
connected with the space reflection covariant theory for particles with mass m
and spin 3/2 discussed in 3.6 example 2(iiib). The latter theory -equivalent to
the Rarita-Schwinger-equation- has square matrices eu,e of dimension 16x16 and
6 = 1 . The field transforms with D1 = (J,0) © (0,|) © D, with D the representa-
tion of the field in (9). The free parameters in that theory were chosen in
such a way that 30 was non-diagonalizable and all the eigenvalues of the s=J
spin block of 6° are zero and consequently there are no spin J states present.
For plane wave solutions all the components of *(p) corresponding with the s=J
block consequently vanish in the rest frame. In an arbitrary frame the four com-
ponents of $(13) coming from the representation (i,0) © (0,£) remain zero,
because of the diagonal block structure of D ^ U p ) ) , whereas the spin J compo-
nents coming from the representation (i,l) © (1,£) are only zero in the rest
frame. So, for plane wave solutions the first four components of $(p) can be
dropped, or equivalently the first four columns of 6U and & can be omitted and
we recover the 16x12 system (9) with the above mentioned values of the para-
meters .

Alternatively we may say that our system (9) can be enlarged to a square
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t
__ ft

system by introducing four more components transforming with (J,0) © (0,|),
augmenting the matrices eu by adding four more columns in a covariant way and
such that all eigenvalues of eP are zero and 6° is non-diagonalizable. The
matrix B must be supplemented to a nonsingular matrix, for which we take m times
a unit matrix, in order to avoid the occurrence of particles with zero rest
mass (cf. the theorem in 4.1). So, considered as a relativistic wave equation
for massive particles with s = 3/2, both theories are identical. There is,
however, an interesting difference: the Klein-Gordon divisor d(i3y) of system
(9) is of first order in iap, whereas the Klein-Gordon divisor of lowest degree
of the Rarita-Schwinger-equation is of order three. We return to this point in
chapter 6.

The generalization for arbitrary half-odd integer spin s> 3/2 is straight-
forward. For spin s we consider the interlocking fields \j> and x transforming
with respectively (s/2 + |,s/2 - J) and (s/2 - i,s/2 + J), i.e. the minimal self-
conjugate and selfinterlocking pair, capable of describing spin s (minimal in
the sense that the representations do not contain spins higher than s). They
contain the spinvalues s,s-l,s-2 §. From $ and x we construct the inter-
locking fields transforming with (s/2 - J,s/2 - I) respectively (s/2 - |,s/2 - | ) .

They contain the spinvalues s-l,s-2 |. Numbering the representations as in
the diagram below the system analogous to (9) becomes

mi)/ =

mx =

= 0

(5.22)

(5.23)

(5.24)

(5.25)

Elimination of x from (22) and (23), using (24), gives the Klein-Gordon equation

for i|i, provided we choose

[s/2+4]
[S/2- J] [k]:= 2k+l (5.26)

Under the same condition (26), we find the Klein-Gordon equation for x by eli-
minating iji from (22) and (23), using (25).
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If we combine (22) through (25), as in (9), the Klein-Gordon divisor appears to
be

0

ml

and b2 satisfying (26) and

[s/2 - J]c±
L,2)

The proof that these theories describe a unique spin s is carried through
in the same way as for s = 3/2, by going over to the canonical spin-block basis,
in which we define

s/2 + J s/2 - J

s/2-J s/2+J

t e {s,s-l,..., |}. Then we change to a basis in which

f = co lu«( t
f t ) .x r t ) . . . . . * ( - 1 > .x ( - 1 ) . . . . . t ( ' > .x ( - ) }

In this basis all spin blocks of 3 and 6° except for the maximum value s have
the same form as those for spin \ in the theory (9) with s = 3/2 (cf. (12) and
(14)). The spin blocks of e and e° for the maximum value s have the same forms
as those for spin 3.'2 in (9) (cf. (12) and (15)). In the rest frame we get tc
solve the equations corresponding to (18) and (19), with only non-trivial solu-
tions for the analogue of (19). So, we get the right number of independent
solutions i.e. 2(2s+l).

We may wonder, whether it is possible to enlarge our systems for s > 5/2 to
square systems with nonsingular e as was the case for s = 3/2. Several authors
[Frank(1973), Cox(1978)] have constructed unique mass-spin theories along the
lines, of chapter 3, i.e. square systems with nonsingular e. The main result for
s= 5/2 is that the simplest unique mass-spin theory contains the representa-
tions indicated in the diagram on the next page.
This means, that if one tries to complete our system by adding the components
transforming with 3 © 4 it will not be possible to make all the eigenvalues of
the s = |, 3/2 spin blocks zero. This can only be achieved by adding the repre-
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x. J

sentations (|,0) and (0,1) with a multiplicity of 2. It is a conjecture [Cox
(1978)] that the need for repeated irreducible representations is a general
feature of unique mass-spin theories for s>5/2. See in this connection also
Berends et al.(1979). As in the case s = 3/2, all the field components that must
be introduced to enlarge our system to a square one are identically zero.
In conclusion, our non-square unique mass-spin theories for half-odd-integer
spin form the basic ingredients for a corresponding square unique mass-spin
theory.

5.2. Integer spin

The most simple first order unique mass-spin theory for s=0 and 1 have been
discussed in 3.7, examples 3 and 4. They are square systems in which V trans-
forms with (0,0) ffi (|,|) and (1,0) © (i,|) e (0,1) respectively. Also for higher
values of the spin square systems are known, which lead to second quantizable
versions [Cox(1974a), Frank(1973)]. These theories are characterized by a rapid-
ly increasing number of components. In this section we will present for all
integer s > 1 non-square systems which can be considered as the essential
ingredients for the corresponding square theories.

Consider a field transforming with the three irreducible representations
contained in

D = (s/2+J,s/2-J) e (s/2,s/2) © (s/2 - i,s/2+ £) (5.27)

with s > 1, i .e. transforming with the minimal self-conjugate, "self-inter-
locking" representation capable of describing spin s. (Minimal in the sense
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that it does not contain spin values greater than s.) We number the irreducible

components as in the diagram below, in which we also show, by solid lines, the

various interlocks. The most general relation of first order in idv between the

irreducible components y± (i=l,2,3) of the field, that can be written down

using the interlocking relations, is now the square system

! • < •

f - * i

-ml

-ml

-ml

= 0

(5.28)

4

£ £+1
2 2

with bij arbitrary. We assume b 1 2,b 3 2 and at least one of the two constants b2i

and b 2 3 unequal to zero. Elimination of fi and f3 leads to

Working this out we obtain

= (b21b12 + b2

provided we impose the extra condition

which is indicated by the dashed line in the

forming according to f ~ i , ^ - ) .

Choosing the parameters b ^ such that

(b21b12

0 (5.29)

(5.30)

(5.31)

above: f4 trans-

(5.32)

must satisfy the Klein-Gordon equation.

Observing that (n-m 2) commutes with BV^isu, we conclude, by multiplying the

first and the third block row of (28) with (a-m 2), that also fj and v3 must

satisfy the Klein-Gordon equation. So, supplementing (28) with (31) and (32) we

get a non-square system for a field "J of which all the components must satisfy

the Klein-Gordon equation.

We now show that the field describes spin s by transforming the system to

the canonical spin-block base and solving it in the rest frame.

We define
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1.

s/2+J s/2-J

s/2 s/2
/ 2a,f

s/2- 1 s /2+l '

(x) t=s,s-l 1,0

t-s ,s-l 1
B

0)

(5.33)

*(x) = co\mn{40) M1} ,41} Ml) vls),4s)Ms))
The spin blocks of B° and B for the system (28),(31) appear to have the fol-
lowing structure

s s
B° = I 9 B° , B = I

s'=O s s'=0

la']

B°,= B°, e 3L , Bs, = BS, e

8,
s

Is')

S'=0

S -!,£,...,S-1 B , -

s'=s

0

0

s1

21

0

0

s
21

0

cs>

b12

0

b32

b?2
0

. s
b32

0

0

b23

0

0

b23

0

- K =

0

m

0

. 0

m

0

I 0

0

0

m

0

0

m

0

0

0

0

m

0

0

m

(5.34)

(5.35)

(5.36)

The constants cs , b?. are related with c respectively b±j in (28),(31) via
6-j-symbols as factors (cf. 3.1). Substituting the plane wave f(x) =
$(p) exp (-ippx ) with p2=m2, the rest frame equations become (po=±m)
(Cf. (5.17))

s'=0
C°Po

-m

(0)
(5.37)
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0

- m

cs'po

b12P<>

-m

0

0

b23P0

-m

t (S1

h

*!•

(0)

) s

( }

(0)

= 0 (5.38)

(s)

s'=s

-ID

-m b23Po

-m
(s)

(5)
= 0 (5.39)

Independent of the exact values of the constants cs>, b^., the equations (37),
(38) only have trivial solutions. Calculating the determinant of the matrix in
(39), we find

• m j j ) = m^D2iDi2 •*• '

So, for a non-trivial solution to exist (at p^=m2), we must have

L S L S , i_ S L S i

(5.40)

On calculating the ?.

1 (5.41)

we find that (41) is equivalent with (32), so we have two

non-trivial solutions of (39) for respectively p0 = ±m.
In conclusion: the non-square system consisting of (28) and (31) with condition
(32) not only guarantees unique mass but also unique spin.

We remark that for spin s=l, system (28) with the parameters chosen as in
(32) can be shown to imply (31), and consequently there is no need for a non-
square theory. For a certain choice of the parameters in &° in (28) we obtain
the space-reflection invariant PDK theory of 3.7, example 4.

The PDK theory for s=0 does not belong to the class of systems (28). In a

certain sense it can even be considered complementary, as shown in the diagram

below, which is to be compared with the diagram in (28). The PDK equation for

Si.

A
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s=0 is the interlocking relation between 1 and 2 (solid line). It can be shown
to imply the relations

*3 := B^2i3,j*2 = 0

<K := B ^ i s / a = 0

indicated by the dashed lines.

Again we may ask, whether it is possible to enlarge our systems for s > l
to square ones, with nonsingular B. For spin s=2 it is known [Frank(1973), Cox
(1974b)] that a square unique mass-spin theory is possible for the representa-
tion D'=D e (J.J) ffi (0,0) with D as in (27) with s=2, i.e.

The field components transforming with (J,J) e (0,0) are again identically zero.
It is also known (Frank(1973)) that the representations shown in the diagrams
below do not lead to unique mass and spin 2, indicating that our representation
(27) is the essential ingredient for a unique mass-spin-2 theory.

\ C2'2>

The general procedure for enlarging our systems to square ones will again be:
adding more representations with spins <s , in such a way that all the spin
blocks with spin values <s have eigenvalues zero, and at least one spin block
with eigenvalue zero is non-diagonalizable (cf. 3.7).
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CHAPTER 6

INTERACTION WITH EXTERNAL FIELDS. THE ACAUSALITY PROBLEM

6.1. Introduction

In this chapter, we discuss external field interactions introduced in
t equation (1) below, via an NxN-matrix B(x) whose entries are complex valued

functions in Minkowski space M. Thus

(3yi3 - m + B(x))f(x) = 0 (6.1)

We require B(x) to satisfy

] B(x)+ = A B(x) A"1 (6.2)
with A the matrix introduced in 3.3 and 3.4. This relation guarantees the exis-
tence of a conserved current in the theory, necessary for the conservation of
probability.

; Since the work of Velo and Zwanziger (1969 a,b) it is known that wave
equations describing particles with spin in an external field, may show (even
for s=0) unexpected behaviour which appears already on the classical level. For
example the propagation velocity of the solution may exceed the speed of light
(acausality), or, even worse, the solutions may not describe wave propagation
at all (non-hyperbolicity). Acausality means that the propagation cone is wider
than the licht cone; this implies that the initial value problem can be solved
only on a restricted class of space-like planes. Non-hyperbolicity presumably
implies that no meaningful quantum version of the theory exists at all.
The reduction of the problem of the existence of a quantized spin \ field,
satisfying (1), to a c-number problem is due to Capri (1969). Wightman (1979)
has generalized Capri's method to arbitrary spin. He has shown that a meaningful

', quantum field theory based on (1) exists if and only if (1) possesses unique
':• weakly retarded and weakly advanced fundamental solutions. That is, he looks
\ for tempered distributions S (x,y;B), S (x,y;B) satisfying

I. [B"13 W - m + B(x)] SR(x,y;B) = ^ (
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which are such that for the weakly retarded fundamental solution S^, for each
positive integer n, and each f.ges and each 1 not in the future light cone

|/Jf(x)SR{x+rl,y;B)g(y) d-x
 c ( f ^ )

for some constant C(f,g,n,l) and all real T. An analogous relation holds for the
weakly advanced solution Sft, with 1 not in the past light cone. Weak retarded-
ness replaces the requirement of retardeoness (i.e. S« strictly zero outside the
forward light cone) by the requirement that SR approaches zero faster than any
power as x-y approaches infinity along any direction outside the forward light
cone. Only for the Dirac spin jk theory, unique weakly retarded and advanced fun-
damental solutions (which are in fact retarded respectively advanced) are shown
to exist for all possible external field couplings. For some theories (1),
describing spin other than J, there are types of interaction for which the exis-
tence of the required weakly retarded and advanced fundamental solutions can be
proved if the external fields are sufficiently weak. The corresponding quantized
field is then quasi-local, i.e. the (anti-)commutators between the fields
approach zero rapidly as x-y goes to infinity in a space-like direction. Although
the field is not local, there still is a reasonable particle interpretation in
this case. (Wightman(1978)) However, for certain strong external field coup-
lings, (1) ceases to be hyperbolic, which by definition means that no fundamen-
tal solutions exist which are strictly zero outside some forward (or backward)
cone. Recently G8rding(1978) has shown in an example that in that case also no
weakly retarded and advanced fundamental solutions exist, and therefore also no
meaningful quantized field theory.

In the following, we consider (1) as a c-number equation and discuss the
problem of establishing its hyperbolicity and causality. In section 2, we dis-
cuss the problem of hyperbolicity of (1) for constant B(x) = B. Of course we make
a severe restriction by assuming B(x) to be constant. In most cases we are
forced to do so because the theory of hyperbolic systems for non-constant coef-
ficients is very incomplete. (Some strong results on the existence of unique
solutions for constant coefficients do not (yet) have an analogue in the case of
variable coefficients.) The restriction to constant B(x) may however be less
severe than it seems to be at first sight because the properties of hyperboli-
city and causality are local properties and it may well be that approximating a
physical (i.e. a smooth) B(x) locally by a constant does not affect these pro-
perties. In any case, the study of constant fields may give important indica-
tions about the general situation.
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In section 3, we apply the theory of section 2 to the systems discussed in
chapter 3 interacting with constant external fields B. We will find that of the
unique mass and spin theories only the Dirac theory for spin 1 is completely
free of acausality.

In section 4, we present results on hyperbolic operators with variable
coefficients which will be applied in section 5 to the unique mass and spin
theories of chapter 3, now interacting with non-constant external fields. Again
only the Dirac theory for s=J is completely free of acausality. For s=0 and 1
the causality depends on the type of interaction. For s = 3/2 even the simplest
interactions (scalar and minimally coupled vector field) will turn out to be
acausal or nonhyperbolic depending on the strength of the external field.
In the sixth section, we discuss the hyperbolicity and causality of the non-
square systems introduced in chapter 5.

6.2. Linear hyperbolic partial differential operators with constant coeffi-
cients

Most of the material in this section can be found in Hormander(1963), John
(1970), Wightman(1973), G§rding(1978) and Schechter(1977). For proofs we refer
to the literature. All theorems are valid for arbitrary space-dimensions; we
restrict ourselves to space-dimension three.

The system (1) of first order in ia will be abbreviated

^ . ( D ^ B ^ . f x ) = 0 (6.3a)

with Dy = -i3jj and i , j = 1,2 N, or more shor t ly

P ( N ; D ; B ) Y ( X ) = 0 (6.3b)

The label N indicates that P is an NxN-system of partial differential operators
(PDO's).

If u is an open set in four dimensional Minkowski space M, then the space
of all distributions in a will be denoted by D ' ( G ) . The Cauchy problem, i.e. (3)
supplemented with arbitrary initial values of T(X) or. some hypersurface in ft
and characterized by the normal nu(x), is said to be "well posed", if there
exists a unique NxN-matrix E(x,y) of distributions Ei.(x,y) € D'(si) such that

a. lPi.(Djj;B)E.k(x,y) = 6(x-y)6ik
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b. For each y on the hypersurface E(x,y) has support in some closed convex

<• !., cone K*(P,n) lying completely in the half space ny(x)x £ 0.
V • i M

V•"• The matrix E(x,y) is called the fundamental solution of P. The cone K*(P,n) is
•sr»?V called the ray cone or propagation cone and will be discussed further in the
^ following. If the above Cauchy problem is "well posed" the operator P is said to
; O be hyperbolic with respect to th? half space nu(x)x > 0. The set of all opera-

tors satisfying the above two conditions a. and b. is called HypN(n); N
reflecting the dimension of the matrices in the operator and n the normal

\ defining the half space.
I Me can relate the operator P(N;D;B) to a single PDO, i.e. an operator for

-\ an 1x l system, because of the following theorem. This is useful because strong
i results on the existence of unique fundamental solutions for single PDO's are

known.

Theorem 1.

P(N;D;B) € HypN(n)«-»det P(N;D;B) € Hyp^n). (6.4)

Me remark that if the elements of B are not constant then the definition of
det P(N;D;B(x)) in general introduces ambiguities in the terms of order lower

v than the highest in D . This being caused by the non-commutativity of these ele-
;• ments with i s . The operator det P(N;D;B) can be written as a sum of homogeneous
1 terms
': det P(N;D;B) = P m + Pm_1 + ... + P 0 (6.5)

The terms P. are of degree j in D . The maximum possible degree m equals N. From
now on, the explicit use of B will be dropped in the notation. The term with the
highest number of derivatives in (5) is called the principal part of the opera-
tor

pr det P(N;D) = Pm (6.6)

For single PDO's we now state the following theorems.

Theorem 2. A single operator P(D) e Hyp,(n) iff

a) (pr P)(n) t 0
• A b) There exists a real number x0 such that for all real £ £ M and all T.<TO

•?.?; P(?+ii:n) f 0.

"'%. For homogeneous operators this simplifies to
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Theorem 3. A single operator homogeneous in D (P = PrP) 6 Hyp^n) iff

a) P(n) * 0
b) P(? + xn) = 0 has only real roots T for all real 5£M.

Example 1. We consider P(D) = D ^ = (-i3jj)(-i3
y) = :n. (pr P)(n) = n ^ , which

is unequal to zero for nv not on the light cone: n ny = 0. Take ny in the
interior of the forward light cone, thus

n° >"V^ (6-7)
Calculating the roots T of P(s + tn) = 0 we find that these are real iff

U/) 2 - (n/M^) i 0

which is easily seen to be true on using (7). So • is hyperbolic with respect to
ny in the interior of the forward light cone.

Theorem 4. P(n) € Hypj(n) «-«• P(-n) 6 Hyp1(-n).
So, n is also hyperbolic with respect to nw in the backward light cone. It can
easily be shown that n is not hyperbolic with respect to vectors ny not in the
interior of the two light cones, 6y calculating the roots T and showing that
they cannot be real for all £.

We now define a convex open cone K(P,n) determined by the principal part of
P alone as

K(P,n) = {Qy|0y real, pr P(e + -rn) = 0 has only real roots t.<0}. (6.8)

If in the example P(D) = a, we take n='n = (1,0,0,0), we find (Pce + tn) = 0 and
c<0) -» 0° >yP-, so K(n;rf) is the interior of the forward light cone.

Theorem 5. If P is hyperbolic with respect to F then it is hyperbolic with
respect to every n€K(P,lT).

Example 2. We consider the Klein-Gordon operator P(D) = n-m2. Take 7f = (1,0,0,0).
We have: a) pr P(rf) + 0, b) P(5 + itn) + 0 «-» U 0 + i"t.)2 t f2 + m2. For all K T O = O

the last inequality is clearly satisfied for all real 5. So, P(D) e HypWTT)
according to theorem 2. The cone K(P,TT) is again the interior of the forward
light cone and according to theorem 5 the Klein-Gordon operator is hyperbolic
with respect to every nv in the interior of the forward light cone or equiva-
lently with respect to spacelike hypersurfaces. (The same arguments can be used
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to proof that (o-m 2)", n = 2,3,... is hyperbolic.) The operator (D + a)nwith a
a real constant is proved to be hyperbolic in the same way. If a < 0 , we take
TO = 0. If a > 0, we take TO = /a.

We observe that the addition of the constant term to the hyperbolic opera-
tor • does not influence the hyperbolicity. In general, it is not true-that the
addition of lower order terms to a hyperbolic operator leads to an operator
which is also hyperbolic. We have the following theorems.

Theorem 6. P(D) e Hypj(n) •• pr P(D) € Hypj(n).
Regarding the converse statement we have

Theorem 7. If pr P(D) £ Hyp^n) and P(D) - pr P(D) is weaker than pr P(D) then

P(D) e HyPj(n).

The relation "weaker than" will be defined below.
The next theorem uses the notion of a strongly hyperbolic operator (sometimes
also called totally or strictly hyperbolic).

Definition: A homogeneous operator P(D) of order m is called strongly hyperbolic
if P(c + in) has m simple real roots T for all real 5.

Theorem 8. If P(D) is strongly hyperbolic and of order m, and Q(D) is any opera-
tor of order <m, then the operator P(D) + Q(D) is a hyperbolic operator.
We now define the Hormander "weaker than" relation.

Definition: Q(D) is weaker than P(D) or Q(D)<P(D) iff there exists a positive
constant C such that

|Q(OI S CP(c) for all 5€M (6.9)
with

V (a(a)
|a|>0

P ( a ) U ) = 8 | a | C
n

(a) = (a1,a2..--an) are n-tuples of non-negative integers and |a| = I a-,
j 1

If P(D) is written as a sum of homogeneous terms, as in (5), then
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,

P(D) < Pm(D) <-• Pk(D) < Pn(D) k = 1,2,...,m-1.

So, in connection with theorem 7, each of the homogeneous lower order contribu-

tions separately, need to be weaker than pr P(D) in order that P(D) is hyper-

bolic. In case pr (D) is strongly hyperbolic any lower order operator may be

added (theorem 8).

Example 3. The operator P = a + ais +b with a and b real constants, is hyper-

bolic, because its principal part is strongly hyperbolic (theorem 8). The hyper-

bolicity

We have

bolicity can also be proved by using theorem 7. Define P2 = n> Qi = aia , Qo = b.

16

lQo(OI = |b|

So, each of the lower order contributions separately is weaker than P2

according to (9). We remark that the hyperbolicity of P can be proved also by

using theorem 2 with e.g. n= (1,0,0,0). The difficulty, however, is to prove the

inequality in requirement b). The determination of TO involves the problem of

finding the minimum of a function of three real variables. For this same T 0 we

have that Pn(e + i-m) t o (n = 2,3,...) for all real C 6 M and all T < T 0 . SO, the

operators Pn are hyperbolic as well.

The next example is of great importance because it is the principle part of

the determinant of the Dirac theory.

Example 4. We consider P4 = n
2. We have {n = (1,0,0,0))

All zeros are real but have a multiplicity of 2, so P4 is hyperbolic but not

strongly hyperbolic.

We now investigate which lower order terms may be added to P^ without destroying •

hyperbolicity. We calculate i

|PU)I 2 = {U 4 I 2 + I \HHU\Z + I u

a) l u=0 U v=O
|
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+ 2 I | 8 ? p g
2 + J |24?

p|2 + I |8?vgyu|
2 + C0J

From this form we conclude that we may add to Ph the homogeneous terms

Qo = Ci

Q2 = DUDV

Q3 = °Dy (y,v = 0,1,2,3)

or any linear combination of them without destroying hyperbolicity because for
I each of them we can satisfy (9) with some C>0. Any Q of order <3 can be obtained
• by linear combination of Qo>Qi»Q2« It is easy to see that a multiple of Q3 is
' the only operator of order 3 that satisfies (9).
' In conclusion: the operator P = u2 + Q with Q of order <4 is hyperbolic iff

Q = Ao+B, with A linear in D and B of degree <3.

We now define the ray cone or propagation cone K*(P,n) as the closed dual
cone of K(P,n), thus

K*(P,n) = {x |x ©y s 0 for all eeK(P,n)> (6.10)

If K(P,n) is e.g. the interior of the light cone then the dual cone K*(P,n)
, coincides with the light cone itself and its interior.

We now state a theorem for single hyperbolic PDO's.

Theorem 9. If P(D) e HypWn) then there exists a unique fundamental solution E
of P(D) in a subspace of D'(M) and with support in the half space
H = {x |x ny > 0}. Furthermore supp E c K*(P,n) c H but in no smaller convex
cone with vertex at 0.

For systems we have

Theorem 10. If det P(N;D) € Hyp^n), then tnere exists a matrix fundamental
solution E of P(N;D) such that PE = &t. This solution is E = (COP)(FH) where F
is the fundamental solution of det P(N,D) and (COP).. is the cofactor of the
element P(N,D)... Furthermore supp E = supp F.

\
'i In summary: we want to examine the hyperbolicity of the systems (1) with opera-
| tors P(N,D) with constant coefficients and if they are hyperbolic we want to
; know the propagation cone K*(P,n). We form det (P(N,D)) and investigate,
: whether this operator is hyperbolic or not. If det P(N,D) is not hyperbolic
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neither is P(N,D). If det P(N,D) is hyperbolic then P(N,D) is hyperbolic and
there is a propagation cone K*(P,n) determined completely by the principal part
of det P(N,D).
If pr det P(N,D) is strongly hyperbolic then P(N,D) is hyperbolic. If
pr det P(N,D) is not strongly hyperbolic but hyperbolic then P(N,D) is hyper-
bolic iff [det P(N,D) - pr det P(N,D)] is weaker than pr det P(N,D).

Before applying the foregoing theory in the next section, to the relati-
vistic wave equations discussed in chapter 3 we still state two other necessary
and sufficient conditions for hyperbolicity of a single operator P with hyper-
bolic principal part.
The first one, due to Mijnster(1976), is equivalent to theorem 7 with a substi-
tute for the "weaker than" condition.

Theorem 11. A single operator P(D0,Dj) e Hyp1(l,O,O,O) iff Pm = pr P(D) e
HyPi(l,0,0,0) and there exists a real constant C such that

j'-k k-j
j'~j } (6.11)Pm-kUo»?j) < C max

Osj

k = 1,2 m and for all £0
 e C and £j e R .

Applying this theorem e.g. to the foregoing example 3 for the third order term
P3 in the operator P with pr P = a

2 we find the condition

|P3I < c
3/t

= C
3/2

(6.12)

P3 must contain a factor | € 2 - | 2 | a with <x>0, otherwise we cannot sat is fy (12)

- f 2 ) -* 0. On the other hand a should be integer, P3 being afor ? such that U g - f 2

polynomial in D . Thus, we may wri te

a = 1 , 2 , 3 , . . . ,

with f(£ ) a homogeneous polynomial in £ , of order B > 1 and (2a+B)s3 in order
to satisfy (12).
This can only be satisfied with a=@=l. So, P3 = A D , with A linear.
An analogous calculation shows that all possible terms of order <3 may be added
to n2 without destroying hyperbolicity.

The second result due to Peyser(1963) uses the notion of properly hyper-
bolic operators and also circumvents the Hormander "weaker than" relation. Con-

•t
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sider the single operator P(D0,Dj) = Pm + Pm_i + ... + Po» with Pm = pr P hyper-
bolic, which implies (use theorem 3) Pm(l,0,0,0) t 0, Pm(s0,?.j) has only real
roots ? 0 for all real tj. Thus

Pm =

with x"(|) real functions of the parameters f.
By successive differentiation with respect to Co we form the polynomials H , ^

i = l,2,...m(HmHPin).

V

n

H0(Co.l) = - g f ^ M C o , ! ) = m l

From each H m_ i(c o >|), i =0,1,... ,m, we now form m-i new polynomials
 p^_t

j = 1,2,...m-i, of degree m-i-1 by crossing out one rootfactor at a time.

Definition : The operator P(D0,Dj) = Pm + Pm_! + ... + Po is properly hyperbolic
iff Pm = pr P(D) is hyperbolic and there exists functions C^_.(f) (j = 1,2,...m-i)
uniformly bounded for all t such that

m-i+l .

Pm-iUo.t) = I c^ (|)p3_ (eo,t). i = i....n.

It is easy to verify that the operator P = D 2 + AD + B of example 3 is properly
hyperbolic and that any operator with the same principal part but with a more
general third order term is not properly hyperbolic, due to the degeneracy of
the roots

6.3. Application to the systems of chapter 3

All free relativistic wave equations constructed in chapter 3 are hyper-
bolic under the definition given in the preceding section as we shall :>ow show.
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Calculating for the various free systems det P(N;D;B = O) we obtain (cf (62)
in 3.2.4)

Table 1

5SSXK»SSSSSSSSSSSaS5SSS3SSSSSSS==8 :8SSSSSSS = SES=SSSSSS=SS==S==

PDK spin 0 (3.7 example 3)
Dirac spin J (3.6 example 1)
PDK spin 1 (3.7 example 4)
Rarita-Schwinger spin 3/2
(3.6 example 2(i i ib))

unique mass m and spin s

general mass-spin spectrum

det P(N;D;B=O)

m3(a-m2)
(a-m2)2

m 4( D-m
2) 3

m8(a-m2)4

(N-5)
(N-4)
(N=10)
(N=16)

(6.13a)
(6.13b)
(6.13c)
(6.13d)

mN-2(2s+l)(D.m2)2s+l

(2si+l)
(6.13f)

All these single operators are hyperbolic with respect to space!ike planes and
the propagation cone is the light cone (cf theorem 2 and example 2). The
retarded fundamental solutions with support in the forward light cone are

*R(x) * (2»r4 jd4p det p^-p^B-O) <6-14>

with the appropriate contour integral in the complex po-p1ane.
The retarded fundamental solution of the system then reads (cf theorem 10)

(6.15)

(6.16)

(6.17)

intro-

Me can bring this to a more convenient form by observing that

(COP)P « P(00P) » (detP) 11

and
d(i3u)P = P

where d(i3y) is the unique Klein-Gordon divisor of lowest degree in
duced in 3.2.4.

Comparing (16) and (17) and using (13f) we conclude
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(COP).. = d(i3ll)..(m
N-L j^a-nj) 2 8 1) (6-18)

Substituting (18) in (15) we obtain

E±j(x) = d(i3y)i. AR(m2,...,m2;x) (6.19)

with

P .e"1PuX (6.20)

the retarded fundamental solution of the multi-mass Klein-Gordon operator

Jjfa-m?).
We will now show that on introducing the interaction matrix B, a given wave

equation may cease to be hyperbolic, or if the equation remains hyperbolic the
propagation cone K*(P;n) may become a cone wider than the light cone. In the
latter situation the propagation is said to be acausal, the speed of propagation
then being greater than the velocity of light. This phenomenon has been dis-
covered for the first time by Velo and Zwanziger(1969a,b) for the Rarita-
Schwinger equation with s = 3/2.

All determinants in table 1 have hyperbolic principal parts, but we observe
that -with the exception of the PDK s=0 case- they are not strongly hyperbolic.
On introducing the interaction matrix B we thus, in principle, may destroy the
hyperbolicity. For PDK s=0 this will not happen, provided B does not enter the
principal part of det P. Thus, for s=0, all types of interactions are allowed
which lead to terms of order <1 in the determinant. For Dirac s=J, we have the
stronger result of example 4 in the preceding section: we may add all types of
interaction which lead to contributions in det P of the type A D + B , with A
linear in ia and B of order <3.

In table 1, we also observe that the power of • in the determinants is
lower than the maximum possible one N/2 (with the exception of the Dirac theory).
This is due to cancellations of higher powers in i3u in the determinant of the
system caused by the singularity of the ep. Such cancellations may disappear
after the introduction of B and the principal part may be essentially changed.
It will be clear therefore that explicit calculations of the determinants are
needed. We now successively discuss the first four theories of table I.
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1. PDK spin 0

We may expand B in terms of the 6 irreducible tensor quantities which can be

formed with the irreducible matrices gp (Glass(1971b), Wightman(1973)), which

satisfy

e V e p + speV = s V p + epgvlJ (6.21)

Me have

(6.22)

with o, p, AM, Cu, Fuv, Guv real, (p a pseudo scalar, C^ a pseudo-vector, Fyv

antisymmetric and Gyv symmetric of trace zero.) The factors i are inserted in

order to satisfy (2). For purely scalar, pseudo-scalar, vector, and pseudo-

vector B we obtain for the determinant of the system respectively

(m-o)3(a- (m-a)2)

m3 (a-m(m-p))

m3 (bjjb̂  - m2) (bu = i3u + iCy)

All these forms possess the same strongly hyperbolic principal part as the free

theory and are thus hyperbolic. (In case of scalar interaction we must require

a(x) f m, for otherwise the determinant is identically zero.)

If we consider e.g. coupling with a purely magnetic field {h± = Jeij^F^) we

obtain the following expression for the determinant of the system

det P(N;?0,|) =

= m[-52(e2f2-m2) + I £2(e2B2-m2) + 2 I ci5je
2BiB. + m

2(e2§2-m2)] (6.23)

It is easily verified that in the "strong field" case i.e. if e2t2 > m2 the roots

Co of det pr P=0 fail to be real for all %, and consequently the system is not

hyperbolic with respect to the hyperplane with normal W= (1,0,0,0) (cf theorem

3). In the "weak field" case i.e. if e2t2 < m2, the roots are real and different

for all real t» so the principal part is strongly hyperbolic with respect to n",

and consequently the system is in Hypg{ri). In the "weak field" case the cone

K(P,rT) turns out to lie entirely within the light cone for all values of the

magnetic field, and consequently the propagation cone K*(P,7») is wider than the
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light cone and the theory is acausal.

Generally it has been shown by Wightman{1973) that Fyv and Gpv enter the
(second order) principal part of det P and that no matter how small they are the
propagation cone K*(P,n) will be wider than the light cone, i.e. the theory is
acausal. For Fyv and G,jV big enough the theory ceases to be hyperbolic. The
remaining terms in B -separately or taken together- only lead to contributions
of first order in det P, so for F=G=0 the theory is hyperbolic and causal.

2. Dirac spin \
Expanding B in terms of the 5 well-known irreducible tensor quantities, which
can be formed from the irreducible matrices ey = yp and which satisfy

Y V + Y V = 2g)av, leads to

B = a l l + ipY5-eAllY
la + C f JY5YU+7Fpv(YV-YV) (6.24)

with Y5 = -iY°Y1Y2Y3> Inserting this in the wave equation and calculating the
determinant we obtained

det P = (TT2+C2)2 - 4(WyCp)2 - 2(7r ( ^ p

+ 4 I (1r
2-B2)(Ef+B2)+ I {8(1r01ri-BoBi)(ExB) ^(TroBi

+ {8(7ri7r3-C1C3)(E3Ei+B
3B1) + (cyclic terms)} +

- {8(iriC3-C1Tr3)(a'E2+pB
2) + (cyclic terms)} +

+ (a'2+p2)2 + (E2-B2) + 2(a'2-p2)(E2-B2) - 4pa'E-B + 4(E-B)2 (6.25)

with a1 = a-m; *v = 13,,-eAj,; E
j = FOj; B

j = -Fk; Fk = ieijkFi;j.

(Putting in (25) a, p, Cy equal to zero, we get the expression calculated by
Krajcik and Nieto(1976).) The determinant shows apart from (u 2-m 2) 2 only con-
tributions of order s2 in ir and consequently (see example 4 of 6.2) hyper-
bolicity is not destroyed. So the Dirac equation has the remarkable property
that all types of interaction with constant external fields are admissable. We
will find later (cf 6.5.1) that this holds even for non-constant external fields.

3. PDK spin 1
The matrix B, which is now 10x10, can be expanded in terms of 15 irreducible
tensor classes (Glass(1971b)). No results are known via the calculation of the
determinant which amounts to an enormous task. Velo and Zwanziger(1969b) showed
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that for

/J V < 2 + »%)(BV-BY) (6.26)

;; no acausality occurs, even with Au and Fuv not constant (Wightman(1973)). We
return to this point in section 6.5.

4. Rarita-Schwinger spin 3/2
"• The matrix B, which is now 16x16, can be expanded in terms of 31 tensor types
| (Glass(1971b)). Also in this case no results are known via the calculation of
I the determinant of the system with arbitrary constant B.

! We now have the following situation. In principle we can calculate
det(N;D;B), however, only in a few cases this is manageable for arbitrary matrix
B. Some couplings are easy to deal with in any theory. If we take B = a l , we
obtain the determinants by replacing in (13) m by m-a. Theorem 2, requirement a)
implies that we have to exclude m=a. By example 2 the operators are then hyper-

| . bolic.

If we take B = eAyB
u, we obtain the determinants by replacing in (13) is by

5 TTy = is^ + eAp. The new operators are hyperbolic, because they are of the type
r discussed at the end of example 3. So, in all theories, minimal coupling with
i Au = constant, does not lead to difficulties. However, A = constant is uninter-
I esting as it corresponds to zero electromagnetic fields.

6.4. Linear hyperbolic partial differential operators with non-constant
coefficients

In this section we review result on hyperbolic operators with variable
coefficients, some of which have been obtained very recently. Unfortunately,
only part of these results can be applied to our linear systems. The various
reasons for this will be mentioned in this section and explained in more detail
in the next section. We start with single operators and introduce some terminol-
ogy also for systems. The main difference between operators for systems with
variable coefficients and those with constant coefficients is, as mentioned
before, the non-uniqueness of the lower order terms in the determinant of the
system. Only the principal part is uniquely defined. Moreover, the roots will
now, in general, depend on xu. As a consequence we will see that the HSrmander
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"weaker than" relation is replaced by more appropriate criteria (cf. theorem 15).

In the following we suppose, unless explicitly stated otherwise, that the
coefficients in the operators, as well as the initial values and solutions are
C°° functions on a compact domain in M.

6.4.1. Single operators

Consider the linear operator of m-th order with variable coefficients

" 'with x = (Xi.X2.X3); « s (ai,«2.«3); l«l = ai+«2+<»3S fe, a, „, o,

Note that the coefficients of 3m/8tm have been supposed to be non-singular and
have been divided away. This corresponds with the requirement (pr P)(n) t 0
(with n = (1,0,0,0)), in theorems 2 and 3. The operator (27) is called hyperbolic
with respect to the plane t=0, if the Cauchy problem, i.e. the problem of finding
4(t,x) satisfying

P*(t,x) = 0 t > 0

k (6.28)

at* t-0

with <j>jc given on some compact set in the hyperplane t*0, and 4>k*0 outside this
compact set, is "well posed" in the sense of Hadamard. I.e. there .exists a
unique solution depending in a continuous way on the initial functions. If we
substitute |^=x, f j - ^ 1 in the principal part of (27) we obtain the so-called
leading symbol Pm(t,x;A,f) and equating this to zero we get the characteristic
equation

* * + ,1, aa0a(t.x)A
a°5a = 0 (6'.29)

ao+|a|*in

Necessary for the hyperbolicity of P is that all the roots of (29), the so-
called characteristic roots A^t.x.t) Am(t,x,t), are real for each point
(t.x) and all | t 0. In general, however, this will not be sufficient.

Theorem 12. (Petrovskii(1937)) If a linear operator (27) satisfies
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i) the characteristic equation has m distinct real roots for each point

(t,x) and all t t 0

ii) the characteristic roots are separated uniformly i.e. we have

infimum |x.j(t,x,t) - xk(t,x,f)| = « > ° (6-30)
V(t,x);|?|=l, W

then it is hyperbolic.

An operator satisfying these two conditions is called regularly hyperbolic.

The Klein-Gordon operator with an arbitrary first order perturbation is an

example with m=2.

A hyperbolic operator P is called strongly hyperbolic if P remains hyper-

bolic for any addition of lower order terms, and weakly hyperbolic otherwise. It

is known that regularly hyperbolic operators are strongly hyperbolic, but the

converse is not true.

Theorem 13. (Mizohata, 0hay(1968, 1971))

If a linear operator (27) has real characteristic roots Xj with constant multi-

plicities of at most 2, and if they are uniformly separated (cf (30)) then P is

hyperbolic if and only if it satisfies the following so-called Levi condition

32Pm 3Xj 3 32Pm

1 + I2 3t a=l j

for all t,x,| and roots x^ with a multiplicity of 2 (see also Chazarin(1974)).

To operators satisfying the criteria of this theorem we can add arbitrary

terms of order m-2 and lower, without destroying hyperbolicity. In case of

triple characteristic roots of constant multiplicity, conditions analogously to

(31), but considerably more complicated, have been derived by 0hay(1972).

6.4.2. Systems

Consider a system of N linear partial differential equations for N

unknowns (i =1,2,...,N)

3=1 j

with mj the order of the highest derivatives acting on Uj. We have the

following result
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Theorem 14. (Petrovskii(1937))

A system (32) is hyperbolic (in the sense of Petrovskii) if the determinant

det( I &a(t,$)X
a°!-a) (6.33)

\xo+|<x|<m.j '
N

is regularly hyperbolic as a single equation (theorem 12) of order iri = I nij,

i.e. the order in x of the determinant must be the maximal possible •5=1

order.

As remarked before, in the case of variable coefficients the calculation of

the determinant of the matrix operator in (32) introduces ambiguities in the

terms of lower order than the highest possible in idy. These ambiguities are

caused by the non-commutativity of the variable coefficients with the operators

i3v. The requirements in theorem 14 guarantee that pr det P is unambiguously

defined.

The ambiguities in the lower order terms of the determinant are of no

importance here, because the lower order terms themselves are not important. The

required regularity -in particular the simple roots- allows for the addition of

any terms of lower order than nij in each column j of the matrix of the system.

In the next theorem, which covers the case of double characteristic roots for

certain systems, we will meet a condition on the lower order terms of the system

itself and not on those of the determinant.

Our systems (1) have the property that all mj=l. We write them in the form

P = Pi+P0, with Pi = e
pi3u and Po = -mfl+B(x). In our case the maximal possible

order in 30 of det P equals N. If det P has the maximal possible order, we have

pr det P = pr det Pi (6.34a)

because the contributions of order N can only come from Pi. On the other hand

this is only possible if P1 is non-singular. We then further have

pr det Px = det Pi = det pr P (6.34b)

where we have introduced the notion of the pn'cipal part of a matrix-operator P

as the matrix P with all entries of order lower than the highest -in this case

equal to 1- suppressed.

So, if det P has the maximal order N, we have, combining (34a,b)

pr det P = det pr P (6.35)

In particular, if det P has maximal order, pr P is non-singular. (This need not
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be true in general; see (66) for a counter example.) For arbitrary real ^ ( x . f )
we have, for our systems (1)

det pr ?UV) = det(8%) = d e t ( e % - m)

We now see from (13) that this is zero for all cases, except s=J. Note that this
corresponds to the singularity of the matrices eM for all s except s=J. So, for
systems (1) with sj«|, we find with (35) that pr det P is not of maximal order,
and consequently theorem 14 cannot be applied. The theory with s=$ has the pro-
perty of maximal order, but here we meet double characteristic roots, which is
in conflict with the required property of regularity.

Another result that has been known already for a long time (Friedrichs
(1954)) is the hyperbolicity of systems of the form

Ao fU + I Ai(t,x)f^ + B(t.x)u = 0 (6.36)

with A0,Ai real, symmetric matrices and Ao positive definite, B arbitrary
(symmetric hyperbolic systems).
Systems of the form

$f + I Ai(t,x)|^-+ B(t,x)u = 0 (6.37)

with real characteristic roots, which have constant multiplicities, are known to
be hyperbolic for any choice of B(t,x), if for all t,x and real t ,

A(t,x,|) = I Aift.xH1 (6.38)
i=l

is similar to a diagonal matrix (Kreiss(1963)).

Only recently results (i.e. conditions on B(t,x)) have been obtained for
systems (37) with A not necessarily similar to a diagonal matrix but with cha-
racteristic roots of constant multiplicities of at most three (Petkov(1973)). A
slight generalization of his results, for multiplicity two, can be found in
Demay(1977) and will be summarized in the next theorem. We first fix some termi-
nology. Consider operators of the form

P(t,x;3t,ax) = Pi + P0
n .1

Pi(t,x;5Ot5).= Sol + I Aj/t.x)?!; Po = B(t,x) - (6.39) {
i=l
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(Ai, B, fl. are NxN-matrices)
Define

ip = C(P)COP! - H P L ^ P I )

*p =
 coPiC(P) - |{coPi,Pi>

n 32Pi
With C(P) = Po + i I 1^- , (xO-t),

and C OP! the cofactor matrix of Pa; (
0OPiPi = Pi°°Pi » (det Pi)l). The Poisson

brackets are defined in the following way

f , , . r _3a_ _3b_ 3a 3b
" k=O 3 5* 3 X* " 3X* 3 5*

Theorem 15.
If for an operator (38) the characteristic roots £0 = *j(t,x,£) of
det Pi(t,x;5o>5) = 0 are real and have constant multiplicities of at most two
and if for each double root there exist matrices s^.s^ (homogeneous of order N-2
in 5o»5) such that for the double roots 50 = *j(t,x,s) we have £p = P ^ and
£p = sjpi> t h e n (39) is hyperbolic.

This theorem is a generalization to systems of theorem 13 for single opera-
tors. In the next section we will apply this theorem to the Dirac equation for
s=i. This equation is the only one to which we can apply theorem 15. For all
other values of s our system cannot be put in the form (39) because 3° is
singular.

We finally mention the following result.

Theorem 16. (Christianovitch(1937))
The system (i,j = 1....N)

32U1 3 3 32U± 3 N . . 3ui

3tz o=l g=l "V^e a=l j=l a dAa

N 3Û

+ I C(t,xWi + D^t.x.u.) = 0 (6.40̂
j=l 3 t J

with Aag = A B a a positive definite matrix and D^ bounded functions, satisfying
the Lipshitz condition (41) with respect to the u^, is hyperbolic.
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The Lipshitz condition reads: for all t,x,i and j we have

iDiMsiij) - D±(t,$;uj)| < L|Uj(t,x) - uj(t.x)| (6.41)

with L>0 a constant.

In the next sections we will be able to use this theorem with AaB = 6ae; the
principal part of the system then equals -n

6.4.3. The propagation cone

In the foregoing, hyperbolicity was defined with respect to the hyperplane
t=0. The corresponding condition for the single operator (27) is that the coef-
ficient of 3m/3tm must be non-zero and for systems that the matrix associated
with the time derivatives in the principal part must be non-singular. That is,
for all (t,x) in the region where the operator P(t,x; -|f »fx~) 1S studied, we
must have

det{pr (6.42)

If (42) is satisfied, the plane t=0 is called non-characteristic. In general,
any hyperplane with normal vector (Ai»?i) through the point (t,x) for which

det(pr Ptt,hh,ti» * 0 (6.43)

is called a non-characteristic hyperplane for the operator P in the point (t,x).
A hyperplane for which the determinant in (43) is equal to zero is called cha-
racteristic. A hypersurface which has in each point a non-characteristic tangent
hyperplane is called a free hypersurface. It can be shown (e.g. Courant(1962))
that only on free hypersurfaces arbitrary Cauchy data can be prescribed. On a
hypersurface that is characteristic in one or more points, arbitrary Cauchy data
are in general inconsistent with the differential equations; we then have to
satisfy certain constraint relations.

Regarding our systems (1) with singular eu> i.e. for all s except s=J, we
have seen that det pr P ( S U ) E O (see the discussion after (35)). So, for these
.systems every hypersurface is characteristic and the theorems of these sections
cannot be applied directly to (1). In the next section we will see how in some
cases we can make indirect use of the theorems of this section to prove hyper-
bolicity for systems (1) with singular principal part. These systems are then
sometimes called singular hyperbolic systems (wightman(1973)). We will
relate the singular system to a hyperbolic system which possesses non-charac-
teristic hypersurfaces. One possibility for this is extracting the constraint
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relations and substituting them back into (1). Another method will be to prove
the hyperbolicity of two related non-singular second order systems which then
guarantee respectively the existence and uniqueness of a solution of (1).

It can be shown (Courant(1962)) that for non-singular hyperbolic systems in
each point (ti.xi) the normal vectors n^t^xi) on non-characteristic hyper-
planes are lying inside a convex open cone, the so-called characteristic cone
K(P;t!,xi) with vertex in (ti.xi) and defined by

K(P;ti,^) = {(t,x)|det(pr P(t1,x1;t-t1,x-xi)) = 0 } (6.44)

(In case of multiple sheets, we should take the inner sheet.)
We remark that for non-singular systems det pr P = pr det P and that the defini-
tion (44) coincides with the definition (8) of K in case of constant coeffi-
cients given in 6.2. As in the constant coefficient case one defines the raj'
cone or propagation cone K*(P;t,x) as the closed, dual cone of K(P;t,x) (cf. 6.2
(10)). If in one or more points (t,x) in the region where the operator is stu-
died the propagation cone contains directions outside the light cone, the theory
is said to be acausal. The influence of a point disturbance on the solution then
propagates itself with a speed greater than the velocity of light in that direc-
tion.

Example. The operator (40)has in each point (ti.xi) characteristic cones

f Aa6(tl5t1)(x
a-x?)(xe-x?) - (t-t!)2

a, 8=1

If Aag = 6ae these cones are light cones, and in each point the propagation cones
coincide with the light cone and its interior; the theory is causal.
If AaB = fa(t,x)6ag and 0<fa(t,x) < 1, then the characteristic cones are situated
within light cones and the propagation cones are consequently wider than the
light cone; the theory is acausal. In general, if there is a direction x for
which in some point (t^xx) we have

< 1
/
ctfB

1 then the propagation cone in that direction is wider than the light cone and the
I; theory i s acausal.
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6.5. First order systems with non-constant external field interactions

In this section we will discuss the Cauchy problem for the first order

theories of spin 0, J, 1 and 3/2 with non-constant external fields introduced

via the matrix B(x). Thus,

PY(X) = 0 (6.45)

P - SU13M - m l + B(x) (6.46)

(6.47)

6.5.1. Spin | (D1rac theory)

The matrices BP in (46) are 4x4 and satisfy the algebra

B V + B V = 2guv (6.48)

We first prove that the system (45)-(47) gether with (48) always has a solu-

tion. Consider the system

PBw1aw«(x) = Cot - (m-B(x))B
|l1av]«(x) = 0 (6.49)

(where we have used (48)) with the initial conditions

«(0,x) = +o(x) i

[ (6.50)

t=o " *i<x> J

subject to the constraints
••o(x) (6.51)

which can obviously be satisfied because the By are non-singular. According to

theorem 16, the system (49) is hyperbolic for arbitrary B(x) and with its unique

solution *(x), satisfying (50), (51), we construct

¥{x) = BHiau«(x) (6.52)

which is then a solution of (45)-(47).

Next we prove that this solution is unique. This follows from the following

observations:

1. Every solution of (45)-(47) is also a solution of the system

BB18UP*(X) - [ o l + B"(B(X)-m}1aw + 8
)i(1awB(X))]T(x) = 0 (6.53)

The term Bu(1avlB(x))v(x) is bounded, because we have assumed B(x) to be a C°°
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function on a compact domain in M; moreover it satisfies the Lipshitz condition
(41). So, by theorem 16 the system (53) is hyperbolic with respect to the plane
t=0, i.e. it has a unique solution for given values of * and i30* at t«0.

2. Because s° is non-singular (45) may be solved for id^t in terms of * and its
space-derivatives. Hence, if v is fixed at t=0, then also i30v is fixed at
t=0 by (45)-(47).

From 1 and 2 follows that the solution of (45)-(47) 1s unique (cf Wightman
(1972), Belissard(1974) for a similar but somewhat more complicated argument).

We conclude: for any external field Interaction the Dirac equation 1s
hyperbolic and the propagation Is causal, the propagation cones -as determined
by the principal part of (49)- are light cones. It is a remarkable fact that the
Dirac equation is the only known relativistic wave equation which has this pro-
perty.

An alternative way of proving the hyperbolicity of (45) for all interac-
tions B(x), is by using theorem 15. Multiply (45) from the left with - i 1

-is0, we obtain

(6.54)

with B'(x) = -iB°(B(x)-m) an arbitrary matrix, because B(x) is arbitrary. The
principal part is

Pi(Co.I)

The characteristic equation

det Pi(5o»?) = < 5 § - t 2 ) 2 = 0

has the characteristic roots £0 = iVT
2 with each a constant multiplicity of 2.

As Pi is independent of t and x, the quantities C(P), lv and lp are
extremely easy to calculate and the verification cf the conditions in theorem 15
becomes trivial. We have

C(P) = B'(x)

£p = C(P)coPl4 l± = COP!C(P)

-JHJJIO^2

o
o
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As each non-zero element of c oPi, which has the same block structure as Pj,
contains the factor (52-£2)> -£Pand£p become zero for 5o = ±A

2- We may take
s± = s± = (5o~52):D-4x4 and we have

lp = Pis+ and £p = s+Pi for ?0 = ^z

So, according to theorem 15, the Dirac theory with arbitrary external interac-
tion is hyperbolic. Causality follows from the fact that the characteristic
cones determined by Px are light cones.

6.5.2. The P.D.K.-equation for spin 0

As discussed in section 6.4.2, we now have a.singular hyperbolic system,
i.e. a system with singular matrices By for which consequently every hypersur-
face is characteristic. None of the theorems on hyperbolicity for systems of
section 6.4.2 can be applied directly. To proceed we have to get rid of the
singularity of the coefficient matrix which multiplies the time derivative in
(45). The singularity of B° implies that (45) does not provide us with time evo-
lution equations for all the components of f. In fact (45) turns out to contain
a number of equations between the field and its space derivatives only. Such
equations are called equations of constraint. Our method will then be to try to
solve for the constraints and replace (45) by an equivalent set of equations
with non-singular coefficient matrix for the time derivative.

If x is a non-vanishing vector such that xTSo = O, then

XT(Bji3j - m + B(x))v(x) = 0 (6.55)

is a non-trivial relation connecting *(x) with its spatial derivatives, which
must be satisfied for all t. All the linearly independent, so called primary
constraints (55), are obtained by multiplying (45) from the left with ( 1 - B 0 2 ) .

This follows from the following two observations:

i. The homogeneous equation xTB0 = 0 has a unique space of solutions of dimension
n = (dimension B° - rank B°) = 5-2 = 3.

ii. The matrix ( 1 - B 0 2 ) satisfies (l-gO2)e° = O (the minimal equation of e°), and
has rank 3 also.

Introduce

¥r(x) := P ^ x ) , Pr := (1-B02) i
\ (6.56)

, Ps := B 0 2 J
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It follows from the e^-algebra (21) that Pr and Ps are commuting projection
operators. We can by a so-called Peirce-decomposition (Takatani-Sakata(1940))
using the minimal equation of B°» and the Harish-Chandra-relation (3.74).
rewrite (45) in the equivalent form

(x)+B°p^ri8j)i'r = 0 (6.57)

(-m + Brr(x))i<r + (Brs(x)+B38i8j)'rs = 0 (6.58)

with the notation O a b = PaOPb, a,b e {s,r}.

In (58) we omitted the term e^r^j^r' this tem can be shown t0 be identically
zero on using the Harish-Chandra-relation. If in (58), the factor (-m+Brr(x)) is
non-singular, then we can express ¥r in terms of vs and substitute the result in
(57), which then becomes

(i3t - H ) * s = 0 (6.59)

with H an operator containing only space derivatives up to second order. The
advantage of this Schrb'dinger form is that it is an equation for the "particle"
components ¥s alone. The "subsidiary" or "redundant" components ¥r have been
eliminated completely. Of course, we have lost the manifest Lorentz-covariance
of the PDK-theory.

For the free equation (using a certain representation) Guertin and Wilson
(1977a,b,c) obtain in this way the two component Taketani-Sakata(1940)-equation
i.e. (59) with

H = -(a3 + iax) || + a3m (6.60)

Guertin and Wilson determined for the 6 different external field couplings the
operator H in (59). Their result can be put in the general form

H{a> = -(03+iai)P
la) + ovQla) (6.61)

(a = 1,2,...6) with P(a), Q^a) operators with coefficients depending on the
external fields, P(a) of second order in the space derivatives; Qoa) ,Qia) of
first order at the most, and Qi ,0.3 of order zero in the space derivatives.

However, for three of the six couplings the factor (-m+Brr(x)) in (58) may
be singular for some x, and consequently for these points the constraints cannot
be solved. These couplings are: scalar if a(x) = m; antisymmetric tensor coupling
if e2B2 = m2; symmetric tensor coupling if a rather complicated expression
.equals zero (see Guertin and Wilson(1977b,c)). As H is of second order we cannot
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apply the results of Petkov to (59).

In order to discuss the hyperbolicity and causality of the systems they
operate on (59) from the left with -(ifjr+H) to obtain

at*
(6.62)

on which equation they can use theorem 16, because (62) turns out to be of the
form

(<J3 (6.63)

with 0ia) and Oj a ) of second order in the space derivatives. We remark that
their conclusions —i.e. acausality in case of antisymmetric and symmetric tensor
coupling in the weak field case and non-hyperbolicity in the strong field case,
and causality for the other couplings— are the same as found for constant B. We
further remark that these results can be obtained more rapidly by calculating
directly the determinant of the systems (59) after the substitution 3/3t = x,
a/sx-' = ?j. Because of the special form of (61) we obtain

-X2 -Q§-Q?-Q!-Q§ + 2PQ3 + 2iPQ2 + 2UQ 0

which is a second order polynomial in the components of 5 = (x,?i,€2>C3) and of
the required maximal order 2 in A with two distinct characteristic roots. Use of
theorem 12 leads to the same conclusions as above.

In the PDK spin 0 theory we only have one independent field component. We
will now show that it is possible, by choosing the right representation for the
6U, to obtain the equation of motion for this component. We use the representa-
tion for the &v constructed in 3.7 example 3. Introducing in the spin-block
basis of that example the notation

the free equation (45) becomes

-m ia0 L

-m 0

0 -m:

Vo = 0 (6.64)

CD.
with L j defined in appendix C, and
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0
1
0

1
0
0

0
0
0

; PS = e°2 =
l
0
0

0
1
0

0
0"
0

Pr =

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

* J
From the explicit forms of the projection operators Ps and Pr, we conclude that
the Peirce-decomposition is equivalent with dividing (64) into an upper part
corresponding with spin 0 and a lower part corresponding with spin 1. The lower
part gives the constraints

mV + 'j

Substituting these into the upper part of (64), we obtain (using (C9))

m+v 2/m , i30

13O -m

(6.65)

(6.66)

So, (64) is equivalent with (65), (66).
We now show that the system (66) is hyperbolic. Calculating the determinant (33)
we obtain

x2 - t2 + m2

which is a polynomial associated with a regular hyperbolic single operator
(theorem 12). As the polynomial is of the maximal possible order 2 in x, the
system is hyperbolic (theorem 14). So, (66) determines the evolution of $ and
Vo, once the initial values -subject to (65)- are given. The constraint rela-
tions (65) determine at each instant V.

If we now introduce in (64) coupling to an external scalar field a(x) via
B(x) = a(x)l 5 x 5, which amounts to the substitution m->m = m- tf(x) in (64); the
constraints (65) become

nW + L j i 3 j * = 0 (6.67)

Assuming a(x) t m for all x, these constraints are Solvable, and (66) becomes

-in + v2/m +

U).
L+:)Lk3k

130

-m

= 0 (6.68)

The determinant (33) then reads
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. |2 .
(3j0)

in2

which is regular hyperbolic and of the required maximal order 2 in x. So, (68)
is hyperbolic, and consequently the original PDK-equation with scalar coupling
also.

If we introduce in (64) coupling to an external vector field A,j(x) via
B(x) = eA,j(x)6y, which amounts to the substitution i3u •*• Tru = ia^ + eAjj in (64),
we obtain the solvable constraints

- (l).
mV + L D TTJIII = 0 . (6.69)

The determinant (33) of the system analogous to (68) now reads

(x-ieA 0)
2 - I (Sj-ieAj)2 + m2

which is, as in the foregoing cases, regular hyperbolic and of the required
maximal order 2 in X. So, minimal coupling to an external field has been proven
to be hyperbolic.

We now turn to the question, whether the established propagation is causal.
If we try to determine, using (44), the characteristic cones K for equations
(66), (68) and the analogue for minimal coupling, we turn into a difficulty,
because the principal parts of these systems are still singular. So, strictly
speaking, these systems are still singular hyperbolic systems. Notwithstanding
this fact, we have been able, using theorem 14, to prove hyperbolicity.

Considering (66), (68) and the analogue for minimal coupling, we observe
that VQ can be expressed in terms of <;• in a local way, and that this expression
can be used to eliminate Vo. System (68) e.g. gives in this way

Vo = l/m( i aotp J (6.70)

^
m = o (6.71)

Equation (71), the Klein-Gordon equation with a first order perturbation, is
regularly hyperbolic according to theorem 12. The characteristic cones are
light cones and consequently (71) is causal. The propagation of Vo and V is then
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also causal, which follows from (70) respectively (67). An analogous situation
holds for minimal coupling and for the free equation (for which (71) reduces to
the Klein-Gordon equation). We remark that the easy transition from (68) to
(71), i.e. the elimination of Vo, is a property of the represeni?tion of the B

u

that we have used. The representation used in (57), (58) by Guertin and Wilson
does not have this property.

Above we used the constraint relations (58) to derive from the original
wave equations (45), via a Peirce decomposition, equation (57) to which we could
apply some hyperbolicity tests. The same constraint relations can be used to
derive an equation which, contrary to (59), is of first order in all the deriva-
tives. So, the results of Petkov may be applied. Essential in the derivation of
this equation is the use of some special relations between the Bp of the PDK-
algebra. They follow from (21) and are

(1-B°2)33 = 6je°2 (6.72)
. . . . j,k = 1,2,3

B V B * + eVe3 = o (6.73)

Using (72) in the constraint relations (cf (55) and (58))

(l-e°2)(B3i3j-m+B)i' = 0

we derive

^ 2 2 ^ ^ ^ 2 2 < = 0 (6.74)

Operating with 30 on (74) and adding the original wave equation (45) multiplied
from the left with -ie° we derive

+ B°B i3j* - iB°(-m+B)y +

-•iBji3j30e°
2i' = 0

Using in the last term 6° times (45) and then (73), we finally obtain

F l ? , -i i B ^
[1 - —(1 - B° )B]30 + [B°B - B B°(l -—)J 3i~ iB°(-m+B) +L m m J

!
+ i(l-B0

2)(30B) - 1 B J B 0 ( 3 J B ) 1 V = 0 (6.75)

This equation combined with (74) is equivalent to (45) i.e.

but in contrast with this equation the coefficient of 30 in (75) is in general :!
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non-singular. If det[l-^(l - e°2)B(x)] j* 0 for all x, which can be shown to be
equivalent to the solvability of the constraints (58), (75) may be hyperbolic.
The hyperbolicity still depends on the characteristic roots and the properties
of the space-derivative matrices (see (36)-(39)).

In dealing with (75) we must, however, be careful, which we will show by a
simple example. If we take the scalar coupling B(x) = o(x) H and calculate the
determinant of the principal part, after the substitution do = \, 3j = 5j we
obtain

X3(l . £)3(A2 _|2 ) (6>76)

which polynomial is of the required maximal order 5 in x. The characteristic
roots are x = ±/|2 and x = 0, the latter with a multiplicity of three. The first
two lead to propagation cones which are light cones and their interior. The
degenerate roots correspond to (degenerate) propagation cones x u s 0 (the corre-
sponding characteristic cones consist of one single vector nv = (A,5)). The fact
that there are propagation cones wider than the light cones seems to indicate
acausality. However, (75) combined with the constraints (74) is equivalent to
(45), for which equation we already have established hyperbolicity and causality
for the scalar interaction, provided a(x) j4 m for all x. The acausal modes in
(75) will in some way or other be eliminated by the constraints (74), which do
not follow from (75). We further remark that (75) is not manifestly Lorentz-
covariant, so that in calculating e.g. the characteristic roots we cannot
restrict ourselves to the restframe and then make a covariant generalization. In
the restframe (75) gives det pr P = X 5 ( l - ^ ) 3 , from which we cannot conclude to
(76).

An alternative proof of hyperbolicity in case of minimal coupling

We now present, using theorem 16, an alternative proof for the hyperbolicity
and causality in case of minimal interaction with a vector field Ap(x). In order
to be able to apply theorem 16, we make use of the Klein-Gordon divisor d(iap)
(3.2.4(75) with q=l) in which we make the substitutions

iap - *y = i3u + eAu(x) ,

and obtain

O = in + e V + L(eV(aiVTv+ ( l a ) ^ ) TT) ,,
m2 v
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The second line in (77) accounts for the derivative ordering ambiguity;

[ i3p , i3v ]_ = 0, but [irvl,irv]_ = ieF^ . Consider the system

with arbitrary initial conditions

• (0.3) = * 0(x), i3t*(t,x)|t=0 = <j>!(x) (6.79)

Me observe that the derivative ordering ambiguity only introduces terms of first
order in i3v (the terms in (78) depending on a). The last terms in (78) seem to
be of third order in iay. It can, however, be shown that these terms are actual-
ly of first order, due to the Harish-Chandra relation (3.2.4(74)). [An elegant
proof can be found in Cox(1976b,c), who uses the Young-symmetrizer technique.
(See also Wightman(1972) and Amar, Dozzio(1975).)] So, the principal part of
(78) is the d'Alembertian, and (78), (79) is hyperbolic according to theorem 16.
Now any solution of (78), (79) provides us with a solution of the original first
order problem (45)-(46) with B(x) + eeuAu(x), viz.

(6.80)

with initial value (47) equal to

foCx) = d( O * ( x ) (6.81)

Relation (81) is not solvable in the sense that if fofx) and e.g. <|>o(x) are
given we can calculate *i(x), as was the situation for s=J. The reason is that
the 6̂  are singular and (81) contains (i3 0)

2*| t_ o. We know that the original
first order problem is singular and as a consequence, the initial value "^(x)
cannot be prescribed arbitrarily, but is subject to constraints. Relation (81)
expresses this fact:for each pair <f>o»4>i it gives the initial value f0 for the
corresponding first order problem. We thus have proven the existence of solu-
tions to the original first order problem (45), (46) once an admissable initial
value (47) is given.

We now proof that for given admissable T 0 , (80) gives us a unique solution
of the first order problem. The uniqueness depends on the hyperbolicity of the
system
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0 (6.82)

with initial conditions

*(0,x) = i^o(x), iatv(t,x) t=0
(6.83)

(Compare section 5.5.1 and observe that i|>i(x) can be expressed in terms of <fio(
x)

and its space-derivatives up to second order by using (57) and (58) with B(x) =
6ueAy; the "constraints are solvable".) The hyperbolicity of (82),(83) follows
in the same way as that of (78),(79) above, so (80) is unique.

As the principal part of (82) is the d'Alembertian, its solution propagates
causally, and the causality of the original problem has thus been established
also.

In conclusion, we have shown that the PDK-spin 0 theory, minimally coupled
to a non-constant external vector field, is hyperbolic and causal.

6.5.3. The PDK equation for spin 1

For a free massive spin one particle various equivalent quantum mechanical
formalisms have been studied. Proca(1936) introduced a field transforming with
(i>i) ® (l>0) e (0,1), but used the tensor representations Vu and the antisymme-
tric $ p v, instead of our spinor fields (Duffin(1938), Kemmer(1939)). The equa-
tions are

13,.* uv = mVv

= m*,,
(6.84)

Introducing v = column(Vo,V1,V2,V3,*oi»*02>*03»*i2«*i3»*23) we can write this
system in the form

-m

0
0
0

- i3 2

- i3 3

0
0
0

0
-m

0
0

130
0
0

- 13 2

- ia3
0

0

0
-m

0

0
l'3o

0

13 l
0

- l 3 3

0

0
0

-m

0
0
i 3 0

0

13 2

I 3 l

130
0
0

-m
0
0

13 2

0
i s 0
0

0
-m

0

O

13 3

0
0
13o
0
0

-m

0

i 3 2
-i3j

0

-m

b
0

0

13 3

0
- 1 3 1

o
0

-m
0

0

0
193

-13 2

0
0

-m

* = 0

(6.85)
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The matrices B and Bu that can be read-off from (85) are unitarily equivalent

with our matrices derived in chapter 3.7 example 4.

Elimination of *pv from (85) leads to a second order vector field theory
for V*

iayi31JVv) - U
VMV)IV - m2Vv = 0 (6.86)

or equivalently (a-m2)Vy = 0
izvV

v = 0

Elimination of Vy leads to a second order tensor field theory for *yv. Takahashi
and Palmer(1970) have given a formalism for a vector field Vy and a tensor field
¥yv not a priori antisymmetric; the antisymmetry is a consequence of the varia-
tion of the Lagrangian. (The spinor-form equivalent is studied by Hammer et al.
(1968).)

All these theories remain equivalent on tne introduction of the minimal
electromagnetic interaction (Jenkins(1972)). If, however, one introduces an ano-
malous magnetic dipole moment in the Proca theory, this can be done in two
essentially different ways (coupled to Vy or to 4yv) and in general equivalence
between the various theories no longer exists (Young and Bludman(1963), Jenkins
(1972)).

Velo and Zwanziger(1969b) studied the second order vector field formalism
for spin 1 and were the first to show that minimal coupling does not lead to
acausality. Their approach is based on the elimination of the constraints and
deriving a second order system for the field, which contains the second order
time derivatives of all the components, in contrast to the original Euler-
Lagrange equations (i.e. (86) with the substitution i a ^ i ^ ) . Then they deter-
mine the propagation cone by calculating det pr P, which now equals pr det P and
assuming hyperbolicity find causality. In the same way they show causality for
the addition to (86) of a magnetic moment interaction of the type xVpFpv. (We
remark that this term is also introduced by the derivative ordering ambiguity
i3yi'3v* ( l - a ) * ^ * aiT^.) Velo and Zwanziger obtain acausality for coupling to
an external symmetric tensor field in the weak-field case, as well as for the
introduction of an electric quadrupole moment (which is a derivative coupling).
In two papers, Velo(1975a,b) proves the existence of unique solutions for a
limited class of external antisymmetric and symmetric tensor fields by showing
the equivalence to a symmetric hyperbolic system (36).

We now return to the PDK-equation for spin 1 and work with the representa-
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tion of the By shown in (85). As noticed in 6.3 the free equation is hyperbolic
and has two different real characteristic roots with multiplicity three. In case
of interaction via B(x) we cannot apply the theorems of 6.4 because they apply
for non-singular systems. We will try to use the same methods as for PDK s=0.
The PDK-equation for spin 1 and 0 posses the same eu-algebra, so, the procedure
to rewrite the system in the Schrbdinger form (59) -now with 6 independent com-
ponents- is exactly the same. On calculating the characteristic roots of this
system we will again find triple characteristic roots, so that the lower order
terms in the system must be considered as well. As the operator H in (59) is of
second order in the space derivatives we, again, cannot use the results of
Petkov. Before considering equation (75), we remark that the procedure, using
theorem 16, in the last paragraphs of the foregoing section on spin 0, can also
be taken over completely for spin 1, because the same ep-algebra is satisfied in
both cases. So, minimal coupling to an external vector field is hyperbolic and
causal within the spin 1 PDK-theory.

Let us now discuss equation (75) for spin 1. If the matrix in front of 30

is not singular, by multiplying with the inverse of this matrix, put (75) into
the form (37) and investigate hyperbolicity. Instead of carrying out this
tedious calculation, we calculated the determinant of the principal part of (75)
for the various couplings in order to determine, assuming hyperbolicity, the
propagation cones to see whether the theory is causal or not. For the most
simple couplings and for the free theory, we have calculated the results shown
in the table below.

free
scalar
scalar
vector
vector

B(x)

0
o(x)I
p(x)epep

iAp(x)(e
pep,e

y]

det pr P of (75)

A"(^-? 2) 3

A"(l-0/m)4(A2-|2)3

A*(l-3p/m)(l-2P/m)
2(A2-f2)3

A ^ A 2 - ! 2 ) 3

A*(A2-!2)3

For the scalar couplings we have to exclude regions for which a(x) =m respec-
tively 3p(x)=m and 2p(x)=m. We observe the general occurrence of characteris-
tic roots zero with a multiplicity of four. We already know that the free theory
and the theory with a minimally coupled vector field are hyperbolic and causal.
So, for these theories the characteristic roots zero do not lead to acausality
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(cf. the discussion after (76)), but these propagation modes are in some way or
other eliminated by the constraints (74), with which (75) has to be supplemented
in order to be equivalent with the PDK-spin-1 theory. It is reasonable to assume
that this elimination also occurs for the other couplings shown in the table
above, so that these are hyperbolic and causal as well.

If we consider the antisymmetric tensor couplings Bi « ̂ [B^.p^.F^ am*
B2 =-g-[e

pBp»tB
M,ev]_l+Fvlv, ttiseasy to see that these are acausal, if taken

separately, as the external field components enter the principal part. This
; effect appears to be absent for the mixture 4Bi-B2, which corresponds with the
{ result of Velo and Zwanziger(1969b) in the second order formalism (cf. also
•''' Vijaylakshmi(1979)).

6.5.4. Spin 3/2

As noticed in 6.3, the free system (i.e. (45) with B(x)=0) is hyperbolic
and has two different real characteristic roots with multiplicity four. In case
of interaction via B(x) we cannot apply the theorems of 6.4 because the system
is singular. As we did with the PDK-equations we can try to eliminate the con-
straints. The minimal equation is now (l-eg)eo = 0, so, all the linearly inde-
pendent primary constraints of the type (55) are obtained by multiplying (45)
from the left with (l-e§)e0- Introducing Sfr and vs, as in (56) and noticing
that Pr and Ps are still commuting projection operators, we obtain on making a
Peirce-decomposition the primary constraints

e O ( 4 . i 3 j - i n + B r r ) \ + e ^ B ^ + B ^ i S j ) ^ = 0 (6.87)

with the same notation as in (57) and (58). With this relation we clearly cannot
solve nr in terms of itg, because of the singular part of the overall factor e°
in (87). If we use the representation of e° derived in 3.6 example 2(iiib), we
see that in (87), B° can be replaced by 8° ,» which matrix is singular and has
rank 2. So, only two independent linear combinations of the 8 components of *r
and their space derivatives can be solved in terms of ns. Because of the pre-
sence of the space derivatives of fr these solutions are non-local. Capri and
Shamaly(1976) studied the Peirce-decomposition of (45) with B(x) = 0 and B(x) =

;•, eA^xJe^ and obtained by considering e0i30 acting on (45), a relation of the
A form (58) with the operator in front of <fr non-singular. In both cases, this
'•}. operator turns out to be of second order in i3y, consequently fr cannot be

solved in terms of Y S without introducing a non-local operator. The Hamiltonian
'i
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H in (59) now becomes non-local and it is not clear how to determine the propa-
gation properties of the system.

Velo and Zwanziger(1969a) studied the spin 3/2 equation with B(x) = eA1J(x)e
u,

within the vector-spinor formalism which is equivalent with our formalism (see
appendix J). They also used the technique of extracting the constraints from the
Euler-Lagrange equations. On using these constraints they derive a first order
system containing iao^

M for all components (true equation of motion (see appen-
dix J: eq.(J50c))) in contrast to the original Euler-Lagrange equations. By
looking at the principal part, for interaction with a non-vanishing magnetic
field, they determined the propagation cone and found non-hyperbolicity in the
strong-field case ((2/3 em"2f t2 > 1) and, assuming hyperbolicity, acausality in
the weak-field case ((2/3 enTzfP < 1) (see (J59) et seq.). Shamaly and Capri
(1972) used the same technique to show that acausality cannot be avoided in case
of external anomalous magnetic moment terms in the Lagrangian or by taking into
consideration the internal electromagnetic field produced by the current of the
matter field iv.

Bellissard and Sei1er(1972) have shown how to obtain the above mentioned
true equations of Velo and Zwanziger in a more elegant way. They observed, that
the operators d and d", introduced in appendix J (see (J13)) satisfy

F{w)d+(w) = Ml
d"(w)F(w) = MI

with F the operator of the Euler-Lagrange equations and M* the wave operator in
the true equations of motion of Velo and Zwanziger. Whereas, because of the pre-
sence of the constraints det pr F = 0, det pr M**' is not identical to zero, but
shows -as is to be expected- multipie characteristic roots. The multiplicity is
four, so we cannot use the results of Petkov and Deroay (6.4.2).

Schroer, Seiler and Swieca(1970) have studied the Rarita-Schwinger equation
with two types of scalar interactions viz.

+ «" + *YV*V = o

+ 4YP - 0

The first one is obtained by replacing m in the free theory by m-* (provided we
choose, as is usually done, a = -l, see appendix J) and is then equivalent with
B(x) = *(x)1 in (45). Following Velo and Zwanziger they determine, by extrac-
ting the constraints and substituting them back, a true equation of motion (see
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appendix J; eq.(J50b)) with non-vanishing determinant of the principal part and
find, depending on the values of the four-gradient $v(x) = 3v*(x), acausality or
non-hyperbolicity (see (J58) et seq.). If * V s 0 , we have returned to the con-
stant coefficient case which is hyperbolic and causal (cf.6.3). The second
scalar coupling is inconsistent in the sense that there are more independent
components in the interacting case than in the free theory.

Some observations on the spin 3/2 equation within the formalism of chapter 3

We will now make some observations on the spin 3/2 equation within our
formalism of chapter 3. We start with the free system and introduce into (45)
the matrices 3(211), (E12) and the notation

¥ = column(S,g,a,s,i|i,x)

with a,3,a,8 two component vectors and i|/,x four component vectors; £,§ trans-
forming with (|,0) respectively (0,£); a .'I' resulting from (1,J) and g,x from
(1,J). The system (45) with B(x) = 0 then reads

^ ^ ^ a - | p Y * ) i + * - n i a = 0 (6.88)

te+!pr'£+x-m6 = 0 (6.89)

^ l l ^ x - m a = 0 (6.90)

i3a + fB^a-^ +i(/-mB = 0 (6-91)

= 0 (6.92)

^ ^ | = 0 (6.93)

(3/2) (3/2) (3/2)
(rf = o3izy, t = I 3 i3j; f = L t 3 i 3 j ; I = L D 13.,)

We now introduce the linear combinations

A = a - 2YB , B = a + 2YB
(6.94)

C = B - 2YS , D = 6 + 2YS

If we further consider ( 9 1 ) ± 2 Y ( 8 8 ) and 2 Y ( 8 9 ) ± (90) and use the restriction
P|Y| 2 = I (cf. 3(211)), we find that (88)-(93) is equivalent with the system

ia0A - jfA - mC - |Yj56 = 0 (6.95)
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i 3 0 D + rfD - mB -

i30X + -jtfC - m<|i

= 0

- m<|i + § * x = 0

- mx - | ^ = 0

supplemented with the relations

K{ = §*A + mD + |j£% • 0

Az = | fD - mA - | i +
x • 0

(6.96)

(6.97)

(6.98)

(6.99)

(6.100)

which do not contain any time derivatives. It is easy to verify, using (J33),
that the latter relations coincide with the primary constraints A|J=O (J43a) of
the Rarita-Schwinger formalism, if we put y=J$l2 which corresponds to a = - l (cf.
(J.3S)).

From the definition of A} and A2 we can, by using (95)-(98), derive

1,i 30A{ j - mA2 (6.101)

(6.102)

Now, the latter equations are in conflict with (99),(100), unless

a = 6 H 0 (6.103)

This result is equivalent with the secondary constraint (J49) in the R-S-theory
and with 9=0 in the Fierz-Pauli theory. Substituting (103) in (95)-{100) we
obtain

0

0
... . 2,

-m

0

A2 =

aH1

iv -m

¥
0

•jrfa + mB

•jip - ma

whereas (101),(K>2)

130Ai
• 30A2

= 1/3 tfA

=-1/3 *A;

tu 0

0

-m

13O

simplify

i - mA2

- mAi

•¥

0

0

to

-m

(6.104)

(6.105)

(6.106)
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We stress that (106) still follows from the definition of A: and A2 and (104).
The equations (106) imply that (105) can be considered to be initial conditions
on the system (104), which are conserved in time.

By our manipulations we have transformed the original system (45J of 16
equations for 16 unknowns to the simpler system of 12 equations for 12 unknowns
(104) supplemented with the four constraints (105), which are -as a consequence
of (106)- conserved in time. (We remark, that we have proved that a and § are
identical zero without considering plane wave solutions and subsequently trans-
forming to the restframe as we did in 5.2.1.)

Although, the original free system is singular we have been able to prove
its hyperbolicity in 6.3, consequently (104) is hyperbolic also. This can be
proved independently using the same technique. The determinant of the operator
in (104) is

which is hyperbolic (theorem 2; example 2). The cone K(P,n) is the interior of
the forward light cone, so the theory is causal as well.

If we now consider (45) with B(x) =a(x)i, the only change in (88)-(93), or
equivalently (95)-(100), is the replacement of m by in = m-a(x). The primary
constraints, i.e. the equations corresponding with (101)-(102), now become

h - mA2' + Hi
(6.107)

A'i n

with A£ = A (̂m+m) i=l,2

and cti = 4Ym2g + (i30m)(e+2YS) + •j(i3jm)crj{$-6Ya) + | ( i3 j m)L j t
x

(6.108)
2Yt) + |(i3jm>

j(a+6yg) - |(i3jm)L
j+i|)

The equations (107) are in conflict with (99)-(100) (m replaced by m), unless

fli = n2 = 0 (6.109)

If a{x) is constant (109) reduces to (103) and we obtain the hyperbolic and
causal free theory with m replaced by m-a. If a(x) is non-constant, it can be
shown that (109) coincides with the secondary constraints «i = 0 (J49)-in the
vector-spinor formalism of appendix J, if we put y=/372, which corresponds with
a = -l (cf. (J39)). In contrast with the free theory it is not so simple now to
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substitute back the secondary constraints (109) into the system (95)-(100) in
order to obtain the analogues of (104),(105). It is now also not obvious that
the secondary constraints (109) are conserved in time by the equation of motion.
These two problems can be easily overcome within the vector-spinor version of
the theory as is discussed in appendix J.

A completely analogous situation is met on considering B(x) = 6ueA)J(x) i.e.
coupling to an external vector field via the substitution i3u-»-iry = i3p + eAp in
(95)-(100). The primary constraints (101)-(102) now become

T O M " = -jrfAi" - mA2" + n{
, (6.110)
7 ^ " l"1T0A2" =-

with A|" = A[(i3u->-iru) 1=1,2

and fl{ = 4Ym
2g + |ieeijkFi;j(a

kB + L+ki|i) + |ieF o j(a
jA+L t j*)

n2 = 4Ym
2a - |ieeijkFi:j(a

kC- L + k
x) - |ieF o j(a

jD- L j t
x)

(A,B,C,D as defined in (94), Fpv = ^[^,ir v]_).

If Ay(x) is constant, then Fpv = 0 and (111) reduces to (103). So, we obtain the
hyperbolic and causal free theory with iap replaced by irp. The case with varia-
ble external field can -as for scalar coupling- be handled more elegantly
within the vector-spinor formalism (appendix J).

6.6. The non-square systems of chapter 5

In 5 we introduced non-square systems for free massive particles with spin
> 3/2. These equations have been proven to be identical with the corresponding
free square equations treated in 3. In particular, we considered the non-square
system for s= 3/2 and proved it to be equivalent to the square system of 3.6
example 2(iiib) and the Rarita-Schwinger equation (appendix J). The latter
theories have been proven to be hyperbolic and causal in 6.3, so there is no
need to show this again for our non-square free system.

In general, the various equivalent free systems of equations become inequi-
valent after the introduction of interactions. In appendix J we show that the
equations (J2,3a) -originally proposed by Dirac and equivalent to the free
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Rarita-Schwinger equation- become algebraically inconsistent if interaction is
introduced with an external vector field via the minimal prescription. This
inconsistency does not show itself in the Rarita-Schwinger theory when the
minimal interaction is introduced in the Lagrangian density, but this theory
turns out to be acausal, as shown in the preceding section. We now remark, that
the non-squure system for s= 3/2 -although in the free case equivalent to the
in fact also non-square system (J2,3a)- does not remain equivalent to the latter
when interaction is introduced. This is caused by the fact that in (J2,3a) we
have 16 equations and 4 constraints for the 16 components of v^, whereas in our
non-square system we have 12 equations and 4 constraints for a field with only
12 components. The 4 components of itv which are zero in the free case become
non-zero in the interacting case, so we get two theories with a different number
of components. The ensuing differences will become clear in the following.

For arbitrary spin s>l we write the systems (5.22-26) and (5.28,31,32),
in the form

(pyi8u - m + B ( X ) ) Y = 0

eui3yf = B(x)¥

where B(x) and B(x) contain the external field. Here

(6.112)

(6.113)

with bi,b2 satisfying (5.26) if s is half-odd integer, and

0

0

b12

^32

"12

0

B32

0

b 2 3B 2 3

0

; ew = (0, cBy
2, 0)

with bi:j satisfying (5.32) if s is integer.

The square matrix B(x) having the same dimension as s", and the non-square
matrix §(x) with the same dimension as 8U, contain the external fields in a
covariant way (B, § zero is referred to as the free system).

We now prove that the solution of (112),(113) with given initial value
<p(O,x), if it exists, is unique and propagates with velocity < c. Consider

pi3 u - m + B(x))v(x) = 0
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Using (113), this can be written

0 (6.114)

with svi3v tne operator having the property (cf. 5.3)

Now every solution of (112,113) also satisfies (114). Moreover, (114) is
hyperbolic according to theorem 16 (cf. the discussion in 6.5.3). Hence its
solutions are uniquely determined by ^(O.x) and iso*(t,x)|t=0- It follows that if
(112,113) has a solution for given 1?(0,'x), this solution is unique (i3o^lt_0 is
fixed by (112) and f(0,x) because e° is invertible). It also follows that this
solution is causal. We remark that we here meet a situation which is completely
different from that of the preceding section where we have found the square
system for s=3/2 to be non-hyperbolic or acausal, depending on the strength of
the external field. The non-square system, provided that it has a solution, is
causal.

So far, the considerations are analogous to those for s=| in 6.5.1, but for
the extra conditions (113), which are absent for s=J. However, if we try to
prove the existence of a solution in an analogous way we do not succeed. We
therefore investigate the extra conditions (113) in more detail. We restrict
ourselves to s = 3/2. In the canonical base, defined in chapter 5, we introduce
v = column(a,e,\j>,x); a and * coming from (1,J); e,x from (J,l); a and e two
component fields; y and x four component fields. In order to make the system
covariant under-space reflection we choose bi = 3/2 and cj = c2. Without loss of
generality we further choose c1 = c2 = l/*

/2. We then obtain for the free system

0 lo3 00

i
0

0

i
0

0

0

0

0

0

1

0 '

0

1

0

i 3 0 +

I ̂  o -| I

-J 0 0 0
o -j o o

= 0
*

(6.115)

0 (6.116)
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The square system (115) can be interpreted as a system describing spin \ and
3/2 with masses 2m and m respectively. Equations (116) eliminate the spin J
particles.
Combining the first four equations in (115) with the four equations (116) we
obtain

0 1 0 0

1 0 0 0

0 0 0 1

0 0 1 0

130 +

0

-a*

0

0

0

0

.2'1'j

A2

1̂1
-m dj

i 3 j -

a
S

X

42x12]

= 0

a

= 0

(6.117)

(6.118)

The square system (117) can be interpreted as a system describing spin \ and 3/2
with equal masses m. Equations (118) eliminate spin |, and, contrary to (116),
contain no time derivatives. The system (117,118) coincides with (104,105),
showing, once again, the equivalence between the non-square system and the
theory of example 2(iiib) of chapter 3 or the Rarita-Schwinger equation. As in
6.5.4 we have

i. System (117) is hyperbolic and causal,
ii. Equations (118) are conserved in time as a consequence of (117) (cf. (106),

showing the internal consistency of the free non-square system).

We now consider the interaction with an external scalar field a(x) intro-
duced in (117,118) via the substitution m •*• m-a(x). In particular

AJ = 0, Ai = 0 (6.119)

with A! = Ai(m->-m). From the modified equations (117,118) we then derive

:A{ - mA2 + Q[
(6.120)

with n{
(6.121)

(As is to be expected (121) can be obtained from (108) by putting S=g=O.)
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From (120,121) we conclude that the constraints (119) will be conserved in time
if and only if

«i = 0, «£ E 0 (6.122)

If a(x) is constant this is satisfied because then 3pm = 0, consequently for
coupling to a constant external scalar field the system is hyperbolic and
causal. For a(x) not constant, however, the conditions (122) impose four more
constraints on the twelve components of *, of which only 8 were still really
independent, because of the constraints (119). So, we will be left with 4 inde-
pendent components, which is not enough for the description of a particle-anti-
particle pair with spin 3/2. (Compare this with the situation in the foregoing
section. There the analogues of (119) and (122) impose 8 constraints on the 16
components of the field, leaving 8 independent components.) We conclude that for
coupling to a non-constant scalar field the non-square system is not consistent.

We introduced the scalar interaction via the substitution m •+ m = m-a(x) in
the free equations. In (112),(113) this corresponds to B(x) = a(x)l, B(x) = 0.
Now it may be possible that the insertion of some covariant B(x) j* 0, containing
a(x), into the right-hand side of (113) leads to new expressions n^ which vanish
identically. If we take B(x) = column(f.g) with f and g unknown two-component
functions linear in a(x) and the components of f, we obtain the following extra
terms in the new expressions for n{ respectively «j

rf)f + 2mg

rf)g + 2mf

It is not possible to choose f and g in such a way that fl! = 0.

We now consider interaction with an external vector field A (x) introduced
in (112,113) or equivalently in (117,118) via the substitution isp •*
Try = iSjj+ eAy(x). The equations for A! and the definition for ft! analogous to
(120) respectively (121) can be obtained by putting £=e=0 in (110) and (111).
a'± = 0 is satisfied if Ay(x) is constant, and the system is hyperbolic and
causal. If A,j(x) is non-constant the conditions n! = 0 impose new constraints
incompatible with the description of s = 3/2.

Summarizing, we have found that for s = 3/2 our non-square system becomes
inconsistent on coupling with variable external scalar and vector fields. In
interaction with constant fields our non-square system is essentially the free
system, which is hyperbolic and causal.

We may ask whether an analogous situation holds for coupling to e.g. an
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external antisymmetric tensor field Fuv. I.e. whether in particular coupling to
constant electromagnetic fields also leads to a consistent hyperbolic and causal
system. We determined the most general space-reflection covariant matrices B(x)
and §(x). They are

B(x)

-K
0

U
0

0

-ill
0

B(x) = C2

with ClsC2 arbitrary coupling constants and a+ = a«(E+iB),

±

With these matrices, inserted in (112,113) we have determined the expressions
analogous to (120,121). We find that not only the derivatives of the external
fields t and B enter the extra constraints a'± = 0 -as was the case with scalar
and vector coupling- but also the external fields themselves. So, coupling to
constant E and B fields makes the theory inconsistent already.

In general, we have for the non-square systems the following situation. The
free system (112,113) is hyperbolic and causal. For arbitrary interaction we
have shown that if a solution exists it is unique and propagates causally. How-
ever, because of the presence of the extra relations (113) the existence of a
solution cannot be proved. We therefore restricted ourselves to examining the
consistency of the system, i.e. to investigate whether (113) is compatible with
the description of the desired spin value. For s = 3/2 we have explicitly shown
that the system becomes inconsistent (possesses a lesser number of independent
components than in the free case) for non-constant scalar and vector coupling
and for constant space-reflection covariant anti-symmetric tensor coupling.

We now show the inconsistency for arbitrary spin > 1 and arbitrary external
field coupling. (We exclude constant scalar coupling and constant minimal vector
coupling because for these the system will again be essentially equivalent to
the free system. The fundamental solutions can be obtained by the substitution
m->-m respectively Py-*^ in the fundamental solution of the free system.) As in
the case of s=3/2 we can, by using (112), transform (113) into equations con-
taining no time derivatives which we denote by
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A<3)f = B(x)¥ (6.123)

(Compare (118) and (119).) The original system (112,113) is equivalent to the
system (112,123) but in the latter it is only (112) that involves the evolution
of * with time. In the free case the role of (123) is to select one particular
spin value out of the spectrum of spin values described by (112). If we assume
that the interaction B(x) and ¥(x) vanish for t •*• +» we see that (113) plays
this same role for t •*• ±». Now let us suppose that the square system (112) is
hyperbolic and let us denote its retarded fundamental solution by SR(x,y;B),
then we may write the general solution of (112) in the form

*m(x) - jsR(x,y;B)B(y)¥in(y)d*y (6.124)

with fin(x) a solution of the system (112,123) with B(x) and F(x) equal to zero.
For t •* -<•>, ¥(x) approaches fin(x), so (124) satisfies the spin selecting condi-
tions A(f)f(x) = 0 for t •> ->». However, for t •*• +», (124) will in general not
satisfy this same condition because, although B(x) goes to zero for t •+ +», the
second term in the right-hand side of (124) will persist in this limit. The
above arguments show that a square system (112) which is hyperbolic but which
possesses an unwanted mass-spin spectrum cannot be "repaired" by imposing
covariant conditions, say at t = -°°, eliminating the unwanted masses from fin,
without getting them back at a later time. A method to cure this problem is to
enlarge the system (112) with B(x) = 0 in a covariant way to a square system for
a field with more components and such that the extra conditions (113) with
B(x) = 0 are built-in and the new system only describes the kind of particle
which is really wanted. The exact procedure has been explained in 5. If in this
system we introduce interaction vanishing for t -> ±«, the system preserves the
property of describing only one kind of particle in these limits. The most
simple extension for the non-square system with s = 3/2, is the Rarita-Schwinger
equation which, however, turns out to be acausal or non-hyperbolic for even the
simplest interactions with external fields (cf. 6.5.4).

6.7. Final remarks

We have seen in this chapter that the existing theorems on hyperbolicity
for equations with variable coefficients are of very limited use to our problem.
For the case of characteristic roots with multiplicities > 3 they do not even
exist. The said theorems are valid under the condition that the coefficients,
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in particular the external fields, and initial values belong to the space D(fl)
of C°°-test functions vanishing outside some bounded region n. Recently, it has
been shown that if the space D(n) is replaced by the more restricted Gevray
space of test functions, the Cauchy problem has a unique solution in the dual of
this space, under weaker conditions on the lower order terms. (For definite
results on single operators we refer to Komatsu(1977), Wagschal(1978) and for
systems to Hamada, Leray, Wagschal(1976).) Using a theorem of Leray, Seiler
(1978) has shown that the Cauchy problem can be solved for the Rarita-Schwinger
equation minimally coupled to an external vector potential restricted to a
Gevray Space, if Fpv is sufficiently small. However, the acausality is still
present, and for strong fields the non-hyperbolicity also. So, in spite of the
improvement, the R-S-equation remains troublesome. Consequently the fundamental
problem of higher spin equations remains open. This problem is: either construct
an equation for a particle with unique mass and spin>l that couples e.g. with
an external vector field without becoming acausal or even non-hyperbolic, or
prove that none such equation exists.

The only known theories for higher spin showing causal propagation describe
spin 3/2 and \ at the same time, have an indefinite total charge on the single
particle level and consequently require an indefinite metric quantization
procedure. (Prabhakaran et al.(1975a,b); Krajcik, Nieto(1976); see also
Cox(1977)). Whether physically meaningful results can be obtained from these
theories is not clear at the moment.

We remark that in this thesis as well as in the literature only two of the
31 external field couplings which are possible for the Rarita-Schwinger equation
have been discussed. It may be possible that some other couplings (or a certain
mixture of them, as was the case for s = l) are hyperbolic and causal. A more
general investigation of this problem is in principle possible, as Glass(1971b)
has given a basis for the expansion of B(x) in the 31 tensor classes within the
6u-formalism of chapter 3. Serious drawbacks for explicit calculation, however,
are on the one hand the large dimension of the.eu: 16x16, and on the other hand
the lack of theorems for hyperbolicity in case of characteristic roots with
multiplicity >3.We stress that for s = 3/2, contrary to s = 0,|,l, the equations
that define the eu-algebra are not known, so that one always has to work with
an explicit representation of the B P.
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Appendix A

Irreducible representations of S0(3;R) and SO(2).

All unitary irreducible representations of the proper rotation group

SO(3;R) parametrized in terms of the angle of rotation- <|i and a unit vector n

in the direction of the rotation-axis, are given by the set of unitary matrices

(j- 0,t;l,3/2,...)

D(n,<|>) - exp(-H|m-i: ) (Al)

The matrix elements of the (2j+1)-dimensional Hermitian infinitesimal

generators t ^' k (k-1,2,3) are given by (m,m' e {j,j-1,.•.,-j}.)

I k - /j,mMJk|j,m) (A3)
m'm > '

with Jk operators satisfying the Lie-algebra

I V J l L - ieJclm Jm (A3)

and the vectors |j,m\ simultaneous orthogonal and normalized eigenvectors of

the commut

diagonal,

the commuting operators J, and J2* J?+j|+J? , which can be chosen to be

(A4a)

| ) |,m) (A4b)

With a certain choice of the phase-factors (Condon, Shortley (1935)) we fix the

operators J+ - J^ + iJ_ to

For the matrix elements of J. and J., which are unequal to zero, we then have

(A4c)

(A4d)

It is a well-known fact that the exponential in (Al) defined by

(j) » (j)

exp {-i# n.E) = 1 i (-if ?.? ) k
 (A5)

k=0
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can be readily calculated only in the two-dimensional (spin 1/2) and the

three-dimensional case (spin 1) besides the trivial one-dimensional case

(spin 0). For spin 1/2 we have (1£2& m i . gk , with ffk the Heraitian

Pauli-matrices

• [l oj ' " " [i oj ' [o -i

which satisfy (n.J) - * 2 x 2«

Powers of n.? higher than the first can thus be expressed ir 1 or n.?

and (A5) reduces to the well-known result

exp (-|>[>n.a) - 1 cos i|i/2 - i(n.o) sin ip/2 (A7)

The generators for spin 1 satisfy

and give foe the three-dimensional representation

exp (-iipn. f ) » 1 3 X 3 + i(n.I ) sin̂ |i + (n.S) (cos <»-l) (A8)

With these two examples we can partly verify the general statement that

only the representations D with j integer are true (global) represen-

tations of SO(3;R). Substitution of i|i«n2ir (n-0,1,2...) gives + 1 in (A8),

but in (A7) we obtain + 1 for n even, and - 1 for n odd. In a faithfull

representation a rotation over n2ir must be represented by %. . All half-odd-

integer representations (Al) are only local representations(in a neighbour-

hood of unity) of SO(3;R).

The exponentiation of the irreducible representations (A2) of the

Lie-algebra (A3) gives, for all j , global irreducible representations of

SV12); the group of unitary 2x2-matrices U with detu-l. ((47) is a

possible parametrization of these matrices).

The holomorphism that exists between SU(2) and SO(3,R) is a part of the

homomorphism between SL(2,C) and the group of proper orthochronous Lorentz

transformations L + » S0(3,l;R). (see appendix C).
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We will denote an element of SU(2) by U; thus

U = exp (~ î n.a) (A9)

We have

(U" 1) 7 = U* - exp ( j ijm.o*) (A10)

and we will show that this is also a representation of 5U(2), unitary equi-

valent with U.

We note that

(All)o2?
We define

This matrix

Thus

(4)

o2

he?

• = -

(>O
c. =

a

2

inverse

f °

[°

:)

-1]ol

= ia2

t
C = - c " = - C = - ( C (A12>

In terms of (C relation (Al 1) now becomes

<E a C J = - o :M?''

From (A9), (A10) and (A13) follows

- I T * ( l s ) ( l j i l
(0 ) = 0 = t i l l -AM)

(h)
From (A12) further follows that <T is a SU(2) matrix, sc the cquivalor.r.c 'A14:

is unitary.

The higher dimensional representations of SU'2'< :-.i\} he- iJon-ofe 5 wi'h

D (U). Using the group property we find

(j) (j) CJ) CJ) !j) (>a) (;i> !]) CJI, 'T'';) • ,' ,
D (u ) = D ( c u c ~ ) * D ! •« i i) (in T) : <r k)= <t n ;;.i r "' A: •

( 1 'i ' 1 1 i S '•

where in the last step we introducer! thf mat rires i: = \y C '. .

These matrices can be calculated by usinr; 'A'.) witr. :-~r

values of the parameters

of the exponentiation is
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<3) j+m ,C = (-1) omm m t—m

The analogue of (A12! for these matrices reads

2i(j)- ?
We also have

jr • <c e - (-1

The generalization of (A13) is

(j) *<:}>„<:}>_! +<J)

Using (A19) and (A15) we conclude

(j). (J) _ (j)(j> (j)
D (U) • D(U ) = C D (U) C

(-D2j

+
<c T c

(A16)

(A17)

(A18)

<A19)

(A20)
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Appendix B.

Clebsch-Gordan-coefficients (CGC's) of SU(2)

In this appendix we present the basic properties of the Clebsch-Gordan-

coefficients and the 6-j-symbols associated with SU(2). At the same

tine we introduce a graphical method which is of great use in reducing

more complicated expressions containing products of CGC's to simpler

ones. For further details and applications we refer to Durr and Wagner

(1968) and Biritz (1975).

The direct product of two irreducible representations of SU(2) is

equivalent with a direct sum of irreducible representations of SU(2)

each with a multiplicity one

<J2)
D(0) t> D(U)

J1+J2 (J)

« I « D(U) (Bl)

Die similarity transformation matrix of this so-called Clebsch-Gordan

series connects two orthonormal bases, so it is unitary. Its matrix

elements, the CGC's will be denoted

(l! il 11)
and graphically \ f (B2)

with

(Graphically the order of the labels jj, j 2 is fixed by the con-

vention that going around the vertex from j. over j_ to j shall

correspond to a rotation in the positive i.e. counterclockwise sense)

Showing all the indices (Bl) then becomes

with

Jij 2\ ; =

( a B /

(B3)

(B4)
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By a certain choice of the phasefactors (see Edmunds(1957)) the CGC's

can be made real; (B4) then becomes

and graphically (B5)

Thus, transposition corresponds graphically with changing the direction

of the arrows on the lines.

We have the following symmetry-relation

(B6)

••" (-D
J1+32-J

/J2

The minus sign at the vertex in the middle graph being shorthand for

the phasefactor (-1) •*l+;'2~-' * formula (B3) may now be written

<B3')

The CGC's satisfy the following completeness- respectively ortho-

gonality-relations

JIJ2

with

a,

MJ1J2J! =

(B7)

(B8)

0 otherwise

Using (B6) these relations become graphically

3
(B7')
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j' (B81)

A second symmetry re?.ation for the CGC's is

m -m.

Using (B5) and (A16) we may write for this

or

(B9)

<B9')

Y
A

From (B9M follows with (B6) and (A17)

Still two useful relations are obtained by changing the directions

of all the lines in the figures (B9') and (BIO) and using <ET» c

together with the convention: changing the sense of the lines on a

matrix corresponds with taking the transpose

(BIO)

The results are

respectively y

(BID

(B12)

He conclude that on changing the sense of one of the lines of a

CGC we have to insert a matrix C or c" . Which of the two, follows

from the following rule. Before and after changing the direction there

is always around the vertex one line with a direction (towards or from

the vertex) only occurring once. (E.g. in (B12) on the left-hand side:
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j is the only ingoing line; on the right-handside: jj is the only outgoing

line). With these two lines we determine in the following way a unique sense

of rotation around the vertex: turn the ingoing line over the smallest angle

to the outgoing line. For a rotation in the positive sense (i.e. counterclock-

wise) we must insert the matrix C. For a negative sense of rotation the

matrix <E . Direct application of these rules shows how to change internal

lines in a diagram

and

We also have

and

I I I

T
I I I

(B13)

(-1) 2j (B14)

T <B15)

T
II

y.(B16)

Important special CGC's are
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/ j o J ' \ _ * »
\ m o m' / ~ j j mm'

with as a consequence

(B17)

3 ' 3 3'

-"5

o1 o1

Herewith we can express the matrix C in terms of a CGC

(B18)

(B19)

(B20)

Invariants; Wigner 3n-j-symbols; 6j-symbols.

If we contract all magnetic quantum numbers in products of CGC's we obtain

invariants. The most simple examples are sums over products of two CGC's

32 0—Oil- [ijlhi*io

0 otherwise

(Compare (B71) resp. (B81)). Strictly speaking these are the 3n-j-symbols

with n»l. The name 3j-symbol, however, has been reserved for the symmetrical

Wigner-coefficient related to the CGC's in the following way

m.m m.
[3]
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For n=2 we have and the "M5bius"-graph

The first one can, with the aid of (BB1), directly be reduced to a number.

The second one is related to the 6-j-symbol P

I

(B21)

(The angular momentum in the phase factor is the one of the common side of

the triangle which has the consequent line ordering

As a consequence of the orthogonality relations (B81) we have

*1 X^X 1!
and after application of (B6) at the three vertices:

i +i ... [V
{L1

(B22)

So, a triangle can always be collapsed to a point, the proportionality

factor being a 6-j-symbol times a phase factor involving the sum over

all three exterior angular momenta.

Another possibility for "breaking open" the 6-j-symbol is

h ' / h
1 1

or, after changing the ordering on the right-hand side
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[ [1,](-J)31' IW3
(B24)

In the latter formula we observe the role of the 6-j-symbol played as re-

coupling coefficients, (B23), or equivalently (B24), can be proved by

successive applications of the orthogonality relation (B71), and (B13)

together with (B22) (but the latter with all lines reversed).

(B22)

(B13)

r3

.WV1!
W3

Using property (B15) on the exterior lines labelled j and 1 and there-

after the synunetry properties of the 6-3-symbol mentioned below, we obtain

(B24).

Symmetries of the 6-j-symbols

i) the 6-j-symbol is invariant under arbitrary interchange of columns

ii) the 6-j-symbol is invariant under the interchange of 2 arbitrary upper

labels with the corresponding lower labels e.g.

32

Special values

j5

(B25)
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Sl + S2 Sl S2

V S 2 Sl S2

2{s.+s,)
1 l(-1) (B26)

Further numerical values can be found in the table of Rotenberg e.a.(1959).

Finally we still proof a relation which will be used in appendix C.

We proof: if s >S-, then i

s 1 +s 2, a

or

/ Sl S2 Sl+S2\ / B f

\ B Y a / \ t

s.

K a

h+S2\ / V S 2 S2 S l \

a / \ 6 Y B/

(B27)

The essence of (B27) is, that Y and ic can be interchanged.

Proof: Suppose s.>s.. From (B24) we have

2 < V 8 2 } f 8 2 S l+ S2
1S2 S1"S2

K , S 2

Apply (B15) to the exterior lines labeled with s +s and s -s and change

on the left-hand side the direction of s by use of (B13)

6 y s - s6 / s ! - s
2

Apply (B15) to the exterior line labeled with s ,K ; interchange on the left-

hand side the lines (S_;K) and (s.-s_;6), and on the right-hand side the

lines (s.+s2;a) and (s_;K).
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S2.Y

V32'a

I li3](-i)
2(W

1,

S2 S l + S 2
S2 S l"S2

The minus-sign at one of the vertices on the left-hand side can be omitted,

because the corresponding phase-factor equals 1. The phase-factor corres-
S2+13 1+S2>

ponding with the minus-sign on the right-hand side is (-1) =
I3-S1

»(-l) . We now show that I3=s,/ so that this phase-factor also equals

1 and can be omitted as well. In fact there is only one value for 1. for

which the 6-j-syrabol is unequal to zero. This will be clear if we realize

ourselves that in each of the four CGC's, the 6-j-symbol consists of, the

triangle inequality must be satisfied. Or we must be able to form (a

possibly degenerate) tetraeder out of the six j-values considered as edges..

Only for l,=s. will ,
S2 V S 2 Sl

S2 V S 2 b3j

form a (degenerate) tetraeder, and

consequently be unequal to zero.

If we finally use (B26! we obtain (B27).
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Appendix C

Infinitesimal groupcyenerators of SU(2) expressed in terms of CGC's and the

Pauli-matrices. The matrices L .

Appendix A gives expressions for the infinitesimal group generators * 3

of SU{2), also called spin-j-matrices. These expreesions are rather unhandy

contrary to the expressions given below in terms of CGC's and the most

simple non-trivial spin-'i-matrices, the three Pauli-matrices

ok (k=l,2,3). (A6).

-•(1)
It is quite simple to obtain such an expression for E . From (B3)

and the orthogonality-relation (B8) for the CGC's follows

• = \o a B/ Doa' DBB' \a'B' a'/ (CD

Substitution of <A1) and Z =cr/2 and expansion of the exponentials for

infinitesimal values of the parameters n,i)i gives

VV"
oo' \a|a B/ { 2 "BB' + eta' 2

Using (B6) we write for this

a'/

(C2)

We can systematically proceed in this way and e.g. determine Y , by re-

ducing D(1)8

T ( j ) •

We claim that in general we have if j>

i-h h
a 6 :>

!C3)

We will prove this assertion by the method of mathematical induction.

If j=>j resp. 1, equation (C3) becomes Z =CT/2 resp. (C2). So, for these

values the assertion is true.

In general we have

(j+!5)

D <I
OO' BB1
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For infinitesimal values of the parameters we get

f
ao' »

We now substitute hypothesis (C3) in the right-himd side

+ (j+1s)

oo'

/Hill «i\ /jlj-h >A * /j-«t >,|j\ / j •Jj+h
\ a \a 6/ 3 \a| |i \) °AK\U < a/ \a'3 a'

2 \o B'| o 1 /

The labels connected by the dotted lines can be interchanged due to (B27), if

we then use the orthogonality-relation for the CGC's (B8), we obtain by add-

ing the two terms

aa'
a 3 a 6 a

which is precisely our hypothesis (C3) with everywhere j replaced by j+"5. (C3)

is true for j=ht consequently it is true for any integer or half-odd integer

value of j.

Graphically (C3) can be represented by

•<j)

aa'

j

which can be shown to be equal to

rr
00'

as well as

00'

(C31)

(C32)

by using the technique given in appendix B.

In appendix E we need [i]* [j-l]-rectangular matrices L , which arc
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generalizations of the t , . Together with their transpose 1 complex conju-

gates and the Z J, they are building blocks of the boostgenerators qf SL(2,C).

They are defined (j > S)

?(j) ._ , / j i-h H\ - /j-4 h j - i \
ao' ' -1 \ o a 3 / 8S1 \ a B1 a'/ (C4)

The transposed complex conjugates are the [j-l]x[j]-rectangular matrices

a 0 / 36' \ a B' o'/oo1 -

• * - I

The matrices E, L and L satisfy a number of interesting relations, of which

Che following are most useful. Besides

(s) . (s).
E E •

(s) . (s)

we have

(s-1) . (s) , . (s).j.. (s) .
I X L 13 - L 3 Z x

(s)
tk

and the"adjoint" equation

(s
L

(s)i ts) . _ (sK (s-l);
i, L

Further

t s ) . (s)
J: X E

( s : n i ; s : . I ! -

(s)
+ L i

+ s i c i j k Y k

(S)x. (S) .
L -1 L 3 - sic

iDk _ f

( S ) (S) . , . (S ) ( 8 ) +

L X L D - L D L A = (2s-15ie l : l l t
( S )

3 "
(s!f. ( s ) .

3 1 i i k
iE i : ] K

(C5)

(C6)

(C7)

(C8)

(C9)

(CIO)

(Cll)

as w e l l as
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( s ) t (S) (s-1) (s) + ( s ) t

L 1 . Z ; l - j : i L : ' = s U±Jk L k (C12)

(s) ( s ) + (s) (s)f.
Z j - L 3 E X = ( s + l ) i e i : i k L k (C13)

(S)f (8-1) i i f e f
j 3 i l : )K L k (C14)

and the "adjoints" of the last three.

i Equation (C5) is true by definition of the SU(2) generators. Equation (C6)

will be proved in appendix E and is there shown to be a consequence of the de-

| finition of the boostgenerators of SL(2,C). The proofs of (C8), (C9) and (C12)

^ are a direct consequence of the definitions (C3), (C4), the completeness re-

lation of the CGC's (B7) and the commutation and anticommutation relations of

the Paulimatrices (A6). Relations (CIO) and (Cll) can be proved by sub-

stitution of respectively (C8) and (C9) and with the use of (C5). Finally,

(C13) and (C14) are consequences of (C6) and (C12).

j* A property analogous to (A19) -

(s) (§) (s-1) (§)
C L <t ~ = - L (C15)
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Appendix D

Standard irreducible representations of the quantum mechanical Lorentzgroup

SL(2,C)

Let A be a unimodular (det A=l) complex 2x2 matrix, as such it is an

element of SL(2,C).

' Let A be a real 4x4 matrix acting on four-vectors x »col(x ,x*,x2,x3):

; with the property that under these transformations the inner product

(x,y) = (x°y° - xV 1 - x2y2 - x3y3)-xTgy - x^g^y" (Dl)

remains invariant (g= diag (1,-1,-1,-1)). As such the matrices A are

elements of the homogeneous Lorentzgroup L.

A consequence of the invariance of (Dl) is

,11. ,p. ,T ,
A a A = g or A gA=g

; from which follows: det A=+l and |A.o|> 1.

; The matrices A with det A=l and A?o > 1 form an invariant subgroup of the

Lorentzgroup: the proper isochronous Lorentzgroup L .

Together with a four-vector xM we define the hermitian matrix X = xva V

This is e 1-1-correspondence:

u u
x •• X = x a

u

°- x3,-x1+ix2

x3
(D2)

xv = H Tr(Xcu) • X (D3)

We have x'= X and det X = xyx = x2

v

When we consider X = AXA (D4)

with AeSL(2,C), then again X is hermitian and det X • x2. So, the four-

vector x11 associated with X can be interpreted as the Lorentz transformed

av = (i,0) with a the hermitian Pauli matrices (A6). a • g oU. We also

use a^=ii,-a) and 5U= g M Uo
u .
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four-vector

Substitution of (D5) in (D4) gives the relation

On solving for AJA)^* we get

1/2 Tr

(D5)

(D6)

(07)

with (A)?o * 1»Tr(AA+)> 0 and d e t A(A)> 0 . As a consequence A (A) i s an e l e -

ment of L*.

I f we t a k e f o r A an e l e m e n t U E S L ( 2 ) , e . g . (A7) , t h e n (D7) g i v e s

A = H + s inifm.I +• (l-cos<J>) ( n . I ) 2 •> e x p ( - i n . i l i { i )

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0

0
0

0-1
1 0

T —

• h -

0
0
0

0
0
0

0-1

0
0
0
0

0
1
0
0

'" X 3 =

0
0
0
0

0 0
0-1
1
0

0
0

o'
0
0
0

i i»
for which A?o " 1» A.J »A9i • 0, i=l,2,3.; A.j E SO(3;R).
This is a pure rotation.

If we take for A an element 0 eSU(2), e.g. (A7), then in?) gives

H exp {-ixm.-s—i> = I c o s h & + in.a sinh
(D9)

m! = 1 ;

then (D7) gives

+ sinhx(in.K) + (coshx-1) (in.K)2

0
1
0
0

1
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

• K2 -

0
0
1
0

0
0
0
0

1
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

• K3 -

0
0
0
1

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

1
0
0
0

(D10)

This is a pure Lorentz transformation.

If in (D10) we take coshx= pO/m and sinhx= !p|/m, m = p/|p| with p'-p.l=m
2
l

we obtain the kick L(p), i.e. the special Lorentz transformation which trans-

forms a partible with mass m from its restframe to a frame in which its four-

momentum is pvi
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.0 * '

ipj • (° n)

6ij + i,j = 1,2,3.
<J m(p°+m)

An arbitrary element A eSL(2,C) can always, in a unique way, be written

as A = OH with 0 eSU(2) and H a positive definite hermitian matrix (Polar de-

composition) .
•+

A = exp(-ii|in.|)

-exp(-ia.f -i
(D12)

The vectors a=a(i|i,n,X/m) and b=b(t)ifn,x»m) can in principle be determined on

using the commutation relations for the six generators a/2 and ia/2.

} I c', a, i . klm a,
\ ' f = " f

(W3)

'2

and the Baker-Campbell-Hausdorf formula

exp(u) exp(v) = exp(w)
(D14)

w = u + v + *s[u,v]_ + l/12[u-v, [u,v]_]_ + ...

which converges for u and v close enough to zero.

In the proper isochronous Lorentz group L we meet an analogous situ-

ation; every A e L can always, in a unique way, be written as a product of a

rotation R ar.d a special Lorentz transformation V

A = exp(-iij>n.i?) exp(-ixm.iK) = RV

We have now the following situation. Every element A e SL(2,C) acting on

X = xva as X = AXA i" , corresponds to an element A (A) e L acting on xV as

x^= A(A)V\> xv, because

A (A) = A(UH) = A(U)A(H) » RV .
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Thus we have defined a homomorphism from SL(2,C) on L+. The kernel of this

homomorphism (the set of elements A e SL(2,C) with AXA+« X) is Z ={i,-Hb
+

so, the factorgroup SL(2,C)/Z. is isomorphic with L . SL(2,C) is called the

covering group of L+. Another way of expressing this is: SL(2,C) is a double-

valued representation of L+ (from (D7) it is clear that A(A) » A(-A) ).

We will now discuss the higher dimensional representations of SL(2,C).

The generators £ for rotations and K for pure Loreritztransformations must

satisfy the Lie-algebra (D13)

Ij ] - ̂ t
<D15a,b.c)

[ t V ]. - -ijk t
He

s o

introduce

A1 - «, (E1
 + i

SX • A1 + B1" ;

B*

- KB 1 - A 1 )

(Dl6a)

(Dl6b)

The Lie-algebra (D15) becomes:

[ A 1 ^ ] - ie i : ) k Ak (D17 a,b,c)

Both A'and B satisfy the commutation relations of SU(2) but are mutually com-

muting.Given a realization of the Lie-algebra (D15) or equivalently of (D16),

an arbitrary element AeSI,(2,C) para metrized as in the second line of (D12)

will be represented by

D(A) « exp(-ia.E - ib.K) -

* exp(-i((i .A - i<(> ,B) (D18)
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In passing from the first to the second line use has been made of (D17a) and

we introduced ij> = a-ib , <)>_ • a+ib. We obtain the so-called standard re-
ft a

presentations when we take

A = E l 6 a

B1

(D19)

(s)
in which 31= X., +i\X(2 +i\

 a n d * * r e t h e standard representations of the

SU{2) generators for spin s (see (A2-4),(C3)).

Substitution of (D19) in (D18) gives:

i ' / •* '5A

D(A) * exp(-ij . ( I

- {(exp(-iJ .1

fA )) » i B }{1A®

. E exp(-i$B.

= exp(-i(a. E A - b.i £A )) » exp(-i(a. ZB + b.i f 8 )) -

(s ,0) (0,s ) (s ,s )
n O no

= : D(A) 8 D(A) =: D(A) (D20)

The introduced representations are labeled with two numbers

S»'ST> e IQ,hit,3/2,...}. This set of representations gives all finite
n a

dimensional inequivalent irreducible representations of SL(2,C).

In particular, we therefore have that ' . is inequivalent with ' .

Exclusively for unitary A = U, which means b«0, we have

(0,s) (s,0) (s)
D(U) = D(U) = D(U) (D21)

with S (U) the irreducible standard representations of SU(2) (see appendix A).

From (D20) we read

(s,0) (s) (s)
D(A) - exp(-i(a. Z - b.i j* )) (D22)

and
(0,s) ^ (5) ^ (s_)
D(A) = exp(-i(a. Z + b.i Z )] (D23)
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We show that

(0,s) (s,0) t <s,0) +

D(A) - D " (A) - D (A ) (D24)

Firstly,

(8,0^ + (s,0) (s,0) + (sj + <$>
D (A) - D * (A) - D T(A ) = (exp{-i(-a. X, + h.il ) }) =

exp{ i(-a. E - h.it )} =

* «*> +
 (f> (0's)

exp{-i( a. £ + b.iZ )} -: D(A).

Secondly,

- exp(-i(a.£ + b.i£ )) =: D(A) j

Another important relation is the equivalence between D(A) and ( 5(A))

which is proved by using the matrices § introduced in appendix A.

(s). (s,0) (s) (s) (s) + (f) (s)
C ( D(A)J C - exp( « i(a.S + b.iE ) « )

+ <§> + (S) (0.8)
exp[-i(a. I + b.i £ )J =: D(A) (D25)

For a general representation D(A) we have analogously

D(A) - V D(A)*V~1 (D26)
(s)

in which relation the matrices V are in essence Kronecker products of C-

matrices. . .
(Si f Sn }

In the third line of (D20) we see that D(A) can be interpreted as the

Kronecker product of two representation matrices of the complex rotation

group
< V s 2 ) < s ^ ( s ^

0(A) 3 ( D($<) ® D((̂ o)

with $^ » a+ib and $2 = a-ib the parameters of a complex rotation in space 1
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I

and 2 respectively. Direct products of the complex rotation group have the

same Clebsch-Gordan series as those of the real rotation group, hence we have

(s',0) (s",0) g,+s,, ( s > 0 )

D(A) 8 D(A) = Tffl D(A)

as well as

(0,s') (0,3") 8<+9«

D(A) 6 D(A) «
s

S

_<; I and consequently

1' 2 1' 2 1 1 2 2 3 4
D(A) S D(A) = £ffi [® D(A) (D27)

I S3 I 1 I1 4 | S2 S 2 f

j The left and right labels are reduced separately; the Clebsch-Gordan co-

<y efficients are those of SU(2).
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Appendix E

Generators of the irreducible standard representations of SL(2,C) in the

canonical base.

In this appendix we determine explicit expressions for the generators Z ana

->• (sl's2'
K of the irreducible standard representations D(A) of SL(2,C) which we
introduced in appendix D.

(si,s2) (slf0) (0,s2)
The cepresentations D(A) :« D(A) » D(A) act on basis vectors

|s.,a.>|s2,o2> introduced in appendix A. From now on we will work in the base

in which the representation D(A) when restricted to rotations (A=U with

U > U ) is reduced to diagonal block form; this base is called the canonical

base. The similarity transformation matrices are the Clebsch-Gordan coeffi-

cients which have been introduced in appendix B. In the canonical base we have

c s s,\ (s ,0) (0 (s)

(s,sf
(El)

where we have used (D27) and (D21).

For the generators of rotations

have

i iA +B (i-1,2,3) we consequently

si s

t x
(s2)

l
aa' 60'

l

1 I
(s2)

oa' 08"

A-2
\a*e'

(s)
(E2)

w h e r e
(s) (0)
I , i s g i v e n b y (C3) f o r s > h a n d 1 = 0 .

(s ,s )

V1In the canonical base the generators

with pure Lorentz transormations have the form

i(B - A ) corresponding
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i =-i/shS2>
s s ' ; oo

Using (E2) we write for this:

ss';00' ss';<J0'

(s, ! (s2) (sx) (s2)

I " I - 1 I ]

aa1 BB' aa ' BB'

(s)

aa'

\a'B' o/
(E3)

(E4)

with

< s l
B (E5)

Our task is now to calculate these latter matrices. After substitution of (C3)

they can graphically be represented by

SS';00'

0

s
' sl

.V S2

i

a •
s'

With the techniques introduced in appendix B this can be reduced to

(s ,s )

';0O'

-s.+s'+l

x=O,l

32 * V1 1 Sl S2 S

The term with x=0 does not contribute because it contains the factor Tro = 0.

In the remaining product the second 6-j-symbol is unequal zero if, amongst

others, s,s' and 1 satisfy the triangle-inequality, i.e. |s-s'|= 0 or 1.

In the case that s=s* we find after substituting the analytic expressions
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for the 6-j-symbols and recognizing the graphical expression for Z

ifl'V s {s +1) + s(s+l) - s (s +1) •*
if s ? s B -£—i l—± I

ss;oa' 2s(s+l) oo'

(s ,s ) (S)

if s = s B 1/2 I
ss;ao' oo'

Substitution of this result in (E4) gives the following expressions for the

blocks on the diagonal of the generators K

(s ,s.) (s)
,t SjtSj+U - s2(s2+l) *

SSJOO1 S(S+1) 00*
(E6)

if
j, ss;00'

As a particular result we see that for representations with s =s the dia-

gonal blocks are zero, and that in general

<st,s2)
 ts2'Sl>

R - - Rr
s,s s,s

In order to represent the off-diagonal blocks with !s-s'j = i in as compact

and elegant a way as we did for the diagonal blocks we use the matrices

L ,. They can be considered as generalizations of the spin matrices I s, and

have been defined in appendix C, formula (C4). After some calculations we then

get

(vV n\/((s!H

s W,s-l;oa' ¥ (2s+l)(2s-!)

where lsi" s2' *
 s * s i + s->* '

These are the lower off-diagonal blocks of K if wo slick to > hr- con'/Rntiat,

to count down with s with decreasing row and colunr, nu^hnr. For fho jpr:"r o
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diagonal blocks we find

(VS2>
(E9)

S-1,SJOC'

Formulas (E8) and (E9) reflect the anti-hermiticity of K. We also see that in

general

ft
(S2'S1>

off-diag.
(E10)

off-diag.

Summing up, we have found that in the canonical base the generators of

rotations are represented by

0 . . . 0

i)

0 0

0 ... 0

s,+so

o . . . I

The boost generators are

iia) in case s = s

'it

fs.s)

= i

0

0

0

0

£|
?

0

'}/

0 . . . 0

0 0

0 0

s ° °
2s <

ft/

0 0
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where

• /

(k)

iib) in case s.?4 s

(s ,O

K 3 = i

(2s+l)2-k2

S(s,k) =
(2k+U

|sx-s2|+3

0 ...

0 ...

P . . .

P . . .

VS2

Sl + S2 Sl + S2

where

k(k+l) oo •

(k)
c(k) L

tj

aa'

(k)
c(k) L

and

c(k) = -
i -«/ ( < w 1 ) 2 ~ k 2 ) (k2-(srs2)2)

At the end of appendix C we gave a number of relations satisfied by the

matrices ? and ti . Most of them could be proved by use of the definitions,
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but some of the proofs made use of the as yet unproved relation (C6). This one

can now easily be shown to be true by comparing the off-diagonal elements on

both sides of the equation (D15b), which the SL(2,C) generators by definition

do satisfy. We remark that in calculating the above explicit expressions of the

SL(2,C) generators we did not make use of (Dl5b).

For reference purposes we give the matrices K for the representation

(4,0)ffl(0,4)©(l,4)8(4,1) of example 2 in chapter 3. They are

(4,0) (0,4) (1,4)

4 3/2

(4,1)

4 3/2

K = i

<V (3/2)
5/ 3 I , 2 / 3 I/I"

(3̂ /2) (3/2)
2/3 L . 1/ Z

3/2

(4,1)

3/2

(Ell)

The matrices B of example 2(iiib) then follow by inserting (3.211) and (Ell)

in <3.7). In the spinblock base, used in chapter 3, they are explicitly
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0

1/ Y<J

0

-2/3YJ

0

0

0

1/3Y?

V2) 0

(3/2)
2/3YL

l/3PY*o

° 1/

0

-v.J

0

(3/2)
I/3I.

0

3PY 0

« . *

0

(3^2)
I/3L

0

J3/2)
-2/3PY L+

0 2/

0 _i /

0 2/

(3/2)
-2/3Z

0

^/2)

(|/2)

0

(3/2)

0

(E12)
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Appendix F

The construction of a field interlocking with a given field

(s s )
Given a field f J'^'cx) transforming with the SL(2,C) representation D(A).2

We define a field <f(s3'Slt> (x) to be interlocking with Y<Sl>S2>(x) when it

transforms according to one of the four SL(2,C) representations labelled with

The transformation law of the given field is

(s1#s2) J V V <S)'S2) ' V V
f (x) - ». ¥ (x) = D (A(A)) V (A-1x) (Fl)
a,i O,T OTJO'T' O'.T 1

where

o,o" e {s.,s.-l,...,-s.}

T,T' e {s2,s2-l,...,-s2}

and

(Sj,O) (0,s2)

:= D 8 D
1 aa' TT'

Consider

A (x) := 15 J (x) (F2)
V,a,t \i a,x

This object transforms like

a'T'

A'V J D 2 (A (A)} A {A-1x) (F3)
M" o-wa'T' v'a

*, We now use the relation between the tensorrepresentation A' and the spinor-

ji' representation 0 (A) in order to convert A' in the transformation law (F3)

f • into a spinorrepresentation. We have:
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(D6)

Using (D25) and (A12) we write for this

or

D(A) £

Os,"a)

D(A)
,,K;B»X BY y^

A'"
V.

Cs)

We now consider the object

(x)
a,3;a,xv"' ' "a

Using (F3) and (F4) we find the following transformation law

A ('J.'J) (si,S2>

The following identities hold (use (B8) in (B3))

/ s 'j s\ (>j,0) (slt0) (s3/0) / s h s \

V a 0 / D(A)ca.D(A)aa. = D(A)AA- V a<o</

with s = s +

and

< :

(0,s2) (0,s4) /s

. = D ( A'pp. <

h s

with

(P4)

<F5)

(P6)

(P7)

(F8)

These formula can be applied to the product o£ representations on the right-

hand side of (F6) if we finally define the object

<s,,s.) /s, h s\ /s. h s\
•= < 3 X) < 4 2> BaB;ax(x) !F9)

ss ,s
(A)This field transforms with D(A) which can be verified by using (F6),(F7)

and <F8) .
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(s ,s (si

The explicit expression for ¥(xj , interlocking with f(x)

tained by substitution of (F5) and (F2) in (F9) and reads

( si' s2 )

, is ob-

T (x)
Xp

where s .

(>>) <v-
(F10)

s.+ and s « s + . This construction is unique up to a factor

b which has been inserted in (F10). On using the relations (B5), (B9), (A13),

(A12) we obtain the shorter though less symmetric expression

(x)
A *> S\-u / S 3 Hs\

(s,

(Pll)
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Appendix G

The Jordan canonical form of a matrix.

1. The characteristic equation

If A is a complex N-square matrix, then the characteristic polynomial of A

is defined to be det(A-AI). The N zeros of det(A-AI) are called the eigen-

valuas of the matrix A. If A. is an eigenvalue of A then any vector u , with

at least one nonzero component, which satisfies the equation

(A - XI)u • 0 (Gl)

is called an eigenvector associated with the eigenvalue A .

Let A be a N-sq

can be written

Let A be a N-square matrix and let A. be an eigenvalue of A. Then det(A-AI)

det(A-AI) - tt-/yrj PjU)

where P. (A) is a polynomial in A and pa(*.i> J* °-

The algebraic multiplicity, of A. is defined as r . With this definition the

characteristic polynomial can be written

det(A-M) - n U-A )rn <G2)
* nn*l

with X (n»l,2,...,1<N) the set of distinct eigenvalues of A and Zr = N.
n n=ln

By expanding the characteristic polynomial one obtains

det(A-AI) - (-DnAn+ CjA11"1*...* cn

N
where c • fljA^- detA.

It follows that A is nonsingular if and only if all the eigenvalues of A are

different from zero.

We have the theorem of Cayley-Hamilton: Every matrix is a zero of its

characteristic polynomial. So A satisfies the characteristic equation
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n u - u )r» • o (G3)

n=l

2, The Jordan canonical form

The geometric multiplicity of the eigenvalue A , denoted by s., is defined

to be the number of linearly independent eigenvectors associated with A .

We have the following basic theorem.

Given a complex N-square matrix A with 1 distinct eigenvalues A. of alge-

braic multiplicities r, and geometric multiplicities s, (j«l,...l), then

there exists a nonsingular complex matrix F such that

-1 .n T .. ,,<» .(1) T(D ,(1)P AP = J = diag (J.,...,J ,...,J. ,...J1 Sl 1 s

AR 1 0 ... 0

0 Ak 1 ... 0

,<k>.

0 0 0 ...\k 1

0 0 0 ...0 A,

(10 (JO (k)
,2...,s ;k»l,2,..,,l, where each J* is an n* x n± m a t r^ x»

I ni-i x

(k) (G4)

;<

•'

So, A is similar to a block diagonal matrix J, known as the Jordan canonical
(k)

form; the matrices J* i«l,...,s. are called Jordan blocks of the eigen-

value X.. Notice that the number of Jordan blocks for a given eigenvalue X^

is equal to the geometric multiplicity s. , and s. <r. . We remark that the

knowledge of all A. , r. and s may not be sufficient to fix the Jordan

canonical form: the partitioning (G4) of r into a sum of s. terms n. can
(k)sometimes be realized in several ways. Nevertheless the orders n. are

uniquely determined by A.

The N columns of the N-dimensional unit matrix form a basis of basis vectors

in the space J acts on. These vectors, if numbered in the following sequence

(with dictionary order of i,j)
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satisfy

J e S- X k e S " j-1 <G5)

J •*! " A* m™ + <U if 3>1 (G6)

So with each Jordanblock J is associated the eigenvector e. ,. From
i i» i

(G5) and (G6) we derive

A nonzero vector u satisfying

(A-Akt)
m u - 0

(A-Â )™"1 u M

where m is an integer greater than zero, is called a generalized eigenvector

of order m with eigenvalue A. . If m=l this definition coincides with the
(k) (k)

notion of an eigenvector. With this definition the e. ., j=l,2,...n. are
generalized eigenvectors of order j with eigenvalue A. of the matrix J.

-1 (k)

If J«P AP the vectors Pe. . have the same properties with respect to A.

So the theory of the Jordan canonical form can alternatively be formulated

in the following way:

Given a complex N-square matrix with 1 distinct eigenvalues A. of algebraic

multiplicity r. and geometric multiplicity s j=l,2,..., , then there

always exists a basis of linear independent generalized eigenvectors
Ui,j ' k* 1' 2""" '' i=l(2,...,sk ; j=l,2,...ni ;

r k <k> !•

£ n. • r. , with orders j and with eigenvalue A. , which specify the action '

of A on the n-dimensional vector space by ••
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A u(k> - A. u(k> if j-1 (G7)
1»3 K Ijj

(G8)

The minimal equation of a matrix.

Among the polynomials f (A) for which f(A)»0 the one of lowest degree and

with leading coefficient 1 is unique and is called the minimum polynomial

of A. We have the following theorems:

A scalar X is an eigenvalue for a matrix A if and only if A is a root

of the minimum polynomial of A.

The minimal polynomial of a block diagonal matrix is the least common

multiple of the minimal polynomials of the blocks.

The minimal polynomial is invariant under similarity transformations.

From these theorems we conclude that the minimum polynomial of A must be

of the form
1 q
n (A-A )
n»l

where (X-A ) is the least common multiple of the minimal polynomials of
n

the Jordanblocks J. , i*l,2,...s . Now the characteristic equation of jf '
i n i

reads (J. - A-i)" 1 » 0, so the minimal equation of J. can only be

(J,(k)-A.i)m- 0 for some m<n.<k). But (J,(k)- A.I) is a nilpotent matrix of

index n<k); i.e. n*k) is the lowest integer m for which (j|k)- Xkl)
m= 0

and (j|k) - Aj^)"""1 t 0. So the minimal equation of J^k) reads

(k) n- W Di <k)

(J. - A.i) l - 0 and its minimal polynomial is (X - A. ) *• . The
j. A J*

<k)
least common multiple of the minimal polynomials of J. , i«l,...s. ,

is thus (X - Xk>
qn with ^ - maxOv^10 | i-I,...sk}. Summarizing, the

minimum polynomial of a matrix A is

1
(A - A ) (G9)

n
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where A , n=l,...1, are the distinct eigenvalues and q is the dimension
(k)

of the largest Jordan block J. associated with the eigenvalue A .
i n

The minimal equation of A is then

0 (G10)

We can now reformulate the theorem on the Jordan canonical form in the

following way:

Given a N-square complex matrix with characteristic polynomial
I r 1 q
II ( A-A ) and Minimal polynomial n (X -A > / then there exists a
n-1 n«l n

nonsingular complex matrix P such that

A n 1 0 ... 0

0 A 1 ... 0

0 0 X ... 0
n

0 0 0... A n 1

0 0 0... 0 A

For each A the corresponding Jordan blocks J. have the following

properties

1) There is at least one J. of dimension q , all other J. are of
x n x

dimension <q

2) The sum of the dimensions of the J. equals r

3) The number of J n is equal to the geometric multiplicity of X .

4) The number of J. of each possible dimension is uniquely determined

by A.
We remark that the knowledge of all A , r and q may not bo sufficient

n n n
to fix the Jordan canonical form: the partitioning of r into a sum of

(n) n

terms n. sq can sometimes be realized with distinct numbers of terms.
Once we know the geometric multiplicity s , this partitioning is unique.

n

Finally we observe that whenever in the minimal equation of A all <7n
=1»

all the Jordan blocks have dimension 1. So, in this case A is
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diagonalizable, and A has N linearly independent (normal) eigenvectors,

and thus no generalized eigenvectors of order > 1.

Appendix H

In this appendix we determine for which representations D of L+ there

exist non-singular matrices Z which commute with rotations and anti-

commute with pure Lorentz tranaormations:

det Z ? 0 (Hi)

[?,z]_- 0 <H2)
[K,Z]+= 0 (H3)

We also determine their most general form in the canonical base, intro-

duced in 3.1 . The results are used in the main text for the construction

of an invariant Hermitian sesquilinear form (3.3), the charge conjugation

matrix C (3.5.3) and the space-reflection matrix S (3.6).

For the representation D of L we always take a direct sum of irreducible

standard representations (s.,s_) of SL(2,C), which have been introduced in

appendix D and for which the infinitesimal generators in the canonical

base have been calculated in appendix E.

In terms of the mutually commuting SU(2) generators A and B , intro-

duced in appendix D, the requirements (H2) and (H3) read

Z B = A Z

A, B.and Z act in the function-space of 1J1 , which transforms with D.

Suppose ij> contains a component IJJ 1' 2 transforming with (s. ,s_). As a

consequence of (H4) and the properties of A and B we then have

(A")2 W
( 8 1 ' 9 2 ' , O T = s 2( S 2 + 1 ) ,Z#<V 82> ) o t

A3 (Z*(S1'S2') = x (Z#(al'82>)
OT at

(I)2 ( s s ^ i ' ^ ^ - s j c s j + n <z*(si's2>,oT

B3
 (Zj,<

sl's2>)aT = O ( Z # { 8 1 ' 8 2 » ) O T
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From this we conclude that zip 1 *S2' transforms with (s2,s^). Because of

(HI) this is only possible if V contains along with the component <|i 1' 2

also the component ifils2'sl'f o r p j,as to contain (sj/S]) in addition to

This requirement is automatically satisfied for components of <|i trans-

forming with (s,s).

Our conclusion is: there can only exist matrices Z which satisfy (Hl-3)

if D is a direct sum of selfconjugate representations i.e. exclusively

contains representations of the type (s,s) or (si,s2) • (sj/Sj).

••; we now determine Z in the canonical base. We label the irreducible

j - representations in 0 with the label T representing some (sj,S2). In the

canonical base £ is a direct sum of SU(2) rotation generators £

1 • J> £.JS) (H5)

Say x stands for (s.,s_), then s runs through the values |s.-s_|,...,s,+s,.

We partition Z in the same

Substitution in (H2) gives

We partition Z in the same blockform as (H5) and call the blocks Z

ss1 ss1 _(s')
T TT' Z T f V (H6)

(no summation over T,T', S and s').

Because the £ for each T and s form an irreducible set of matrices we
ss1

can use the lemma of Schur: Z , is identically zero or equal to a non-

singular square matrix. In the latter case £ and £ , are equivalent,

which means s=s*. Furthermore,because we always take standard represen-
ss'

tations, ZT , will be a multiple of the identity matrix.

So, we have obtained the general form of Z satisfying (H2). The only blocks

of Z which are non-zero have the form

They connect the value of s in T with the same value in T'. The constants

zS , will still have to meet the requirements (Hi) and (H3).

We now investigate the consequences of (H3). First we remark that it
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i s suff ic ient to require

[ K 3 , Z ] + - 0 (H8)

Z then automatically satisfies the remaining two relations of (H3), which

is proved on using (H2), the commutation relations (D14b) and the Jacobi-

identit

we get

identity. Partitioning K3 as in the blockform (H5) and using (H7) in (H8),

(no summations).

In appendix E we find the following non-zero blocks of K .

s,s;o,o- ( s )

-Diagonal blocks: K = -i a t J , (E6)
T T 0,0

s. (s.+l)-s_(s +1)
with as= -i—i ±—t if s £ s

and a*= 0 if s1=s2 .

-Off-diagonal blocks (s2l):

3s,s-l;a,a« ± g (s)3
K = — p L |

S-1,S;O,O' (s). 3

T = S T LCTO" ( E 9 )

V/ith |s,-So|< S < S,+ S^+ 1

and „=_ ^UW^S2)^^)

Substitution of these expressions in (H9) shows that the coefficients z ,

have to satisfy

< T . «". + < < T . - 0 (H10)
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Equations (HID and (HI2) we write in the forms

.-! - -( w ) .;t. (H13)

i\ For consistency we must have

f. 2 2
f. (f$) - (S i) (|s -sj < s < s +s2+l ) (H14)
}•'' S

:K Looking at the explicit form of 0 we see that then also

*'• t

- 6T * BT' < H 1 5 )

and as a consequence of (HI3) we then have'

; z s = - 2 s" 1 (H16)

j ;' Equation (H10) shows that there exist solutions zs , f 0 if and only if for all
5 .'•: values of s we have
i
i ••• s s

We now investigate the consequences of (H14) and (H17). Equation (H14) is

equivalent with

A(s.,s2,s) = A(Sj,s^,s) (H18)

with A(Sj,s2,s) = ((Sj+s2+l)
2-s2)((Sj-s2)

2-s2] and |s1-s2|<s<s1+s2+l.

A can be worked out into

A(Sj,s2,s) = s
4-2s2(a+b+>s) + (a-b)2 (H19)

with the abreviations a = s,(s.+l)

b= s (s,+l)

Substituting (H19) in (H18) we find that if |sj-s2|<s<s +s2+l, we have

-2s2(a+b+>s) + (a-b)2 - -2s2(a'+bI+'5) + (a'-b
1)2 (H20)

Now (H17) is equivalent with (see (E6))

(a-b) = -(a'-b1) (H21)

With (H21) relation (H20) reduces to

a + b = a' + b' (H22)

Combining (H21) and (H22) we get a=b' and b=a' , implying
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or if T = then T' =

So, the blocks Z , can only be unequal zero in the case that T is conjugated

to T', thus in the two cases

i) T = T' = (s,s)

ii) T = (s,,s2) and x'= (s,,s.) s.^s™.

In both circumstances the non-zero Z , possess the diagonal blockform (H7)

when considered in the canonical base. The non-zero blocks ZTT, being

multiples of identity matrices (s)

In each non-zero block Z , we thus still have one complex constant z ™\

(smin=|s1-s2|). The only remaining restriction on these constants in Z still

being (HI).

If we suppose that each irreducible representation T occurs just once in

D then in the canonical base Z has the structure

T 1 -••

0

- ! i

0

0
0

I

0

" z l l

0
0

1
(s,s)
2 , . . .

CZD

CZD

••.

CZD

, 2s

0

0

0
2s

1
( s l , s 2 )

S]+S2
s,+s2

o

o

"In

ml

o

o

(s,s)

2s

|si-s2j

isi-s2I

si+s2

(S2.si)
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The indicated blocks in the block rows and block columns 1,1,m are the only

non-zero blocks. The condition (HI) then requires that all the free para-

meters 2^"'n a r e u n e < l u a l t o

If D contains the representations T =T = .,,=T = ( S , S ) , then Z contains
1 2. K

the blocks Z (i,j =l,2,...,k) which can be chosen non-zero, and then
TiTj

have the structure

j j

2s

V j s'-0

(s)
1

The k constants z should be chosen such that

i j

det

Vi

Vi

Vk

TkTk

in order to satisfy (Hi). This can easily be proved by going over to the

spin-block base introduced in chapter 3.1.

If D contains I-VJ iepresentations T =.. .=T =(s ,s?) with s £ s. ther

as we have seen, it also must contain the representation (s ,s ) k times.

Let us label them Tj,+j • • • • »T?. . Z then connects these representations

with blocks Z Kl<k then k+l<m<2k and if k+l<l<2k then l<m<k.),Z

which can be chosen non-zero and have the following structure

s 1 +s 2 (s)

T,T
1 m

1 m

2 r2
The 2k constants z should be chosen su<-h that

1 ra
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det

Tk+1' 1 Tk+1' k

z ,.,. ,z
T2k'Tl T2k'Tk

V T2k

z ».-.»z
V k+1 V 2k

in order to satisfy (Hi). This can be proved by going over to the spin-

block base.

?
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Appendix J

1. The Rarita-Schwinger formalism for s = 3/2.

1.0.

Dirac (1936) was the first to formulate relativistic wave equations for

massive particles with arbitrary spin. He used the spinors
a,...al aa,...a
£.. . and x,_ ,_ transforming respectively with (j,,j.') and
bb r..b k bj...bk 1 1

(jo»ji)f j,*
 ts(k+l), j!» "al, j.= *jk, jl« Ml+1). Symmetry between the lower

indices and between the upper indices is supposed. These spinors do not

correspond with a unique spin if k,l > 0, as (j.,j|) and (j_,jl) are then re-

ducible when restricted to rotations. So, the proposed equations of motion

(for notations see e.g. Bade and Jehle (1953))

i a a b s b b ^. i = m\.'.'.'bk
l ,

1 * i * I (JD
x<7* Y = in c .

3 D b ••* b bb • • • b

which are a direct generalization of the spin 4 case (for which k=l=0) and

which lead to the Klein-Gordon equation, must be supplemented with supple-

mentary conditions. Using (Jl) and the supposed symmetry we can by going in

the restframe show that we must have complete symmetry in all indices of £ and

Xr i.e. also under interchange of upper and lower indices, in order that the

theory describes particles with unique spin s = btk+l+l) and mass m.

In order to describe spin 3/2 we thus may take i) k = 1 = 1 or

ii) k = 0, 1 = 2 or iii) k = 2, 1 = 0. If we choose i) we get a space-re-

flection covariant theory; the two other choices lead to theories which do not

have this property.

1.1.

Fierz and Pauli (1939) showed that the introduction of minimal coupling;

i.e. the substitution ,̂  ..
i3 • it = i8 + eA

M V V V

directly in the equation (Jl) for k=l=l, leads in contrast with the s=h case to

immediate inconsistencies. (We shall display these inconsistencies later on

using a different formalism). To overcome this difficulty they first tried to

find a Lagrangian for the free theory. To this end they introduced an
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auxiliary 4-spinor field $. For k=l=l the fields C and x transform with (l.'s)

and Cj,l) respectively, so that altogether they used a field transforming

with the representation

D = (l,»s) ® Cs,l) ® Cs,O) ® (0,h).

With th\s field they constructed a Lagrangian leading to Euler-Lagrange

equations which imply (Jl) for k=l=l, together with the desired symmetry con-

ditions, and in addition * = 0. introduction of minimal coupling in this

Lagrangian does not lead to the immediate inconsistencies just mentioned (al-

though no proof of the consistency of the resulting theory is known). We re-

mark that the auxiliary field $ is no longer zero and appears in the subsidiary

conditions, which are now rather complicated. The formalism of Fierz and Pauli

is equivalent to our treatment of s = 3/2 in chapter 3.6. We note that the

representation D can be written in the form

D = {h,h) ® Hh,0) 9 (0,h)],

and correspondingly a different representation of the above theory can be ob-

tained by using instead of the Pierz-Pauli spinorfields a vector-spinor field

V = V 8 li . i In the following we suppress the spinor index a). It can be
a a

shown that (Jl) and the required symmetry conditions are expressed in terms of

¥ by the equations

(y^iS - m)fV = 0 (J2)
u

y Vv = 0 (J3a)

i3 YV = 0 (J3b)

with y the Dirac y-matrices. Relations (J3a,b) express the condition that the

v v
s = *s spiners obtained by contracting ¥ with y and i3 vanish, so that ?

does not describe spin h. (In fact, (J3b) follows from (J2) and (J3a)).

If we introduce minimal coupling in these equations we get

(yMity - m)fV = 0 , y'V = 0 (J4)

from which follows

tt VV = 0 (J5)

v
Contracting the first equation in (J4) with TT and using (J5) and the identity
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to ,TTVJ_ = ieF (J6)

in which F • 3 A - 3 A
yv y v v u

we obtain

ey\7* * ° (J7)

which is an unwanted new constraint on VV in case of interaction. (Buchdahl

(1962)) has shown that like difficulties arise when 4"v is minimally coupled to

the gravitational field, see also Cohen (1967)).

A Lagrangian for the theory in the vector-spinor form has been given by

Rarita and Schwinger (1941). They proposed the Lagrangian (Vv = Vv y°):

1 - - V "W *v
 <J8)

(3) M Y ^ - n O g 1 " - i(Y
l'i3vVi3'J)+ f Vi3 K Y

V + ^ Y V (J9)

with

From the Euler-Lagrange equations r O)? = 0 we obtain (J2-3) by contracting

them from the left with i3 and y and combining the resulting two equations.

Introduction of minimal coupling in this Lagrangian does not lead to the im-

mediate inconsistencies shown above. The above Lagrangian is not unique, it is

one out of a class derived by Fronsdal(1958) (sec also Moldauer and Case(1956))

containing a complex parameter a. These Lagrangians (all leading to (J2-3),

provided a ? -h) are given by (J8) with

uv

r (3) = iy
KiZK-m)g

V\ aY
yi3V+ a V i a w + b y V i S ^ - H c m y V

b = »,(3aa*+ a + a* + 1) } (J10)

c = 3aa* + j (a + a*) + 1

We obtain (J9) if we take a * - «•• In section 2 of this appendix we will show

the equivalence of the first order Lagrangians for s= 3/2 constructed in 3.6

example 2(iiib) with the class (J10).

The advantage of the Rarita-Schwinger vector-spinor formalism over the

Dirac-Fierz-Pauli spinor approach (which is equivalent to our treatment in

chapter 3) is the use of the y -matrices with their known algebraic properties

in the former. In our B -formalism we only know the minimal equation satisfied

by g°and its covariant generalization: the Harish-Chandra relation (3.2.4.(74)
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with q»2). It is certain that the B? for s*3/2 must satisfy further restrict-

ing algebraic relations (Bhaba(1949)) as is the case for s»0 and 1. These

relations defining the algebra of the (J^-matrices are not known, however, (cf.

Cox (1976b,c)). Thus in almost all calculations we have to work with an ex-

plicit representation, e.g. the one constructed in chapter 3 with a fixed

parameter y. In this connection we remark that the free parameter y in the

theory of chapter 3 is contained in the fj^-matrises, whereas in the vector-

spinor formalism the free parameter a appears explicitly in the Lagrangian.

The Klein-Gordon divisor in the vector-spinor formalism has the following

form (Takahashi and Umezawa(1953)).

- d*v(3)«Y
Ki3K+ m) + (o - m

2 ) d ^ O ) (J12)

with
d,,v+(3) " V " ? V v + <~'* < W W " 3m-2

iV3v (J13)

J.I I2™2L

and

-•j(2aa*+ a + a*)mY Y - 'sla+lPY Y i3 "

Notice that the parameter a is only present in d' (3).

The anti-commutation relations and the propagator for the field are then

given by

[V (x) , ? v(x')] + = id v(3) A(x-x') (J15)

< 0|T(1! (x) ¥ (x')|0 > . id (3)A_<x-x«) (J16)

As the a-dependence in d v(3) occurs in the term containing the factor (a-m2),

the parameter a does not appear in the anti-commutation relation but only in

the propagator. It can be shown (Bhargava, Watanabe (1966)) that -in perturbation

theory the parameter a has no physical consequences. One usually chooses a« -1,

which makes d' zero. The factors d and d in the remaining part of d

(see (Jll,12)) have the following useful property (with 1' (3) as in (J10)

for a= -1J:
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(J17)

" ( J 1 8 )

On substituting Tyfor i3 in these relations in the left-hand sides, the right-

hand sides change but remain of first orde*- in i3v. This proves to be useful in

demonstrating the acausality of the theory in case of minimal interaction

(chapter 5.5.4).

The above trick of choosing a= -1 to obtain simple forms for the Klein-

Gordon divisor in the vector-spinor formalism does not show itself manifestly

in the formalism of chapter 3. There we have

- Q
(J19)

Using, however, the irreducible tensor basis for the 6 , derived by Glass

(1971b), it must in principle be possible to obtain the analogues of (J17) and

(J18).

1.2.

We now briefly discuss another way of describing spin 3/2. Bargmann and

Wigner (1948) used a completely symmetric multispinor of rank three,I1 „ ,

satisfying in all indices the Dirac equation

* m) V Y " ° <J20)

This system is known as the Bargraann-Wigner equations for s = 3/2. This system

also becomes inconsistent if the electromagnetic field is introduced via the

minimal prescription. Several authors have tried to derive (J20) from a

Lagrangian using several auxiliary fields (see e.g. Guralnik and Kibble (1965)).

Kamefuchi and Takahashi (1966) have derived a Lagrangian (of second order in

i3 ) for V „ without the use of auxiliary fields. They used the method of

Salam (1965) of expanding ¥ „ in terms of the set of independent symmetric

second rank spinors y C and (Y y -y y )C/2i (C being the charge conjugation
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matrix of the Dirac theory). Thus

V ° = (VJa8 *?(x) + 4r f(Vv-\Vc)««'rw (J21)

with a veotor-spinor Y11 (x) and an antisymmetric tensor-spinor tv^ as coeffi-

cients. In this way they realize the symmetry in the first two indices. Total

symmetry in all three indices is then obtained by requiring that the con-

tractions of V with the set of the three independent antisymmetric second rank

spinors Cl , (iC~ y.) B , (iC~ y.y )„ vanish. Further analysis shows that
BY 5 PY 5 K fsy u

(J20) and (J21) lead to (J2),(J3a) as a set of independent equations for f ,

supplemented with a definition of f^V in terms of fV. A Lagrangian in terms of

¥ and V is easily constructed. Substitution of the expressions for VV and
u v

If in terms o! f . then leads to the Lagrangian for 1/ „ . Perhaps because of

its complicated structure, we see it never used in case of interaction.

2. The equivalence between example 2(iilb) of chapter 3 and the vector-

spinor formalism of Rarita-Schwinger.

We show that the set of Lagrangians

L - TtA(B|1i3 - m)V (J22)

for a field V transforming with D « Cs,O) 9 (O,^) ffl (l,h) 9 (h,l) and des-

cribing one massive particle-antiparticle pair with spin 3/2, is identical

with the set of Lagrangians (J10) for the vector-spinor If*1. In 3.6 example

2(iii) we constructed the matrices A and 8° in (J22). The matrices B^ can be

found in (El2).

We first determine the relation between the vector-spinor V and the

field II transforming with D. Consider a fourvector a (x) and its transformation

law

au(x) A(A) * ?M = A^(A) «v<A"1x) (J23)

We form the matrix

au(x)

(a = (1,-a )
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Because of (06) we have

•••'•." A S(A~ x) A = a{x)a * £(x) (J25)
V

ofv Let 5(x) be a 2x2 matrix and define C(x) « ASfA^xJA* then, we havre for the

••..: components

,';•• ? B(x)
 A ( A ) i> 5 (x) « D(A) D(A)5(t,g, (A

-1x) <J26)
aa BB'

i or 5 „ is a mixed spinor S . Because of (D25) the object
j . OR a

! V fi(x) « 5 (x) I (J27)

then transforms with the representation ih,h). Using (J24), a representation

for any 2x2 matrix, we find the relation between the field (J27) and ap(x) to

be

• ¥ (x) • a C a? (J28)
oe

With the aid of the spinors <(> (x) and x (x) transforming respectively with

Ci,0) and (0,>j) we now form '

- aV (x) :- ay » <t (J29)

( J 3 0 )

The direct sum of (J29) and (J30) is a 4-vector-4-spinor f .

Using (J28), we see that

f«.B,o.T

transform with the indicated representations. Using Clebsch-Gordan coefficients

we can decompose the direct sum of (J31) and (J32) into a field transforming
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with D. We finally find for the relation between the vector-spinor ^ and the

field used in chapter 3 example 2

(4,0)
If
0,0

(0,^)

V :>
II,*t)

(S.I)

/
P»0

0

72 \ p a T / °JJ eo

0

0

0

< :

h «J\ CJ)

O.T

u r
V

(J33)

We inserted a factor 1//2 in the relations (J31) and (J32). This makes U a
V

unitary matrix, for if we calculate from (J31,32), using (D3), the inverse
u -1
U , we find (row labels: p,t; column labels: p,o)

v1.

( } }
<
\a T

2 ay YP\B T|O

(J34)

p —1
and the property U = UT.

In 3.6 example 2(iii) we have found two inequivalent pairs of theories,

and in each pair two theories only differing in their space-reflection

properties. We now investigate which of these four theories is equivalent with

the Rarita-Schwinger theory, by comparing the space-reflection transformations.

The vector-spinor transforms as

(J35)

(x)

with S Q the space-reflection-matrix of the Dirac-(4)-spinor. Fixing this matrix
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; as in 3.6 example 1 (i), we find for the space-reflection matrix S of 'P the one
t

J". of example 2 (iiib), i.e. this matrix S satisfies

% Sf(x) = SU v'tx) = SU S~ls¥(x) - SU.s'^f^tx) = 0 SyP(x) (J36)
?*?• V O D j D \1

H We now insert the matrices U and U in the Lagrangian (J22) with the
•"' u P U

•;: matrices A and p of example 2(iiib) and we find, after a tedious but straight-

\\ forward calculation (using much of the technique explained in appendix B)

: L = fu UtA(epi3 - m)U tK =

n- VI P K
V K

+ i (1 + p~l) m Y Y | 1" (J37)

4 u v J

In 3.6 (example 2(iiib)(3.110)) we have found that we should have a = -1,

p > 0, Y J4 0 and

P |Y! 2 = 1/4 (J38)

Introducing

- L v* - —
/3 ' 2 (J39)

and using (J38) , we see that (J37) is identical with the sfit of Lagran.rji.ans

(J10) but for an arbitrary positive factor p. We remark that the condition

Y / 0 is equivalent with a j* -h.

3. The Rarita-Schwinger field in interaction with external fields.

In this section, we discuss the Rarita-Schwinqpr field in interaction with

i) an external scalar field a'x). (Schrocr et al. fl070l)
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ii) a minimally coupled external vector-potential A (x). (Velo, Zwanziger

(1969a))

We choose from (J10) the Lagrangian-density with a » -1, and maKe the sub-

stitutions i) m + ffi(x) = m - a(x) and ii) i3 •*• IT = i8 + eA (x). We denote

the respective Euler-Lagrange equations with

LM = 0 , n * 0,1,2 (J40)

n

n = 0 for the free theory, with

U V U U V V l i U K V p v

n = 1 denotes the scalar interaction

L. = Ll?(m -*• Si) (J41b)

n = 2 denotes the vector interaction

L^ = X.VJ {1.3 •* it ) (J41c)

The systems (J41a,b,c) have the property that i3 <P° drops out, so they do not

directly determine the time-evolution of ¥ . Looking for the constraint

equations, we observe that the L contain no time derivatives. The equations
n

A := Y L° = 0 (J42)

n o n

are called primary constraints. Explicitly

An =mY:i'!'. - i33V. + ykii.y^V. (J43a)

0 3 3 k' 3

A, = A- (m •* m) ; A. = Aft(i3 •* it ) (J43b,c)

We see that the primary constraints only contain f , so V° can neither be

determined from the primary constraints. We now multiply L from the left with

Y respectively i3 for n = 0,1 and it for n • 2. We obtain

•', H " ** K H I

I | <J44a)
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LV - 2(Y
K i3 Y P - i3 P )* + My *

V l K P U | (J44b)

* - 2 < * V P -""»% + 3mV" | <J44c)
L "

with
..v

- 0 (J45a)

- <YKi3KYV - i3V)ft (J45b)

From L « 0 at all times t, we conclude that the expressions in (J44a,b,c) are

zero for all t. Solving for y VV and 13 *y respectively v Vv, we find

n - 0 y VV * 0 (J46a)

i3 VV - 0 (J47a)

n - 1 y VV = -|- X^ V^ (J46b)

i3 Y" - (yPi3 + |- a) - 2 - Xj <Cv (J47b)

n - 2 y VV • -2— X? f (J46c)
" 3m2 2 V

v " • { y \ + 1 m > i " x2 TV
The equations (J46a,b,c) determine I1 . These equations do not contain time

derivatives of f and are called secondary constraints. We define

£l0 - if" T^ (J48a) J
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n - v'V - — xv <¥
1 " V ,-2 1 v (J48b)

JJ = Y
M-i> - - i _ £ f (J48c)

2 U 3m2 2 V

The secondary constraint relations can then be written

a = 0 (J49)

n

If we now substitute (J46) and (J47) in (J40), we obtain

n = 0 M£ := (Yp i3 - m)Vv = 0 (j50a)

n = 1 tf := ( y P i 3 - m) "?p - (Smy^ + 1311) - ^ - X^ V = 0 (J50b)

1 P 3m* ' v

n = 2 Mi" := CVPTT - m)1v - (•any" + nU) -^— X, V = 0 (J50c)
2 p 3m2 2 V

In contrast with the original equations (J40), the equations (J50a,b,c)

determine the time evolution of all f . It is obvious that every solution of

(J40) satisfies the constraints A = 0 and £2 = 0 as well as the equations M - 0.
n n n

Velo and Zwanzi.ger call (J50c) "true equations of motion", because they could

prove that conversely a) M, = 0 preserves the constraints i.e. every solution

of M = 0 which satisfies the constraints A = 0 and fl = 0 at a given time,

satisfies them for all times, and b) (which in fact implies a)) every solution

of M = 0 which satisfies the constraints at a given time is a solution of the

original Rarita-Schwinger equation L = 0. This will turn out to hold for n=0,l

also. So, although (J50) contains less information than (J40) — for it does

not provide us with the constraints — if we supplement (J50) with the con-

straints at a given time, equivalence with (J40) is obtained.

WP now present a proof of the above-mentioned statement for n=0,l,2, that

closely resembles the proof of Velo and Zwanziger. We observe that, using the

flefinitions of t, , fl , the equations (J50a,b,c) may be written

M£ = L^ + ;i3U - mYV>.0 - ^ i^L" = 0 (J51a)

Ml = ;JIo<n=o * l.m -» m) ,• M!J = M^(n=0 •> 2; i3 ̂  •* IT ) (J51b,c>

W»? now assume that A and it vanish on the hyperplane t= 0, consequently their
n n

spatial derivatives on this hyperplane vanish also. Using (J42) , we conclude
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that (J51) with u=0, implies that at t=0

n = 2
o 2 m p 2

(J52)

and analogous expressions for n=0,l.

Contracting (J51) with y we obtain at t=0

n = 2 y L" + Y i
H 2 o m p 2

(J53)

I

and analogous expressions for n=0,l.

We now use in (J52,53) the definitions (J44c) for Y L^ and IT vt, replace every-

where Y * by the expression following from (J48c), and finally use the
V

assumption that fi,, and its spatial derivatives vanish at t=0. (J52) and (J53)

then respectively become

= 0 (J54)

= 0 (J55)

with

Y := Y
3m"

I. V
TO" 2 v

(J56J

We conclude, Y and i3on, vanish at t=0 (We remark that (J56) is precisely the

relation (J47c)). From (J52) we conclude that it l£=0 at t=0. From (J51c) then

follows L^=0, (j=l,2,3) at t=0. Together with L°=Y°A 2=0 this means that the

R-S equation is satisfied at t=0. We finally show that i3 A =0 at t=0, so that
o 2

both the constraints are preserved. From ir Vi=0 and Ll=0, (j=l,2,3), at t=O,
we conclude to v L_=0 or i3 L-=0 at t=0.

o 2 o £•
The arguments can be repeated for n=0,l in the same way.

So, if we only consider solutions of (J50) satisfying the constrants A =0

at a given time, then this system is equivalent to the R-S-equation (J40).

The propagation character

The advantage of (J50) over (J40) is that the first is not a singular system,

i.e. the determinant of the principal part (cf. chapter 6, p.143) of the

operator in M is not identical to zero. Substituting 5 for 3 in the operators

in (J50) we obtain for the determinants of the principal parts {
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n=0 (5 2 ) 8 (.757)

n=l t e 2 ) 6 [ C 2 d + f 2 a a P ) - f2 (a 5 U ) 2 ] 2 (J58)

n=2 (5 2 > 6 U 2 + g 2F v aC aF v 65g) 2 (J59)

with f = 2 ; g = 2£ , aU = 3Ua ; F = He . F K \

We now investigate the existence and nature of the propagation cone K* by first

determining the characteristic cone K associated with the principal part. We re-

member (see (6.10) an- 6.4.3.) that K* is the closed dual cone of the

1 characteristic cone K, and the latter is the open convex cone determined by the

inner sheet of the cones determined by the principal part (cf. (6.8)). Four-

"ectors insirin the cone K are normal to hypersurfaces for which the system may

be hyperbolic. If the system is hyperbolic for such a hypersurface it will be

! | causal if the propagation cone K* is not wider than the light cone. If K* is

'{ wider the theory is acausal.

\ . n=0 The characteristic cone following from (J57) is the interior of the light
" 2 -*2

cone £Q = 5 . The propagation cone K* is consequently the light cone and its

interior. The free theory has been proven to be hyperbolic (cf. 6.3.) so, it is

y causal.
j' n=l From putting (J58) equal to zero follow the quadratic surfaces

; (?2) = 0 (J60a)

' 5?(l+fza au) - f2(a ZU)7 = 0 (J60b)

Both surfaces are cones. The first is the lightcone; the shape of the second

cone depends on the external field a and its derivatives a . Its character

(real, imaqinary or degenerate) is independent of the coordinate system, because

it is invariant under linear coordinate transformations, in particular, under

Lorent.z transformations. We will only consider Lorentz frames and therefore

we may distinguish between a timelike, spacellke or lightlike.

2_. Suppose that in the apace-time point under consideration a is tiroelike

(a a > 0) . By applying a suitable Lore*ntz transformation we can obtain

a =(as,o), ag £ R, and (J60b) becomes

; K% - (1 + f2ao) T,2= 0 (J61)

• For ail values of ag this represents a real and symmetric cone with symmetry-

j axis along the ^"-axis and lying completely within the light cone.
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By applying a Lorentz transformation the situation remains essentially the same:

the Lorentz transformed cone will still lie within the light cone, the new axis

being the transformed 5°-axis, coinciding with the transformed vector a^. So,

in any Lorentz frame (J60b) is the inner sheet of the two cones (J60a,b). It is

easily verified, by using (6.8), that the interior of this inner sheet is the

characteristic cone K. The propagation cone K* is consequently wider than the

light cone. Assuming hyperbolicity we conclude that the propagation is always

acausal if a is timelike.

We remark that the theory can only be hyperbolic with respect to hypersurfaces

with unit normal n lying inside the cone K, i.e. n and a have to satisfy

(1 + f2a2) - f2(n lv)2 > 0 (J62)

2. Suppose that in the space-time point under consideration a is spacelike

(a a? < 0). By applying a suitable lorentz transformation we can always obtain

, a1 € R. (J60b) now becomes

- f2a2)?2 - 52 - (S2 - f2a2> (J63)

* If 1-f2*2 > 0 «-» 0 < f2a2 < 1, this represents a real cone with axis along

the £°-axis. The intersection with the planes £° = ±1 is the ellipsoid

1 - f2a2 Z 3

which lies inside (but in the 5 2- and £3-direction tangent to) the corres-

ponding intersection with the light cone: the unit sphere.

- 51

Consequently (J63) is the inner sheet of (J60a,b). The interior of this inner

sheet is the characteristic cone K. Assuminq hyperbolicxty we then have

acausality because the propagation cone K* is wider than the light cone.

The theory can only be hyperbolic with respect to hypersurfaces with unit

normal nV lying inside K, i.e. nU and av have to satisfy (J62) with the under-

standing that now a2 =ava
u<0 and l+f?a2>0.
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* If l-f2a2 = 0, (J63) does not represent a cone, but degenerates into the two

coinciding planes 5? = 0. There is no hypersurface through the space-time

point with respect to which the theory is hyperbolic.

* If 1-f aj < 0, it can be shown that there is no direction n satisfying

(n" := Kv + TnP; T £ R)

n2( n§(l-f2a2) - n2 - (n| + n2)(l-f2a2)) = 0 has only negative roots T

for all real ?". (Cf. (6.8))

Consequently, the cone K(P,n) is empty and there is no hypersurface with

respect to which the problem is hyperbolic.

3_. Finally, suppose that in the space-time point under consideration a is

lightlike (a a = 0, a j* 0). In this case, by applying a suitable Lorentz-

transformation we can obtain aV = (a0,a1,0,0) with |a0|=|a1j =: a.

(J60b) now becomes

(J64)

For all values of a this represents a real cone, because the intersection with

C° = ±1 turns out to be

f2a2

f 2a 2) 2 f2a2)

which represents an ellipsoid lying inside the corresponding intersection with

the light cone: the unit sphere.

(a°=a1=a>0)

f2a2<l f2a2=l f2a2>l
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For three characteristic values of f2a2 we have sketched these intersections.

We conclude that (J64) represents a cone lying within the light cone, with

coinciding vertices, but the axis is tilted over a certain angle towards the

±C1-axis and such that it touches the inside of the light cone along the vector

ap. We remark that it is not essential to distinguish between f2a2 J 1, because

these situations are connected by Lorentz transformations with speed parallel

to the 5*-axis. What is essential is that in each frame with au«(a,±a,0,0),

the characteristic cone K exists (the interior of the inner sheet of (J60a,b),

i.e. (J64)) and consequently there are hyperplanes (those with normal nv inside

K or equivalently, satisfying (J62) in arbitrary frames) for which the theory

may be hyperbolic.

Summarizing: for non-constant scalar external field interaction we never

have causal propagation and sometimes no propagation at all.

n«2 From (J59) follow the quadratic surfaces

S2 » 0 (J65a)

Cl-g2B2K§ - 2g2B.<ExfKo - tl2 + g2(Ex?)2 - g2(B-C)2] = 0 <J6Sb)

The first is the light cone, the shape of the second is determined by the

external fields E and B. we distinguish the following two invariant cases for

the external fields

case

1

2

E«

not

0

B

both equal

S2-
to

0

p
zero

case 1. There now always exists a Lorentz frame in which E and B are

parallel or antiparallel in the space-time point under consideration.

By applying a rotation we can always obtain E=(E,O,O) and B=(B,0,0).

(J65b) now becomes

(l-g2B2)C2 - <l-g2B2K2 - (l+g2E2)(5| + 52) - 0 <J66)

* If l-g2B2 > 0, or consequently 0 < g2B2 < 1, (J66) represents a real cone

with axis along the £°-axis because the intersection with 5°* constant is

the ellipsoid



As for all values of E and B we have ^U-g2*2) / (l+gzEz) < 1, this cone

lies inside (but touches in the C°-51-plane) the lightcone. So, the character-

istic cone is determined by (J66), and the propagation cone is wider than the

light cone. Assuming hyperbolicity we always have acausality.

* If l-g2B2 < 0, or consequently 1 < g2B2 < •», (J66) represents a real cone

with axis along the 51-axis and which touches the light cone in the S0-?1-

plane but is completely situated outside the light cone. There is no

characteristic cone K because there is no inner sheet for the two cones.

* If l-g2B2 - 0, (J66) leads to the two coinciding planes 5|"S|"°# i»e« the

5°-51-plane, Also in this case we have no characteristic cone.

Tfte necessary invariant condition for a hypersurface to be hyperbolic for given

external fields (analogous to (J62)) is that its normal nV satisfies

(l-g2B2)n2 - 2g2B.(Exn)n0 - [n
2 + g2(Exn)2 - g2(B-S)2] > 0

or written in manifest covariant form

n2 + g
2F naFvena > 0 (J67)

voi p

case 2. In a space-time point for which this case holds, we have in any frame

E 1 B and |E|=|B|= B. By applying a rotation we can always obtain E=(0,B,0)r

B=(0,0,+B). (J65b) becomes

(l-g2Bz)<-2 ± 2g2B25152 - U+g2B2>€? - ?| - C| = 0 (J68)

For all values of g2B2this represents a real cone, because the intersection

with £°= ±1 turns out to be

- 1

(1+ g 2B 2) 2

which is an ellipsoid lying inside the corresponding intersection with the light

cone: the unit sphere. The situation is completely analogous to the scalar

coupling with a? lightlike (cf. (J64) et seq.). Here for all values of g2B2,

(J68) represents a cone lying within the light cone, with coinciding vertices,

but the axis is tilted over a certain angle towards the direction +ExB and such

that it touches the inside of the light cone.

The characteristic cone K is the inner sheet of (J65a,b) i.e. (J68). For hyper-

planes with normal nV inside K, or equivalently satisfying (J67), the theory

may be hyperbolic. Assuming hyperbolicity we must, however, conclude to
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acausality because the propagation cone K* is wider than the light cone.

Summarizing: for interaction with a non-constant minimally coupled vector

potential we never have causal propagation (case 1 with g2B2< 1, and case 2),

In case 1 with g2B2> 1 we have no propagation at all.
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SAMENVATTING

Sedert de ontdekking door Velo en Zwanziger (1969a) dat de oplossingen van de
gangbare vergelijkingen voor elementaire deeltjes met spin 3/2 en hoger in
wisselwerking met een uitwendig veld zich uitbreiden met een snelheid groter
dan die van het licht (acausaliteit), heeft men geprobeerd golfvergelijkingen
op te stellen die dit gebrek niet vertonen. In feite is men tot op heden hierin
niet geslaagd. Men heeft zelfs voor golfvergelijkingen voor deeltjes met spin
0 en 1 aangetoond dat bij bepaalde wisselwerkingen met een gegeven uitwendig
veld hetzelfde verschijnsel optreedt. Alleen de Dirac theorie voor spin \
deeltjes is volledig vrij van deze problemen. Dat wil zeggen de oplossingen
behouden hun normale voorplantingskarakter in een willekeurig uitwendig veld.
Dit proefschrift handelt enerzijds over het opstellen, binnen een bepaald
kader, van relativistische golfvergelijkingen voor massieve deeltjes met
willekeurige waarde van de spin, en anderzijds over het verschijnsel van
acausaliteit bij wisselwerking met een uitwendig veld.
Het bovenbedoelde kader houdt in: relativistische covariantie (hoofdstuk 2);
uitsluitend massieve deeltjes in theorieën met positief definiete energie
binnen het gebruikelijke tweede quantisatievoorschrift (hoofdstuk 3).
In hoofdstuk 4 beschouwen we theorieën met minder gebruikelijke covariantie-eis
en in hoofdstuk 5 niet-vierkante stelsels van vergelijkingen.
De begrippen hyperboliciteit en (a)causaliteit zijn het onderwerp van hoofd-
stuk 6. Het geeft een overzicht van de huidige stand van zaken en toont met
name de tekorten in de huidige wiskundige kennis omtrent de hyperboliciteit
van, uit natuurkundig oogpunt, belangrijke stelsels van vergelijkingen voor
deeltjes met spin groter dan 1.

De noodzakelijke technische details zijn verwerkt tot een negental appendices.
Uit de uitgebreide - maar niet volledige - lijst van verwijzingen naar de
literatuur moge blijken hoe zeer het probleem van de relativistische golf-
vergelijkingen voor hogere spin vanaf de ontdekking van de Dirac vergelijking
in 1927 in de aandacht staat.
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f?:fi; STELLINGEN

;
J 1. Het begrip stelling is niet gedefinieerd.

Algemeen promotiereglement van de Universiteit van Amsterdam.

i 2. Vermoedelijk bezitten in elke dimensie alle regelmatige lichamen,

wanneer geconstrueerd met weerstanden r als ribben, tussen de uiteinden
! van een ribbe een vervangingsweerstand van -̂ - r, met H = het aantal
! hoekpunten, R = het aantal ribben.

3. De grote vlucht die het gebruik van de programmeerbare zakrekenautomaat
ook in het onderwijs heeft genomen, biedt de gelegenheid de verzameling
van vraagstukken in de leerboeken aanzienlijk uit te breiden en wezenlijk
te verrijken.

4. Het onderwijs in de natuurkunde, zou zeker aan scholen waar de
faciliteiten hiertoe reeds aanwezig zijn, gedurende de gehele cursus
dienen te worden ondersteund door een practicum.

5. Het effect van de Bose-Einstein statistiek dat vaak verondersteld wordt
aanwezig te zijn in annihilatiereacties in de deeltjes fysica, kan ook
als een gevolg van resonantieproductie worden geïnterpreteerd.
Zimänyi J,, Pâi G., Jakobsson B.; Phys. Rev. Letters 43(1979)1705-7.

6. De bewering van Maurer en Prausm'tz dat het "one-fluid" model voor
vloeistofmengsels noodzakelijk tot inconsistenties in de exces Gibbs
vrije energie leidt is onjuist. De gesignaleerde inconsistentie in het
UNIQUAC model van Abrams en Prausnitz is het gevolg van een foutieve
afleiding.

Abrams D.S., Prausnitz J.M.; AIChE Journal 2U1975) 116-28.

Maurer G., Prausnitz J.M.; Fluid Phase Equilibria 2_{1978)91-9.



,i. 7. De bewering van Guertin en Wilson dat een systeem van de vorm
,7 : P* := (afl + G)* » 0 met G = G ^ G2, Gi een matrix operator met als
Î hoogste orde 1 in de afgeleiden en G2 van de orde 2, causale propagatie
• bezit indien G* « 0, kan in zijn algemeenheid niet waar zijn.

Guertin R.F., Wilson T.L. : Ann.Physios 2°£( 1977)427-59; Phys.Rev. D15_

(1977)1518-31; Lett.Nuovo Cim.U3.(1977)483-6.

8. Vijayalakshmi, Seetharaman en Mathews maken bij de bepaling van de
karakteristieke determinant van de "echte bewegingsvergelijkingen" ten
onrechte gebruik van relativistische covariantie.
Vijayalakshmi B., Seetharaman M., Mathews P.M.: J.Phys. A: Math.Gen. \2

(1979)665-77.

, 1

9. Het samengaan van acausaliteit en verlies van Lorentz covariantie
zoals gesuggereerd door Jenkins berust op een misverstand.

: Jenkins J.D.: J.Phys. A: Math.Gen. 2<!974)1129-34.

10. De nog niet op eindigheid onderzochte algebra

ß V ß p + ß V ß " + e p e V = g ' V + g V (V + g p V

zou een mogelijkheid voor een causale beschrijving van spin 1 kunnen
bieden.

4 juni 1980 R.B.J. Pijlgroms


